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Burnett, Brower: Now’s not the time for Cal Am takeover
n But activists gather signatures, say
‘it’s time’ for public to buy water co.
By KELLY NIX

A

S THE latest effort to pursue a public takeover of
California American Water gains steam, officials are speaking out, saying the move will be costly, distracting and could
delay the construction of a proposed water supply project for
the Monterey Peninsula.
For a week, Ron Cohen’s
group, Public Water Now, has
been collecting signatures on
an initiative petition asking
Takeover group
voters if they want to take
over Cal Am’s water system
leader says
and make it a public entity —
politicians are
a move Cohen believes will
reduce monthly water rates.
‘afraid of
The group says it has
Cal Am’s wrath’ about 1,000 of the 5,400 signatures it needs.
“At some point, you have
to look at the coach and say,
‘Does he have the wherewithal?’” Cohen said, referring to Cal Am. “Does he have the
complexities to coach the team? And in this case, it’s
absolutely not.”
Cohen, who moved to Pebble Beach with his wife six
years ago from Calabasas, has garnered the support of some
Peninsula residents and the Monterey County Herald, which
recently published a glowing profile of him and his group.
The newspaper also regularly prints guest commentaries
from water activists espousing the benefits of a publicly
owned water system.

But Cal Am, which has repeatedly stated it’s not for sale,
contends a takeover bid would be complicated, time-consuming and expensive. Also, the effort has already been unsuccessfully attempted several times.
For his cause, Cohen, 66, argues that Cal Am has had
plenty of time to come up with a water supply solution to
comply with orders to cut back diversions from the Carmel
River and hasn’t done so. The company, he contends, has
made decisions selfishly for the benefit of itself and

‘I

T’S LIKE starting all over,” said Jim
McGillen, who along with his wife,
Cynthia, founded the Authors and Ideas
Festival in 2007. “We have a new name,
‘The Pebble Beach Authors and Ideas
Festival,’ and new venues which present
new challenges for us.”
The 2013 festival runs Sept. 27–29. The
new venues are Stevenson High School in
Pebble Beach, the actual site of the festival,
and Santa Catalina School in Monterey,
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Contracts with
IT investigator
raise questions
By MARY SCHLEY

C

HEN FORMER hospital worker Roberto Rodriguez
Hurtado was arrested on suspicion of identity theft in May,
his life began spiraling down: He was fired from his job and
faced deportation to his home country of Mexico, according
to a Sept. 12 story in the Monterey County Weekly.
Hurtado’s 13-year janitorial job at Community Hospital of
the Monterey Peninsula — the Weekly sentimentally reported — had allowed him to support his disabled wife and send
money to his dying sister in Mexico.
Hurtado’s wife, depicted crying in an accompanying photograph, was even quoted in the story as saying she would
“commit suicide” if her husband was deported.

ITY ADMINISTRATOR Jason Stilwell signed three
separate work agreements with computer expert Mark
Alcock over a period of less than four months, at a total cost
of $128,500 to taxpayers.
Stilwell has said he hired the
Southern California specialist to evaluate the city’s vast
computer network, as well as
to investigate alleged hacking and misuse of computers
by IT manager Steve
McInchak, whose home was
searched by police in June.
McInchak, who has overseen the city’s information
technology department for
17 years, has been on paid
administrative leave for the
past several months and has
not yet been charged with
committing any crime. The
Jason Stilwell
Monterey County District
Attorney’s Office is waiting
for the police department to submit a file containing the
criminal allegations, if any.
Meanwhile, the city has agreed to spend more than

See THEFT page 13A

See CONTRACT page 8A

See TAKEOVER page 9A

There’s more to the
story: Identity theft is
about the victim, too
By KELLY NIX

W

New name, new venues, and another
stellar lineup for Authors and Ideas
By JERRY GERVASE

S I N C E

which will be used for presentations to students.
Sister Claire, Head of School, is graciously making the facilities available at no
charge to the festival.
“The new venues have presented us
with challenges that have invigorated us,”
McGillen said. “For instance, we didn’t
know we needed permission to use the
name ‘Pebble Beach’ in our title, but that
turned out to be an easy negotiation.”

See AUTHORS page 23A

Dog bites boy riding Boogie Board
By MARY SCHLEY

N

INE-YEAR-OLD GARRETT Heger
was Boogie Boarding with his dad and some
friends at Carmel Beach Aug. 31 when, as he
rode a wave in and had almost made it to the
sand, a little white dog ran up and bit him in
the face, his father recounted to The Pine
Cone Thursday. The bite left puncture
wounds in his son’s forehead and cheek,

according to Carmel resident Stevie Heger,
but before anyone could grab the dog to at
least see if its rabies vaccinations were current, the animal and its owner, whom Heger
described as a slim, older, white-haired
woman, disappeared into the Labor Day

See BITE page 12A

Buck charges car,
lands in back seat
as occupants duck
By MARY SCHLEY

P

ACIFIC GROVE resident Julie Tetreau
was slowly cruising down Grove Acre in her
Chrysler convertible with her mom in the
passenger seat, on the way to pick up her
boyfriend at his apartment, when a big buck
appeared out of nowhere and charged her
car. He hit the front, flipped over the hood
— nearly missing Tetreau and her mother,
who had ducked — and landed in the back
seat, all in a flash.
And then he was gone.
David Brooks

Joe Scarborough

Jane Smiley

See BUCK page 7A

PHOTO/COURTESY STEVIE HEGER

Garrett Heger’s forehead had a welt and a puncture wound after he was bitten by a dog.
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howcasing the
Largest Collection
of Extraordinary
Furnishings, Linens,
Home Decor
& Lighting in
Northern
California.”
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Sandy Claws

Certified Interior
Designers on staff

By Lisa Crawford Watson

Nap Dog
W

OPPLETON’S
Fine Furnishings and Interior Design

www.poppletonshome.com
299 LIGHTHOUSE, MONTEREY

8 31 6 4 9 3 0 8 3

UPGRADE YOUR FURNACE
WITH LARRY…

THE
CE
A
N
R
U
F
GUY!
Rebates Available
up to $190 for
Energy Efficient
Furnace Installation

HEN HER Labrador Retriever died, it was too
heartbreaking to imagine replacing him, so she went
for the “same spirit in a different costume” and chose
a Labradoodle. After meeting a “really cool” Doodle
on Carmel Beach, she studied the breeder’s website
and chose the puppy with the black-and-white
“Phantom of the Opera” mask. But when she went to
pick him up, she fell in love with another, fuzzy little
Doodle. Everyone thought he was a Shih Tzu.
She named him Poseidon Flotaki because she is
Greek and lives by the sea, and because he looks like
a big white, furry Flotaki rug from Greece. She also
believes he chose her, inherently knowing she was
ready for love. She just didn’t know how much.
“Poseidon’s a love,” his person says. “He loves
everyone, particularly children. The only time he pulls
on the leash is when he hears the voice of a child. He
loves it when kids run their fingers through his fur,
and he likes to lick their fingers and toes.”
She was perplexed when her puppy started resting
his head on her belly, sometimes licking it, and
always looking up at her with a kind of soulful
expression that made her say, “What?” Three weeks
later, she learned she was four months pregnant with
twins.

New large units available at special move-in rates
Temperature controlled units also available

We also Sell & Install
Fireplaces!

Bohn Heating & Sheet Metal
Central Coast Fireplace

2965 Monterey-Salinas Hwy (Just past the Monterey Airport)

Call 831-333-1900

www.MontereyHiwayStorage.com

221 Grand Avenue, Pacific Grove, CA 93950
Office 831-372-4474 • Fax 831-372-4624
“Serving the Monterey Peninsula since 1963”

LAW OFFICES
OF

DANIEL S. WILLIAMS

new
FALL

ARRIVALS
sport
coats
suits
sweaters
cords
denim
shirts
and
more

♦ Divorce ♦ Child Custody
♦ Child and Spousal Support
♦ Restraining Orders

♦

Grandparent Visitation Enforcement
and Defense

Mazda Raceway hosts
World Superbike
THE WORLD Superbike Series of motorcycle racing that
hasn’t visited the United States in nearly a decade returns to
Mazda Raceway Laguna Seca Sept. 27-29. The field includes
talented riders from all over the globe and tight competition
for the championship title.
This year, the riders are competing in 11 countries during
14 events, and the Monterey visit is the only round held in the
United States. Following two race wins in Turkey, Aprilia
Team rider Eugene Laverty of Ireland is in third place with
297 points — 18 behind teammate Sylvain Guintoli of
France. Leading by a mere eight points, with 323, is
Kawasaki Team rider Tom Sykes, an Englishman whose last
win came at the Nurburgring in Germany in early September.
Joining the international field will be the American professional racing series, which will also stage competitions
both days, providing plenty of racing for even the most rabid
fan.
Off-track activities include autograph signing, press conferences, kids’ activities, vendors, stunt shows and more.
Tickets, ranging from $40 to $90, will be available at the
gates on race day. For more information, visit www.mazdaraceway.com.

(831) 233-3558
www.danwlaw.com

Looking for a Home
Isabel (aka Izzy) is an 8-year-old, 12
pound Shih Tzu. She is a gentle, mellow dog who gets along great with
everyone she meets, whether they
are adult, child, canine, or feline. She
loves taking short walks and playing
with toys that squeak.
Izzy came to POMDR from a woman
who was ill and could no longer care
for her. She has flea and food allergies and had lost most of her fur, but
under the care of a dermatologist and
a special diet she is growing her coat back and feeling great.
If you'd like to meet Izzy, fill out an online application.

831-718-9122
OCEAN
O
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AVE
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“I know he knew my children were coming,” his
person says. And when she took him along on a
shopping trip to Babies R Us, he jumped right into one
of the cribs and curled up.
“I know he’ll nap with my babies,” she says.
Poseidon, now 18 months, was trained and certified at six months to become a service dog. When he
visits hospice, he jumps onto the bed, snuggles into
the patient, and falls asleep as they stroke his fur,
sometimes for an hour, while he rests in the rapture.

Ad Sponsored by
Monterey Bay Whale
Watch Center
www.gowhales.com
(If you’d like to sponsor
our next ad, give us a call.)

WWW.PEACEOFMINDDOGRESCUE.ORG
P.O. BOX 51554, PACIFIC GROVE, CA 93950

JAMES E. RHEIM, M.D. • JOSEPH R. RHEIM, M.D.

Refresh Your Skin From The Summer Sun
Fine Lines

Now you can easily improve…
Wrinkles

Age Spots

Vein Conditions

CUTERA®, offering the most desired laser skin care
procedures, for all skin types.
Benefit from a series of 4 LimeLight™ sessions (IPL) for $250
per treatment. A savings of $800.00 (4 treatment original value
is $1800). Treatments must be completed in 4 months from the
first appointment not to extend past February 28, 2014. Not valid
on current appointments.
Call today to schedule a complimentary consultation or make an
appointment with our RN. View Cosmetic specials and practice
news on our website.
General Dermatology: 831.373.4404
Cosmetic Laser Center: 831.373.0441
757 Pacific Street, Suite A-1, Monterey

Advanced Dermatology Medical Clinic
www.rheimdermatology.com
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Short-term rental ban considered for unincorporated areas
By CHRIS COUNTS

I

N RESPONSE to the increasing popularity of shortterm rentals in some parts of the county, and the strong opposition to them from many residents, Monterey County officials are vowing to decide if they should be banned in the
unincorporated parts of the county. Currently, no specific
ordinance prohibits short-term rentals.
Led by county planners, about 75 people gathered in the
Big Sur Grange Hall Sept. 19 to express their views on the
subject. The meeting was the first in a series of public hearings the county plans to schedule over the next couple
months, not only in Big Sur, but in the Carmel area as well,
where short term rentals in the Carmel Highlands, Carmel
Valley and Del Monte Forest will be discussed.
(The City of Carmel-by-the-Sea bans short-term rentals,
whereas they have flourished in Pacific Grove after the city
legalized them three years ago.)
At the Grange Hall, residents discussed the pros and cons
of allowing short term rentals in Big Sur. More than 60 short
term rentals in the area are now listed on the Internet. The
options range from small cabins in the redwoods that rent for
$200 per night to large estates with ocean views that rent for
$2,000 per night.
Residents speaking in favor of short term rentals told
county officials they benefit the local economy, provide transient occupancy tax and sales tax for the county, offer the
public greater coastal access, provide a source of income for
property owners and create local jobs. Some property owners
— beset by the economic downturn or expensive medical
bills — said they wouldn’t be able to support themselves
without the income they receive from short term rentals.
Those speaking out against short terms rentals said they
increase noise, traffic, trash and fire hazards; have a negative
impact on privacy, parking and security; displace long term
renters who work in Big Sur; and change the “identity” and
“character” of the rural community down the coast. They
questioned why the practice is allowed on private roads. And
they wondered how much of a liability risk it creates — for
short term rental businesses and the government agencies
that permit them to operate.
Representing Big Sur Hosts, a group of about two dozen
property owners who rent short term units, Tony Wolff told
The Pine Cone some of the complaints are valid.
“Mistakes have been made, but we want to fix them,”
Wolff said.
But Wolff insisted many of the problems associated with
short term rentals are also caused by long term rentals as
well. He’s hopeful a compromise can be reached.

“I believe it’s possible we can work through these issues,”
he added. “The underlying fact is that we have to protect the
fabric of our community.”
The Sept. 19 meeting was moderated by John Ford, a management analyst for the Monterey County Planning
Department. He will oversee the county’s effort to resolve the
short term rental dilemma.
Ford said it’s too early for him to say whether short term

rentals will be permitted or banned in Big Sur and other
affluent coastal areas where they are popular. “The full range
of possibilities is still on the table,” he said.
Currently, the county’s regulations fail to adequately
address short term rentals. They’re not permitted, but they’re
not prohibited either. “It’s tricky,” Ford conceded.

See RENTALS page 12A

Tickets Now On Sale

Carmel River School 2013 Home Tour
Saturday, September 28th, 12PM - 4PM

Six homes | Architecturally Diverse | Gate House | Walker House
Case Felice | Green Gardens | Pope House | Arch House
Adult $30; Child $10 advance purchase; ($35 and $15 on Saturday, Sept. 28th)

www.CarmelHomeTour.org
Tickets can also be purchased at:
Carmel Realty Company, Prim's Hardware & Home
and Carmel River School.

Sponsored by
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Police &
Sheriff’s Log
Deer antics galore
HERE’S A look at some of the significant calls logged by

the Carmel-by-the-Sea Police Department and the Monterey
County Sheriff’s Office last week. This week’s log was compiled
by Mary Schley.
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 5
Pacific Grove: Man called police to report that someone entered

his unlocked vehicle while it was parked along Ocean View
Boulevard and stole his wallet. He called back later to report that
he had found his wallet in his jacket.
Carmel area: Carmel resident reported finding an open window at his elderly mother’s house. No forced entry; nothing
missing and nothing out of place.
Pacific Grove: Dispatched to a report of a vandalism on
Forest Avenue, in which perpetrator threw water at a truck.
Owner of truck stated he did not know the perpetrator. Nothing
further.
Carmel area: Person reported that another person has been
embezzling from him by writing fraudulent checks.
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 6
Carmel-by-the-Sea: Property manager on Monte Verde
Street requested increased patrol over the weekend until locks
can be changed. Tenants have vacated premises but still have
property on site. Person advised police no one has permission to
be on site. Civil matter at this time and no crime reported.
Carmel-by-the-Sea: Man on Junipero reported he received a
threatening text from a former employee. Recently the resident

had to close his barber shop in Santa Cruz. The employee is
owed money from the business, and the man is in the process of
bankruptcy. The man has advised the employee he will get paid
in time. The employee then sent the man a text saying, “I’m
going to your girlfriend’s work today. You better hit me up.” The
man viewed this text as an indirect threat. He said the employee
knows his girlfriend works in Carmel. He wanted this documented in case he showed up at her workplace.
Pacific Grove: A 23-year-old female was driving a vehicle
with a defective left headlight. Upon being stopped and questioned, she admitted that she did not have a driver’s license and
had never had one issued. She was arrested and transported to
the station, where she was booked and then released with a citation.
Pacific Grove: Dispatched to a report of vandalism to a vehicle on Dewey by a passerby. Woman reported her vehicle was
struck with a baseball bat by a male on a skateboard. She lost
visual of the male and was not able to describe him. Nothing further.
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 7
Pacific Grove: Locust Street resident’s neighbor has become
increasingly agitated about the resident’s blacksmithing from his
backyard. Neighbor lives directly behind the resident and immediately starts yelling at him when he works. He explained that he
can only blacksmith between the hours of 1400 and 1700 and
believes this is a reasonable timeframe. Resident did not want
PGPD to make contact with neighbor at this time, and just wanted information. Resident was advised that those hours of operation are OK, and to contact the P.D. if problems persist. Resident
provided a typed letter explaining the situation further.
Carmel Valley: Deputies were dispatched to a male lying on
the ground. He was found to be heavily intoxicated and was
transported to Monterey County Jail.
Carmel area: Driver called 911 to report his vehicle was
broken into while it was parked on Highway 1 and he was hiking in Point Lobos State Reserve.
Pacific Grove: An anonymous female caller reported to
dispatch that a deer had an 8-foot-long pole stuck to its
antlers. Officers located the deer and followed it throughout
a neighborhood while they waited for an SPCA technician to
arrive. The deer evaded officers and the SPCA technician.
Dispatch and state fish and game wardens were advised.
Carmel Valley: Driver was contacted during a traffic stop on
Carmel Valley Road and found to be DUI. He taken into custody
by CHP.
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 8

Announcing ...

The 2013 Golden Pine Cones

Your chance once again to recognize
the greatest restaurants,
stores and service
providers in the
Monterey Peninsula!

2013

“For the winners, it will be time to party —
so don’t let your favorite restaurants
and shops go without the glory!”

To vote, you must be a subscriber to our
email edition! Sign up now at…

www.carmelpinecone.com
Ballots available online to email subscribers only!
Voting continues from Sept. 27 to Oct. 4 • Results announced October 25

Carmel-by-the-Sea: While backing on a public roadway on
Seventh Avenue, a vehicle collided with another vehicle that was
stopped at a stop sign. No injuries.
Carmel-by-the-Sea: Woman reported losing her handbag on
San Carlos Street. An interior search was conducted, and the
handbag was found. Everything was intact — no further action.
Carmel-by-the-Sea: A vehicle was stopped on Dolores
Street for a defective brake lamp, and the 30-year-old male driver was found to be unlicensed. The registered owner, a 50-yearold male, admitted to knowing the driver was unlicensed and
was also cited for loaning a vehicle to an unlicensed driver.
Vehicle was towed/impounded by Carmel Towing.
Pacific Grove: Subject resisted paramedics while being
prepped for transport on 5150 W&I. PGPD assisted state parks.
Officer received minor injury during struggle.
Pacific Grove: Officer was dispatched to a report of an
attempted burglary at a commercial building on Forest Avenue.
Employee discovered front doors were pried, but the suspect was
unsuccessful in opening the doors.
Carmel Valley: Mother reported her 18-year-old son missing
from their Berwick Drive residence since Sept. 6
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 9
Carmel-by-the-Sea: Citizen assist in regards to an elderly
citizen who may be in need of intervention from family members to oversee their mother’s living situation. The family member was contacted and was updated accordingly. Resources were
provided to the family member for further advocacy and guidance.
Pacific Grove: Female on Egan had an argument with her
husband. She was upset her husband does not spend enough
time with her and works too much. She also stated that her
husband needs anger management.
Carmel-by-the-Sea: Woman on Casanova called indicating
she attempted to reconcile with her former boyfriend, but events
and issues prohibited her from fulfilling this. She has ended the
relationship, but the estranged boyfriend continues to call her
and disturb/harass her. No prosecution sought; however, she
wished for the matter to be documented. Party was counseled
and will be seeking legal action by procuring a restraining order.
Carmel-by-the-Sea: Barking dog complaint on Ocean
Avenue from several residents. Upon arrival, officer heard dog
barking almost incessantly. Unable to locate dog owner, but will
follow up with animal control officer.
Carmel-by-the-Sea: A vehicle stop was conducted on
Scenic Road per a citizen’s complaint, and the 27-year-old male
driver was found to be in possession of an open container of
alcohol and medications without a prescription. The subject
posted bond and was released from the station to his mother.

See POLICE page 36A
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P.G. residents to vote on property tax to beef up school technology, security
By KELLY NIX

T

HE BACKERS of a ballot measure
that’s before voters in November contend its
approval will offer students in the Pacific
Grove Unified School District invaluable
technological tools for years to come.
If Measure G passes with 55 percent of
the vote, property owners would pay about
$30 per every $100,000 of their assessed
property value for tech devices and programs
for PGUSD schools. The funds would be collected for 20 years in a series of short-term,
low-interest bonds and would generate about
$27.8 million for the district.
The tax — endorsed by the Monterey
Peninsula Taxpayers Association — would
allow the district to purchase computers and
electronic tablets, update security cameras,
and implement statewide technology
requirements for testing and learning.
“Measure G is a fiscally prudent, lowcost plan allowing Pacific Grove’s schools to
maintain and improve student access to technology and keep pace with 21st century
innovations for the next 15 to 20 years,”
according to proponents.
If approved, the measure would allow
bonds to be paid in three- to five-year increments, which would allow the district to pur-

chase technological items as needed so they
don’t become obsolete, according to the district.
“The beauty of this particular measure is
it allows us to keep up with technology in
short bursts,” PGUSD superintendent Ralph
Porras told The Pine Cone. “It allows us to
keep current.”
The annual tax would amount to $180 for
a house with an assessed value of $600,000.
But those opposed to the measure — who
include attorney Carl Mounteer, administrator Paula Anderson and economics professor
David R. Henderson — say the tax will burden taxpayers who are already paying for
two other school bond measures.
They also argue that the amount of tax
isn’t known, since it varies over the life of
the bond measure, and that the loans will be
repaid with interest, which will “significantly increase” costs.
“PGUSD has a record of bad faith and
wasting taxpayers’ money,” according to the
argument against Measure G filed with the
Monterey County Elections office.
The opponents point to the sports stadium
at Pacific Grove High School that cost the
district $6.8 million— money they contend
should have been used to fund classrooms
and equipment.

However, proponents of Measure G say
an oversight committee would advise on the
use of the bonds, monitor expenditures and
report findings to the district’s board of
trustees. Dale Scott, who introduced the
measure, said the committee that already
oversees the two other school bond measures
could also be tasked with overseeing
Measure G, or, a new committee could be
established.
The funds won’t be spent on teacher
salaries and would solely be used toward
new technology programs and devices.
Every 90 to 95 cents generated by the tax
would be spent on technology projects, programs and devices, Scott said.
Phone polls conducted about three
months ago, Scott said, found that 70 percent
of those likely to vote in the November election supported Measure G.
“More than 300 people were surveyed,”
Scott said.
The funds would also be used to upgrade
security, said assistant superintendent for
business services, Rick Miller.
For instance, while all of the district’s
schools have security cameras, their coverage is limited and the surveillance systems
are reaching the end of their technological
life.
Better cameras with infrared technology

that would also allow the police department
access 24 hours per day, would be purchased
with the tax dollars, Miller said.
Porras said it’s hoped the funds from
Measure G might also allow the district to
eventually abandon traditional textbooks in
favor of electronic books, which would allow
a student to download instructional data onto
a device such as an iPad or other tablet.
The opponents of the measure say that
while the school board has identified technology equipment it contends is necessary, it
has yet to provide “any facts to justify why
these acquisitions are so compelling that
they necessitate issuance of a new bond that
results in a new property tax.”
The school district spends about $12.50
per student for classroom technology. But
that number would skyrocket to $500 per
student if the measure passes on the Nov. 5
election.
Kathleen Lee, who has two children in
PGUSD schools and is promoting Measure
G, said parents she’s spoken to are mostly
supportive of the property tax.
“Parents recognize that the tools we need
to provide our students are dramatically
changing,” said Lee, who works as an aide
for 5th District Monterey County Supervisor
Dave Potter, “and computer literacy is a key
factor in their success.”

Curls Night Out!
October 1
5:30 - 7:00 p.m.
Bring your curls,
waves, swaves!
With Kristen King
& Cal Ellis, Deva International
Educational Director

Deva is the FIRST
Curl Care Product
that ACTUALLY
works! Let me
SHOW you HOW!
COME TO "CURLS NIGHT OUT. Learn what curl type you are & what
products to apply!. Learn what NOT to do with your delicate curls &
how to pump up your waves. View a demo of how to cleanse, condition,
apply products & set your own curls!
If you are a Deva client, already, come and share your success! Also,
Deva has introduced 4 NEW products. I will be sharing about the
benefits of each. One NEW product might be just right for your curls.

ALL CURL CUT APPOINTMENTS MADE AT THE EVENT WILL
SAVE $5 ON YOUR NEXT APPOINTMENT.

Enjoy 20% Off
all DEVA CARE &
CURL PRODUCTS
at this event!!! Stock up!

RSVP: by Sept. 30th.
Please phone 831-905-4242
OR email:kurlgurlking@att.net
Please leave your name,
phone # and how many
will be attending.

Please go to www.rootshaircolorstudio.com for directions to the studio. Simply click on the map link on the front page. Can't access the
internet? Please call and I'll give you the directions to the studio, no
problem!

Wine, small bites, and a room of curly wavy swavy
folks.... NOT TO BE MISSED.

Roots Hair Color Studio
Mission St., 2 N.E. Fifth • Carmel, Ca 93921
Follow on FB: roots hair color studio

Thinking of buying or selling a house in the Monterey Peninsula?
Be sure to use a realtor who advertises in The Carmel Pine Cone.
They care about the community ... and they care about you!
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HE FETUS specimen that had been kept in a Pacific
Grove police evidence locker room for more than two years
has a new home: California State University Monterey Bay.
The decades-old fetus was discovered in the basement of
the Pacific Grove Museum of Natural History in 2011 before
museum officials — uncomfortable with having it around —
gave it to the city’s police department for safekeeping. The
city recently donated the specimen to the university.
“The fetus will be used for educational purposes in university anatomy labs,” CSUMB spokeswoman Joan Wiener
told The Pine Cone.

BUCK
From page 1A
“The top was down on my car, because it was gorgeous
out, and it was broad daylight,” Tetreau said about her Sept.
16 drive. “And this buck came out of nowhere. I’ve hit a couple of deer before, but this was strange, because he just
charged right at me. It was the strangest thing I’ve ever experienced.”
She said the animal “looked angry” as he charged the car
and then hit the little Chrysler 200 — “I guess he liked it,”
she said — shattered the passenger-side headlight and flew
over it, his hooves striking a cooler in the backseat.
“We were fortunate, because my mom ducked, but she
probably could have caught a hoof,” Tetreau said Wednesday,
as she was en route to pick up her car from the repair shop.
“It was a 10-point buck, so he could have done some serious
damage.”
After the animal flipped over their heads, Tetreau was
convinced he was stuck in the rear seat and thought she could
hear him breathing, but by the time she slammed on the
brakes and pulled over, the buck had vanished. Or, as the
Pacific Grove police officer who took Tetreau’s report had
written it, “the deer had fled the scene.”
“He was perfectly fine, which is bizarre to me,” she said.
“I was hoping I killed it, because I would have liked to have
some deer meat — it’s expensive and it’s healthy for you.”
Tetreau, who moved to P.G. from Michigan six months
ago, said she’s never seen a buck charge like that.
“Usually, they just stand there and let you drive by,” she

Though little is known about how the specimen ended up
in the Pacific Grove museum, it’s believed to have been there
since the 1930s.
There’s also been speculation that it was donated or sold
to the museum by legendary marine biologist Ed Ricketts,
although that has not been confirmed.
And while it isn’t known how old the fetus was upon its
death, Monterey pathologist Christian Hansen examined the
specimen in April and determined it was in its 16th week of
gestation, according to Pacific Grove city manager Tom
Frutchey in a Aug. 19 letter to CSUMB assistant professor
Patricia Sevene-Adams.
Adams, who teaches anatomy at the university, did not
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THE MONTEREY Peninsula Water Management
District’s board of directors has awarded water supply grants
and loans to the City of Pacific Grove for its local water project and to the Monterey Peninsula Airport District for its
reuse of existing groundwater remediation wells feasibility
study.
Pacific Grove’s project includes development of nonpotable water supplies for open space irrigation in the city.
The Airport District will be using the funds to determine if
wells formerly used to clean up groundwater contamination
can now be reused as water production wells. A total of
$115,000 was granted to both projects.
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said. “It was super scary.”
Tetreau wondered if the car had startled him.
“He was on some sort of mission,” she said. “We had
music going, so maybe that spooked him.”
Fall is mating season for deer, and wildlife officials often
issue warnings to motorists, hikers and others to be aware of
aggressive and unpredictable animals.
“They do sometimes during this season get very bold,”
said Carmel animal control officer Cindi Mitchell. “They do
attack people. I haven’t heard of them going after a car, but if
they perceive something as a danger, they will react aggressively.”
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return messages from The Pine Cone.
Both CSUMB and Monterey Peninsula College were
interested in taking the specimen, which caused a minor
power struggle when it was found two years ago.
While former museum board member Esther Trosow
argued the specimen — which had been kept in a jar of alcohol — should be kept at the museum as part of its “cultural
patrimony,” Frutchey said it shouldn’t be returned because it
hadn’t received “the respect it deserved.”

Pacific Grove donates fetus specimen to CSUMB
By KELLY NIX
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CONTRACTS
From page 1A
$128,500 in taxpayers’ funds for Alcock’s
services, according to the agreements provided to the Pine Cone by the city.
The first contract that Alcock and
Stilwell signed Feb. 25 — and which was
provided to The Pine Cone in June after a
search warrant was served at McInchak’s
Carmel Valley home — is so heavily redacted that even the very basic declarations stating the city’s needs and that Alcock is qualified to perform the services are whited out,
as are the scope of work, the completion
date, the ownership of work product and
Alcock’s address. The signatures of Alcock
and Stilwell, however, are visible. This contract stipulates Alcock will receive $200 per
hour, up to $25,000, “and reasonable
expenses.”
A second contract with Alcock, dated
May 5, also for “an amount not to exceed
$25,000,” received by The Pine Cone Friday
states the city is “interested in information
technology consulting and assessment ser-

vices,” and needs qualified consultants to
“assist in the installation and configuration
of network routers and security devices and
other general information technology services.” Its scope of work is described as,
“installing and configuring network routers
and security devices,” “provide security
guidance,” and “additional information technology services as necessary.” Alcock’s
address, as well as the signatures of the people who signed the contract, are redacted.
Amounts increased
Finally, a third agreement, dated June 19
— two weeks after Alcock accompanied
Carmel Police Chief Mike Calhoun, administrative services director Susan Paul and
police officers to serve the search warrant —
also in “an amount not to exceed $25,000,”
indicates the “city is interested in appointing
a computer forensic examiner,” who will
“assist in the coordination of the investigation related to information technology.” The
first two items listed in the “scope of work”
are hidden, and the signatures are redacted.
And while the city clerk used to be
required to attest to contracts, none of the
agreements with Alcock includes a space for
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her signature.
This month, council members decided to
increase the amounts of the second and third
contracts, though they didn’t discuss how the
money would be spent or their decision to
approve the added expenses, which call for
increasing the contract for consulting and
assessment to $43,500, and the contract covering the McInchak investigation to $60,000.
Stilwell and his lawyer, Heather Coffman,
have said the information in the contracts
was removed in order to protect Alcock’s privacy and because they involve an active
criminal investigation. He said the existence
of three separate contracts with the same
consultant — which is very unusual — is
due to the fact the projects Stilwell asked of
Alcock are all different.
With the information redacted, the extent
of those differences is difficult to determine.
It’s legal, but is it right?
While the Carmel Municipal Code has
strict rules about how contracts are approved,
and the checks and balances designed to
ensure public funds are being used reasonably, contracts for “professional services”
— such as attorneys and consultants — are
specifically exempted, according to attorney
and former Carmel City Councilman Gerard
Rose.
“All purchases of and contracts for supplies, services, with the exception of professional services, materials, or equipment by
the city, or by an officer or employee thereof, shall be made only in accordance with
and pursuant to the provisions of this chapter,” reads CMC section 3.12.030. The provision is a bit difficult to understand, due to the
vagaries of its punctuation, but it basically
exempts contracts for “professional services,” from the rules for purchasing.
“This is how they get around the requirements when hiring lawyers and other professional services,” Rose explained.
Therefore, not only did Stilwell not need
to obtain council approval for the contracts
with Alcock or put the work out to bid, they
were not subject to the section that prohibits
dividing contracts into amounts less than
$25,000 to avoid the higher scrutiny required
by the code for more expensive agreements.
That section explicitly states, “No undertaking involving amounts in excess of $25,000
shall be split into parts to produce amounts
of $25,000 or less for the purpose of avoid-
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ing the provisions and restrictions of this
article.”
Carmel attorney Stephen Beals reads the
code differently, however, and said it applies
to professional services, too, though the city
administrator is authorized to enter agreements with contractors for amounts up to
$25,000 without council approval. As for
whether Stilwell violated the code section
regarding splitting contracts, he said, that
distinction lies in the details.
“The issue hinges upon the following:
Did they intentionally split them? They can’t
divide the contracts to avoid city council
approval, and if they did, it clearly violates
that provision,” he said. “Looking at the
specifics of the contracts is what’s going to
tell you.”
But with the crucial points redacted in the
name of the ongoing investigation, it’s difficult to know.
As far as Rose is concerned, regardless of
whether the Alcock contracts are covered by
the CMC, he said, “I don’t think that’s the
end of the inquiry.”
“The reason why we have a 3.12 chapter
in the municipal code and a California
Public Contract code is because we want
accountability, we want fairness, and the
public has a right to know,” he said. “That’s
obviously the policy not only of the
California Legislature, but of the Carmel
City Council.”
And this particular council, Rose noted,
“was swept into office with a claim of transparency.”
“So why are they inclined to hide the
details of these contracts?” he asked. “Are
they legally correct in keeping it from you?
Yes. But is it wise? No. And is there a
defense for keeping it from the public? If
there’s a reasonable defense, I’d like to hear
it.”
Keeping information about the approval
and details of such contracts secret is “an
affront to the people of the state and of the
city,” since it’s their dollars being used to pay
them, according to Rose.
“Frankly, I find this whole tenor where
we try to keep things from the public very
troubling,” he said. “You can argue that Steve
McInchak, whatever the merits of the claims
against him, he’s entitled to know what’s
going on — and so is the public, especially
when they’re paying close to $100,000 to
investigate him.”
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its shareholders.
While previous efforts to take over Cal Am have failed —
the water board itself declined to take on the effort in August
2011, and voters rejected it in 2005 — Cohen believes the
right time is now. Eight years have passed since the last initiative, water rates are increasing, and customers are fed up,
he said.
“Our initiative is totally different than what happened in
2005,” Cohen explained. “Our initiative is a direct line from
voter approval to acquisition. This is a fact I’m certain hasn’t
been lost on Cal Am.”
However, if Public Water Now collects the necessary
5,400 certified signatures for the ballot measure and voters
approve it, the first step would be for the Monterey Peninsula
Water Management District to launch a feasibility analysis
and acquisition plan, which critics warn would be costly.
If the water district analysis shows it would be beneficial
to purchase Cal Am, the district “would have to file an eminent domain lawsuit against us, which itself could take several years,” Cal Am spokeswoman Catherine Bowie told The
Pine Cone. “All in all, this process could take five to seven
years and cost millions of dollars, even if it fails.”
A project with lots of support
Cohen believes Cal Am is worth somewhere between
$120 million to $210 million. While Cohen said he doesn’t
believe that the process of acquiring the water company
would mean delays and hasn’t heard a good argument to support that, Bowie said the lengthy process would require a
tremendous amount of resources and “would divert our staff
from focusing on moving the water project forward.”
Cal Am’s proposed $400 million Monterey Peninsula
Water Supply Project includes a desal plant in North Marina
and several components to reclaim wastewater and store surplus water underground. The proposal has received support
from the six Peninsula mayors and about 15 environmental
groups and agencies.
“In addition, the state has admitted [that a 2009 State
Water Resources Control Board water cutback order] was
motivated by the fact our community has historically been
unable to agree on a water solution,” Bowie said. “A mounting effort, such as the one Public Water Now has under way,
will further divide the community and underscore this
impression.”
Cal Am and its customers must comply with the order by
Jan. 31, 2016, or face the possibility of huge fines.
Others, notably Carmel Mayor Jason Burnett and

Monterey Peninsula Water Management District director
Bob Brower, also believe the move is distracting and likely
cost prohibitive.
“We are focused on delivering water supply projects,”
Burnett said, “and anything that takes us off of that focus is
not in the broad community interest at this point.”
Though Burnett said he’s “skeptical of changing course
mid-stream,” any plan to forcibly purchase Cal Am should be
evaluated against the mayors’ four criteria — competitive
economics, a clear path to permitting, contingency planning
and accountability and public decision making. The criteria
were used to evaluate three desalination projects that were
considered before Cal Am’s was selected as the best overall
project.
Cohen said he would like to completely eliminate the
“political influence” of Cal Am and the California Public
Utilities Commission — the regulatory agency he regards as
“public enemy No. 2.” And he alleged that “politicians fear
Cal Am’s wrath,” and said there is an “implied threat” to
those “who go against their wishes.”
When asked to name elected officials he believed were
afraid of Cal Am, Cohen said “obviously water board members fear their wrath.”
“I think there is a genuine fear from them that Cal Am
would help finance their opponents,” he said.
However, water board director Bob Brower said that
assertion is completely untrue.
“We are here to serve our constituents and we have no fear
of doing what it takes,” he told The Pine Cone. “With respect
to that, however, spending millions to acquire the utility does
nothing to solve the water crisis on the Peninsula.”
Burnett also refuted Cohen’s claim, pointing to the six
Peninsula mayors’ successful all-or-nothing demand that Cal
Am reduce its profit in order for them to endorse the company’s water project.
“People thought we were crazy to go to the core of the
profit potential of a company like that and we succeeded,”
Burnett said. “If [Cohen] said elected officials are unwilling
to take on Cal Am, that is a very clear example to the contrary.”
While Cohen has a firm position on public ownership of
the local water supply, his group won’t take a stand on what
the solution for the Peninsula’s water problems should be —
including whether a desalination plant should be part of the
equation.
“Well, I don’t have an opinion on that,” Cohen said. “I
think we need to develop water supplies. I think we need to
look at all alternatives. I won’t take a position on types of
water projects or growth or no growth.”
In Brower’s estimation, money spent on complicated and
lengthy eminent domain legal proceedings, not to mention

Helen Charlotte Mari
1916 - 2013
Carmel- Helen Charlotte Mari, age 97, peacefully
passed away on September 19, 2013, in the house her
husband James (Jim) Mari built for her on the Big Sur
Coast, overlooking the great Pacific Ocean.
Helen was born August 7th, 1916 in Astoria, New York
to Thomas F. and Charlotte V. Woods and was one of three
children. She is predeceased by her two brothers Thomas
and Harold Woods.
As a young girl, Helen spent many of her summers on
Long Island helping her aunt who ran an institute for the
blind. Helen worked with both young girls and women, and as she told us many
times she valued her time and efforts on their behalf.
As a young woman, Helen met the love-of-her-life and the man she was married
to for 74 years, James D. Mari.
Helen and Jim were a 'Power Team' before the term was even coined, and built
an extremely successful construction company - Mari Excavating, in Chester, New
York. She ran the business end of the company and was a phenomenal bookkeeper.
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other costs related to a takeover process, would likely result
in zero savings to ratepayers.
“I understand the customer is weary about higher rates,”
Brower said, “however, spending more money to buy the utility and then spending money on the fix will surely result in a
higher cost to the consumer.”
On Tuesday, Oct. 8, at 7:15 p.m., Public Water Now will
hold a town hall meeting at Carmel Middle School to “gather support for a campaign to end control of Monterey’s water
supply by greedy outside monopolistic powers and to put this
precious resource in the hands of our own Monterey Water
District,” according to a press release.
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Helen loved to travel, ski, snowshoe, walk and tend her flowers. She was a
voracious reader and had bookshelves full of her favorite books, non-fiction and
fiction alike.
Helen is preceded in death by her husband Jim, who died in 2008, and their
eldest daughter, Helen Kronkhyte-Banks who died in March 2006.
She leaves her daughter Diane Westerveld of Chester, N.Y.; and her son Robert
D. Mari and daughter-in-Law, Wendy of the Monterey Peninsula, CA.
Helen also leaves six grandchildren who all loved her and loved being with her:
Robert Kronkhyte and wife Wendy of Tahoe City, CA; Mickey Wright and wife
Sally of Ossining, N.Y.; Corey Kronkhyte of San Jose, CA; Kim (Kronkhyte)
Bonino and husband Brad of Lincoln, CA; Bonnie Wright and husband Ken
Kovach of Warwick, N.Y., and Jay Westerveld and wife Holly of Sugar Loaf, N.Y.
Helen also leaves four great-grandchildren: Scott Schleiff, Alyssa and Trystyn
Wright and Angelo Bonino, and a great-great-grandson: Caleb Jon Wright.
Services were held earlier in the week. Donations may be made to Big Sur Fire
Brigade, Big Sur, CA, the SPCA of the Monterey County, CA or the charity of
one's choice in lieu of flowers.
Visit www.missionmortuary.com for condolences.

Must present this coupon to take
advantage
age of offferr.
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School worker dies on PGHS field
By MARY SCHLEY

A

63-YEAR-OLD maintenance man
who worked for Pacific Grove Unified
School District and served on its school
board from 1995 to 2001 was found unconscious and unresponsive underneath the
scoreboard at the P.G. High School football
field Sept. 16, according to Pacific Grove
Police Department.
Rod Herndon reportedly died of a heart
attack.
According to police, a passerby noticed
Herndon lying under the scoreboard behind
the team room near the west end of the
retaining wall at the south end of the field
but thought he was resting.
“After approximately 30 minutes, the person decided to check on the subject after

noticing the body had not changed positions,” the officer wrote.
Realizing Herndon was unresponsive, the
person called 911.
The first officer to arrive on scene initiated CPR, and Herndon was taken to
Community Hospital of the Monterey
Peninsula, where he was pronounced dead.
“He was at work when it happened,” commented PGPD Sgt. Jeff Fenton. “It looks like
a natural cause of death.”
According to several obituaries about
Herndon, he was a Marine who served in
Vietnam, was married to Elaine Herndon for
33 years, and had one son, Andrew, who is a
police officer in New Mexico. Services were
held for him this week, and he will be
interred in the San Joaquin National
Cemetery.

The Best of Home & Garden

Dr. Seuss art show comes to town
A collection of original drawings, paintings, and sculpture by Ted Geisel — the creator of the children’s book, Dr. Seuss — is on
display at Dennis Rae Fine Art through Oct.
10. One of the most beloved of all children’s
book authors, Geisel wrote and illustrated
classics like “The Cat in the Hat,” “Green

Eggs and Ham” and “How The Grinch Stole
Christmas.”
The exhibit offers a fascinating glimpse
into the world of Geisel’s rich imagination.
The gallery is located on San Carlos
between Fifth and Sixth. Call (831) 6200923.
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While Spring may be the best time to see California natives in bloom,
Fall is the best time to plant them. Get a head start on having a more
floriferous Spring by shopping the annual native plant sale and
planting this Fall. Come see our amazing selection of native species
and cultivars and take a few home to brighten up your next Spring.
CNPS members get 10% discount on Plant and Book purchases.
Not a member? Join the day of the Sale.
Check us out at http://montereybay.cnps.org/
(A link to the Sale Plant list will be posted by 10-1-13)
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www.reelscreens.com

THE LEMON TREE
By BRINTONS

8 Pilot Rd., Carmel Valley
(831) 298-7147
thelemontreebybrintons@gmail.com
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BITES, CAMERA, ACTION

PUB CRAWL MIXER!

We sure are lucky around here...
this month continues with Carmelcentric world class events. Taste of
Carmel celebrates its 25th year with
a Masquerade Ball at the Carmel
Mission on Thursday, October 3rd.
Grab a mask and nosh your way
through offerings from 45 local
restaurants and wineries while the
balladeers from The Money Band
serenade you into the night. www.
tasteofcarmel.com

SMART COFFEE

Thompson Lange
2013 Board Chair

Then take a week to rest up for all
the excitement that comes with the 5th annual Carmel
Art and Film Festival, October 9th through the 13th.
Each year this festival has offered locals and visitors a
¿UVWORRNDW¿OPVGRFXPHQWDULHVDQGSHUIRUPDQFHVWKDW
have gone on to Oscar glory. Add in art and mix it with
the beauty and walk-ability of Carmel-by-the-Sea and it’s
no wonder Carmel Art and Film is becoming one of the
FRXQWU\¶VSUHPLHU)LOP)HVWLYDOVZZZFDUPHODUWDQG¿OP
com
See you there!
Thompson Lange is the co-owner of Homescapes Carmel.

WELCOME NEW MEMBERS!
Christian Business Men’s Connection
Helping Recovery Inc.
Silvestri Vineyards

TASTE OF CARMEL

Where: All Saints’ Episcopal Church
Grant Hall, 9th & Dolores, Carmel
When: Thursday, October 10, 8:00am - 9:00am
Cost: FREE!
“10 Essential Tips for Writing Press Releases.” Thousands
of press releases are distributed over the wire each day,
so how is your release going to stand out in comparison?
Editors are receiving hundreds of press releases and
pitches, many of which they will never read. Aside from
avoiding buzzwords, there are a few questions you should
ask yourself when writing a press release. Learn more in a
FREE workshop presented by PR expert, Marci Bracco of
Chatterbox Public Relations. RSVP (831) 624-2522 x205.

Who: Monterey Movie Tours
Where: Cypress Inn, Lincoln & 7th, Carmel
When: Tuesday, October 15, 5:00pm - 6:30pm
Cost: FREE!
Come join us for the 10-year anniversary celebration of
Monterey Movie Tours! Meet Doug Lumsden, the founder
and creator, who throughout the years has provided a
unique peek into the movie making magic of the Monterey
Peninsula. Step on-board their specially-designed
multimedia tour bus which will be on static display
throughout the evening and view the Monterey Peninsula
through the eyes of Hollywood!
Who: Artemis Collections
Where: San Carlos btwn Ocean & 7th, Carmel
When: Thursday, October 17, 5:00pm - 6:30pm
Cost: FREE!
3OHDVHMRLQXVIRUDULEERQFXWWLQJZLWK7XUNLVKÀDLULQRXU
new location featuring uniquely designed boots in leather,
suede or velvet, colorfully embroidered by artisans.

The Taste of Carmel Masquerade Ball is next
week! -RLQ Union Bank and The Money Band on
October 3, 2013 as we wine, dine and dance! Get
your tickets now at the Visitor Center on San Carlos
between 5th & 6th. It is going to be an amazing
event! Don’t miss it! Visit www.tasteofcarmel.com
for detailed information. Photo by DMT Imaging.
$95 General Admission Tickets
$150 Tasty Two-for Tickets

OCTOBER CALENDAR

CARMEL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

www.facebook.com/carmelcalifornia

Where: Start at Forge in the Forest
5th & Junipero, Carmel
When: Wednesday, October 30, 5:00pm - 7:00pm
Cost: $10 Chamber Members
$20 Community Members
Stroll from pub to pub on the Carmel Chamber “Pub
Crawl!” Start at Forge in the Forest and then travel on
WR RWKHU SXEV LQFOXGLQJ -DFN /RQGRQ¶V 1HLJKERUKRRG
Pub & Grill, A.W. Shucks Cocktail & Oyster Bar, and
Flaherty’s Seafood Grill & Oyster Bar, sampling food
and drink at each location. A detailed map will lead the
way. ‘Crawlers’ are encouraged to dress in Halloween
garb to add to the fun.

RIBBON CUTTINGS

Who: In-Shape Health Clubs
Where: 26536 Carmel Rancho Blvd., Carmel
When: Thursday, October 24, 5:00pm - 6:30pm
Cost: FREE!
You are warmly invited to attend a Ribbon Cutting
for Carmel’s own In-Shape Fit Health Club! Tour the
10,000+ square foot beautifully-appointed facility where
membership provides unlimited access to the full
schedule of classes inclusive of Yoga, Pilates, Spin,
Zumba, Stretch, Strength and more! This special event
IHDWXUHV ZLQHV E\ (VWDQFLD IRRG FRPSOLPHQWV RI -DFN
London’s and entertainment courtesy of In-Shape and
its talented members! Meet the In-Shape staff and group
exercise instructors as well as the on-site “Custom
%XLOW´ SURIHVVLRQDO WUDLQLQJ WHDP -RLQ XV IRU WKLV VSHFLDO
opportunity to sample the In-Shape lifestyle! We look
forward to meeting you and hearing about your own health
and wellness goals.

For a comprehensive list of local events visit:
www.carmelcalifornia.org
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San Carlos btwn 5th & 6th
PO BOX 4444, Carmel, CA 93921
(831) 624-2522
www.twitter.com/carmelchamber

Bistro Beaujolais hosted a business mixer with
JXHVWV LQFOXGLQJ /5  'U 5R\D -DYLG DQG %URRNH
Raimondo of Coastal Valley Dermatology and Carmel
Chamber ambassador Ben Beesley of Keller Williams.
Photo by DMT Imaging.

TRAVEL WITH THE CHAMBER!
What: River Cruise Travel Presentation
Where: Garden Room, Church of the Wayfarer
7th & Lincoln, Carmel
When: Tuesday, October 22, 6:00pm
-RLQ WKH &DUPHO &KDPEHU RI &RPPHUFH DV WKH\
depart with Grand Circle Travel on the river cruise
“Cruising Burgundy & Provence to the Cote D’Azur.”
At this informative meeting, the cruise itinerary will
be reviewed and guests will have an opportunity for
special pricing for a trip departing October 15, 2014.
Please RSVP to lee@carmelcalifornia.org.

CHAMBER SPONSORS
Premier Sponsors
Carmel Realty Company • Union Bank
Glastonbury Audio Visual Event Specialists, Inc.
Partner Sponsors
Pine Inn • Hayashi & Wayland Accounting & Consulting, LLP
Executive Leadership Council
Alain Pinel Realtors • BMW/Porsche of Monterey • Cypress Inn
Carmel Pine Cone • DMT Imaging • The Crossroads Carmel
Carmel Plaza • Glastonbury Audio Visual Event Specialists, Inc.
Carmel Realty Company • Claycomb Wealth Management
Hayashi & Wayland Accounting & Consulting, LLP • Union Bank
Lester Investment Properties • Anne Thull Fine Art Designs
0RQWHUH\ &RXQW\ %DQN  /DZ 2I¿FHV RI -DFN 6 -RKDO
Monterey County Herald • Monterey County Weekly • Pine Inn
KRML Radio • Wells Fargo

www.carmelcalifornia.org/mobile

www.carmelcalifornia.org

SUPPORT YOUR MEMBER BUSINESSES
Marjorie Fiorenza

A realtor you can count on!
Whether you are buying or selling, you can
be assured of the very best service from
an agent who will go the extra mile
to make your dreams come true.

831.644.9809

e-mail: marge@margefiorenza.com
www.margefiorenza.com

West Coast Farmers Market Association
Please join our Carmel-by-the-Sea

WEEKLY FARMERS MARKET
FRUITS & VEGETABLES

Every Thursday Year Round
10 am to 2pm
NORTH LOT AT THE SUNSET CENTER
9TH & SAN CARLOS
For more information – Jerry Lami 650-290-3549

We bring the
action to you!

Perfect for birthday parties and other special
events, we provide a MOBILE LASER TAG SERVICE
that brings live-action gaming to your event.
Our gaming guns
use infrared
signals like a TV
remote control. We
offer a no-contact
outdoor activity
that requires no
special safety gear.

www.conquestlasertag.com • 888-963-9241
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BITE
From page 1A

30% OFF

select Indoor and
Outdoor Floor Samples
including Stylus, O.W. Lee, Gloster, Stein World and more...
SALE ENDS OCTOBER 13, 2013

(831) 620-1251

546 Carmel Rancho Boulevard
Mon-Sat: 8:00-6:00 | Sun: 9:00-5:00

ANTIQUES

WANTED
 Asian Antiques
 Jewelry,

Silver, Coins
 Paintings
 Clocks & Times Pieces
 Furniture, Lighting & Carpets

SOLD
$50,000
Chinese
Pewter Teapot

Weekend crowds.
While Garrett Heger’s friends, who had
seen him get bitten, said the woman “ran
away” afterward, it’s unknown whether she
deliberately left or simply wasn’t paying
attention.
Alarmed, Heger sent the boys to comb the
beach in search of the woman, to no avail,
while he found a police officer on the street
and reported the bite. Monterey Fire sent
medics to treat the boy, who suffered broken
skin but was in no other danger, so after they
cleaned up his son, Heger signed a medical
release stating a trip to the hospital wasn’t
needed.
“At that point, rabies was my biggest concern,” Heger said, noting that Sept. 28 is
World Rabies Day. Untreated, the virus is
fatal, and according to the Centers for
Disease Control, 55,000 people across the
globe are killed by it annually, although
rabies death are virtually unknown in the
United States Americans spend some $300
million on the virus and related costs every
year.
Carmel animal control officer Cindi
Mitchell said police also searched for the
woman and her dog that day, also without
success, so it’s unknown whether the animal
was vaccinated against rabies. But Mitchell
said she advised Heger Monterey County has
no recorded incidents of rabid domestic
dogs. “I let him know most dogs are vaccinated and we haven’t had any cases of rabies
in domestic dogs in our area,” she said.
Heger said hewas impressed by Mitchell’s

RENTALS
From page 3A
But Kathleen Lee, who serves as an aide
to Monterey County 5th District Supervisor
Dave Potter and also attended the meeting,
said “the county goal is to clear up any ambiguity.”
Complicating the issue is the fact some
who rent short-term units pay transient occupancy tax, while others don’t. And the county accepts the money — even if it doesn’t
endorse the activity.
Lee said now is the time for the county to
resolve the issues surrounding short terms
rentals because “the Internet has caused an
explosion” of demand for them. But coming
up with a solution will take time. “We

knowledge and that she waylaid his fears.
elected not to get rabies shots for his son,
and he has not developed any symptoms.
In hopes of finding the woman himself,
just to be certain, Heger went to the beach
again in the days after the bite and saw her
twice. He photographed a person he believed
to be the owner, and confirmed it with the
boys who had seen her. He then turned the
photo over to Carmel Police officer Joe
Boucher, who took the initial report, but
Heger said he doesn’t believe the department
is interested in trying to find the woman.
And if his son had, in fact, caught rabies,
he said, “He’d be dead by now.”
While Carmel Beach is a favorite of dog
owners because their pets are allowed to run
off leash, play in the surf, socialize with
other animals and people, and otherwise
enjoy themselves, beach goers have also criticized people’s lack of responsibility in exercising control over their animals, resulting in
injuries to people and other dogs. The debate
whether to require dogs to be leashed
— rather than simply under “voice control”
— arises with regularity.
“A lot of the time, people aren’t watching
their dogs the whole time,” Mitchell said.
“You need to know what it’s doing.”
Heger noted his son is fine, albeit a bit
more wary of dogs as a result of the bite, and
he has since returned to the beach.
“It’s not like he was mauled,” he said.
“But my big things are owner responsibility,
and a little more responsiveness from the
police department. I don’t think it’s asking
too much.”
Heger said he considered raising the issue
before the city council at its Sept. 10 meeting
but decided the agenda was already too
packed with other issues to add another.

acknowledge this is going to be a long
process,” said Lee, who estimated it could
take “18 months to two years” to complete.
The California Coastal Commission has
long scrutinized planning issues in Monterey
County, and deputy director Dan Carl said
his agency is generally supportive of short
term rentals. “It’s another way for visitors to
access the coast,” he explained, adding that
regulations enacted in Santa Cruz County
have helped regulate the industry there and
could be used as a model for other areas.
A second meeting on short-term rentals
has been scheduled at the Grange Hall
Monday, Oct. 14 at 6:30 p.m. Ford said meetings in Carmel addressing short term rentals
in the Carmel Highlands, Carmel Valley and
Del Monte Forest will likely be scheduled in
late October.

WATER DAMAGE....
NOW OFFERING

GOT MOLD?

APPRAISALS

STRUCTURAL PASTEURIZATION
the Eco-Friendly solution for:

FREE

with no obligation
Call 831-335-9000

or
email photographs to:
appraisal@slawinski.com

Bob and Rob Slawinski
have over 60 years combined
experience in handling
¿QHDUWMHZHOU\DQGDQWLTXHV
in Northern California

•
•
•
•
•
•

MOLD problems
STRUCTURAL Drying
BACTERIA Remediation
PEST Control
SEWAGE Clean-up
FLOOD damage

• No Harm to pets
or humans
• No move out
• No chemicals

Visit us online at
www.slawinski.com

SLAWINSKI

AUCTION COMPANY

831-335-9000

Certified Disaster Cleaning & Mitigation, Inc.
...Bringing science and technology to the emergency services industry

(831) 770-0304
www.certifieddisastercleaning.com
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THEFT
From page 1A
“I know I did something wrong and I regret it,” Hurtado
told the Weekly, “but if the United States could be more
understanding ….”
However, for all of Hurtado’s hardships, there was scarce
mention in the Weekly story of his victim — a Latino man in
Texas who happened to find out Hurtado had been illegally
using his name, birthdate and Social Security Number for
more than a dozen years after getting an unnerving call from
federal authorities one day, according to police.
“He was notified by the Internal Revenue Service that he
had not been filing income taxes,” Monterey Police
Department Lt. Leslie Fry Sonné told The Pine Cone of the
Texas resident, whom she would not name.
Stunned by the notification from the IRS, the Texas man
spent hours researching who had been using his personal
information. His sleuthing led him to Hurtado.
“He found that the person who was stealing his identity
was an employee at CHOMP,” Sonné said.
In fact, Hurtado, 55, who had been in the United States
illegally for about 30 years, had been using the Texas man’s
identity for 13 years, the entire duration of his employment at
CHOMP, police said. Employees at the hospital never knew
his real name.
The Texas man then contacted Monterey police, who confirmed Hurtado lived in a condominium in Marina. On May
9, Monterey police detectives, who had a photograph of
Hurtado, went his Marina address.
But even as officers were face to face with Hurtado, the
former janitor maintained he was someone he was not.
“They made contact with him there, and [Hurtado] identified himself using the false name ... the name of the Texas
man he had been using [at CHOMP],” Sonné said.
After Hurtado’s wife provided Monterey detectives a copy
of Hurtado’s Mexican birth certificate, however, they were
able to confirm his true identity. “He was arrested and we
booked him on a charge of identity theft,” and he was lodged
in Monterey County Jail, Sonné said.
Upon questioning, Hurtado’s wife claimed she had no
knowledge her husband was working at CHOMP and that
he’d been using someone else’s identity, even though she
lived with him for two decades.
“That is what she told detectives,” Sonné said.
Monterey County Chief Assistant District Attorney Terry

Spitz told The Pine Cone Hurtado was charged in May with
one misdemeanor count of identity theft and one count of
providing false information to a peace officer. He pleaded no
contest, the same as a guilty plea, to the charges and on Aug.
14 was sentenced to 190 days in jail — which Hurtado had
already served. He was placed on probation for three years.
Sonné said Hurtado’s Texas victim has had “a mess to
clean up,” which included the arduous and time-consuming
task of trying to clear his name with the IRS and other government agencies. He was eventually issued a Social Security
Number with “extra identifiers” to distinguish the number
from the original number Hurtado falsely used for more than
a decade.
“Just think of the government agencies you would have to
deal with” to clear your name, Sonné said. “I’ll bet he’s gone
through a nightmare.”
Though CHOMP spokeswoman Brenda Moore said the
hospital doesn’t comment on employees’ personnel records,
and therefore couldn’t discuss Hurtado’s case, she said that
since 1986 the hospital has followed federal law that requires
verifying the employment eligibility status of newly hired
workers.
“Employees must complete the federal I-9 form and provide documentation of their eligibility,” Moore said. “We
also verify previous employment and do background
checks.”
In November 2012, CHOMP began using E-Verify, a government Internet-based system that allows businesses to
determine the eligibility of its employees to work in the
United States.
The database compares information from a worker’s I-9
form to information from the Department of Homeland
Security and Social Security Administration records to confirm eligibility.
“We are confident our current process is as effective as it
can be,” Moore said.
None of it works, however, when a prospective employee
uses a false identity, as Hurtado did.
Alison Pennington, Hurtado’s attorney with the San
Francisco-based Asian Law Caucus, said Hurtado hasn’t
been deported. On Thursday, Pennington was scheduled to
meet with a deportation officer about the matter.
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement “has been
very sympathetic to his long history in the U.S.,” she told The
Pine Cone Thursday. “I can’t say what their goals are in the
long term, whether it’s deportation, but right now, he’s not a
priority for deportation or detention.”

Worship

CARMEL  CARMEL VALLEY  MONTEREY  PACIFIC GROVE  PEBBLE BEACH
First United Methodist Church
of Pacific Grove

found at www.butterflychurch.org

Worship celebration at 10:00 a.m.
For God so loved the world that he gave his one and only Son,
that whoever believes in him shall not perish but have eternal life.
John 3:16

“Are We Dressed for a Banquet?”

9:30 am - Traditional

Loving Child Care, Children’s Sunday School, Chrysalis Youth Program

Vibrant Chancel Choir

State of the Art Organ

11:00 am - Contemporary
The CPC Band

REMODELED & EXPANDED SANCTUARY!
Children, Youth & Adult Groups
Corner of Ocean & Junipero, Carmel
(831) 624-3878 • www.carmelpres.org

Church in the Forest

Rev. Pamela D. Cummings
915 Sunset Dr. @ 17-Mile Dr., Pacific Grove, (831) 372-5875

All Saints’ Episcopal Church
Dolores & 9th, Carmel-by-the-Sea

8:00 AM Traditional • 10:30 AM* Choral
5:30PM Candlelit
(Evensong - 1st Sun., 5:30 PM)
*Childcare provided at 9 AM - 12 NOON

(831) 624-3883
www.allsaintscarmel.org

ST. DUNSTAN’S EPISCOPAL CHURCH

9:30 am Service

WORSHIP ON SUNDAYS:
8:00 am Spoken
10:00 Music, Sunday School, Childcare & Youth Prgm.

"Choose Your Words Carefully"
The Rev. Dr. William B. Rolland

In Carmel Valley on Robinson Canyon Rd. off of Carmel Valley Rd.

Multi-denominational

9:15 am Pre-service Concert
Arnie Buss, violin;
Carol Kuzdenyi, piano
Valet Parking
Erdman Chapel at Stevenson School • 3152 Forest Lake Rd • Pebble Beach
831-624-1374 • citf@mbay.net • www.churchintheforest.org

Christian Science Church
Sunday Church and Sunday School 10 a.m.
Wednesday Testimony Meetings 7:30 p.m
Reading Room hours: 10 am to 4 pm Mon-Thu, 11 am to 3 p.m. Sat.
Childcare & Parking Provided

Lincoln St. btwn 5th & 6th • 624-3631

(831) 624-6646 • www.saintdunstanschurch.org

Church of the Wayfarer
(A United Methodist Church)

10am Worship Service

Sermons in Glass:
Butterflies and Sea Otters
Dr. Norm Mowery, Pastor
Guest Musician:
Roxanne Cheysson
Loving Childcare • Children’s Sunday School
Lincoln & 7th, Carmel by the Sea
831.624.3550 • www.churchofthewayfarer.com

Carmel Mission Basilica
Sat. Mass: 5:30PM fulfills Sunday obligation.
Sun. Masses: 7:30 AM, 9:15 AM, 11:00 AM; 12:45 PM and 5:30 PM
Confessions: Sat. 9:30 to 10:30 AM (Blessed Sacrament Chapel)

3080 Rio Road, Carmel

Place your Church Services here.
Call Vanessa (831) 274-8652
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PUBLIC NOTICES • PUBLIC NOTICES
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE TS
No. CA-12-535713-EV Order No.:
120378471-CA-GTI YOU ARE IN
DEFAULT UNDER A DEED OF TRUST
DATED 7/18/2007. UNLESS YOU
TAKE ACTION TO PROTECT YOUR
PROPERTY, IT MAY BE SOLD AT A
PUBLIC SALE. IF YOU NEED AN
EXPLANATION OF THE NATURE OF
THE PROCEEDING AGAINST YOU,
YOU SHOULD CONTACT A LAWYER.
A public auction sale to the highest bidder for cash, cashier’s check drawn on
a state or national bank, check drawn
by state or federal credit union, or a
check drawn by a state or federal savings and loan association, or savings
association, or savings bank specified
in Section 5102 to the Financial Code
and authorized to do business in this
state, will be held by duly appointed
trustee. The sale will be made, but without covenant or warranty, expressed or
implied, regarding title, possession, or
encumbrances, to pay the remaining
principal sum of the note(s) secured by
the Deed of Trust, with interest and late
charges thereon, as provided in the
note(s), advances, under the terms of
the Deed of Trust, interest thereon,
fees, charges and expenses of the
Trustee for the total amount (at the time
of the initial publication of the Notice of
Sale) reasonably estimated to be set
forth below. The amount may be
greater on the day of sale. BENEFICIARY MAY ELECT TO BID LESS THAN
THE
TOTAL
AMOUNT
DUE.
Trustor(s): JULES HART, AN UNMARRIED MAN Recorded: 7/25/2007 as
Instrument No. 2007058365 of Official
Records in the office of the Recorder of
MONTEREY County, California; Date of
Sale: 10/18/2013 at 10:00:00 AM Place
of Sale: In front of the main entrance
of
the
Monterey
County
Administration building located at
168 W. Alisal Street, Salinas, CA
93901 Amount of unpaid balance and
other charges: $1,180,831.18 The purported property address is: 25530 VIA
PALOMA, CARMEL, CA 93923
Assessor’s Parcel No.: 169-332-001000 NOTICE TO POTENTIAL BIDDERS: If you are considering bidding
on this property lien, you should understand that there are risks involved in
bidding at a trustee auction. You will be
bidding on a lien, not on the property
itself. Placing the highest bid at a
trustee auction does not automatically
entitle you to free and clear ownership
of the property. You should also be
aware that the lien being auctioned off
may be a junior lien. If you are the highest bidder at the auction, you are or
may be responsible for paying off all
liens senior to the lien being auctioned
off, before you can receive clear title to
the property. You are encouraged to
investigate the existence, priority, and
size of outstanding liens that may exist
on this property by contacting the county recorder’s office or a title insurance
company, either of which may charge
you a fee for this information. If you
consult either of these resources, you
should be aware that the same lender
may hold more than one mortgage or
deed of trust on the property. NOTICE
TO PROPERTY OWNER: The sale
date shown on this notice of sale may
be postponed one or more times by the
mortgagee, beneficiary, trustee, or a
court, pursuant to Section 2924g of the
California Civil Code. The law requires
that information about trustee sale postponements be made available to you
and to the public, as a courtesy to those
not present at the sale. If you wish to
learn whether your sale date has been
postponed, and, if applicable, the
rescheduled time and date for the sale
of this property, you may call 714-7302727 for information regarding the
trustee’s sale or visit this Internet Web
site http://www.qualityloan.com ,
using the file number assigned to this
foreclosure by the Trustee: CA-12535713-EV . Information about postponements that are very short in duration or that occur close in time to the
scheduled sale may not immediately be
reflected in the telephone information or
on the Internet Web site. The best way
to verify postponement information is to
attend the scheduled sale. The undersigned Trustee disclaims any liability for
any incorrectness of the property
address or other common designation,
if any, shown herein. If no street
address or other common designation
is shown, directions to the location of
the property may be obtained by sending a written request to the beneficiary
within 10 days of the date of first publication of this Notice of Sale. If the
Trustee is unable to convey title for
any reason, the successful bidder’s
sole and exclusive remedy shall be
the return of monies paid to the
Trustee, and the successful bidder
shall have no further recourse. If the
sale is set aside for any reason, the
Purchaser at the sale shall be entitled only to a return of the deposit
paid. The Purchaser shall have no
further
recourse
against
the
Mortgagor, the Mortgagee, or the
Mortgagee’s Attorney. If you have previously been discharged through bankruptcy, you may have been released of
personal liability for this loan in which
case this letter is intended to exercise
the note holders right’s against the real
property only. As required by law, you
are hereby notified that a negative credit report reflecting on your credit record
may be submitted to a credit report
agency if you fail to fulfill the terms of
your credit obligations. QUALITY MAY
BE CONSIDERED A DEBT COLLECTOR ATTEMPTING TO COLLECT A
DEBT AND ANY INFORMATION
OBTAINED WILL BE USED FOR THAT
PURPOSE. Date: Quality Loan
Service Corporation 2141 5th
Avenue San Diego, CA 92101 619645-7711 For NON SALE information
only Sale Line: 714-730-2727 Or
Login to: http://www.qualityloan.com
Reinstatement Line: (866) 645-7711
Ext 5318 Quality Loan Service Corp.
TS No.: CA-12-535713-EV IDSPub
#0056343
9/27/2013
10/4/2013
10/11/2013
Publication dates: Sept. 27, Oct. 4, 11,
2013. (PC923)
FICTITIOUS
BUSINESS
NAME
STATEMENT File No. 20131772. The
following person(s) is(are) doing business as: DESIGN BY THE SEA, 9698
Carmel Valley Road, Carmel, CA
93923. Monterey County. CAMERON J.
VIGIL, 7 Overlook Place, Monterey, CA
93940. This business is conducted by
an individual. Registrant commenced to
transact business under the ﬁctitious
business name listed above on N/A (s)
Cameron J. Vigil. This statement was

ﬁled with the County Clerk of Monterey
County on Sept. 19, 2013. Publication
dates: Sept. 27, Oct. 4, 11, 18, 2013.
(PC 924)
PUBLIC NOTICE
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that
the Planning Commission of the City
of Carmel-by-the-Sea will conduct a
public hearing in the City Hall
Council Chambers, located on the
east side of Monte Verde between
Ocean and Seventh Avenues, on
Wednesday, October 9, 2013. The
public hearings will be opened at
4:00 p.m. or as soon thereafter as
possible. Note: one or more of the
items may be on the Consent
Agenda. Items on the Consent
Agenda will be approved without discussion unless someone requests
otherwise. For all other items staff
will present the project, then the
applicant and all interested members
of the public will be allowed to speak
or offer written testimony before the
Commission takes action. Decisions
to approve or deny the project may
be appealed to the City Council by
filing a written notice of appeal with
the office of the City Clerk within ten
(10) working days following the date
of
action
by
the
Planning
Commission and paying a $295.00
appeal fee as established by the City
Council. For those projects listed as
appealable to the California Coastal
Commission, appeals may be filed
directly
with
the
Coastal
Commission for no fee, by filing a
written notice of appeal with the
Coastal Commission’s Central Coast
office in Santa Cruz. Such appeals
must be filed within ten working
days of the Coastal Commission’s
receipt of the City’s Final Local
Action Notice.
If you challenge the nature of the
proposed action in court, you may be
limited to raising only those issues you
or someone else raised at the public
hearing described in this notice, or in
written correspondence delivered to the
Planning Commission or the City
Council at, or prior to, the public hearing.
1. DS 13-101
Kerry Johnson
SW Santa Fe & 2nd
Block 25, Lot(s) 1
Consideration of Concept Design
Study (DS 13-101), Demolition Permit
and Coastal Development Permit applications for the construction of a new
residence located in the Single Family
Residential (R-1) Zoning District.
2. DS 13-26
Lizette Fiallo/
Maria Martinez
W/s San Antonio 5 S Ocean
Block C1 Lot(s) 5
Consideration of a Plan Revision
application for an approved Design
Study (DS 13-26) at a site located in the
Single Family Residential (R-1) and
Archaeological Overlay (AS) Zoning
Districts.
3. UP 13-15
Glenn & Marian Leidig TR
NW San Carlos & 7th
Block 76, Lot(s) 19 & 21
Consideration of a Use Permit (UP
13-15) application to establish a retail
wine store with wine tasting as an ancillary use in an existing commercial
space located in the Central
Commercial (CC) Zoning District.
4. DR 13-15
Old Mill Properties, LLC
W/s Mission 4 S 7th
Block 90, Lot(s) 11
Consideration of Design Review
(DR 13-15) and Coastal Development
permit applications for the substantial
alteration of an existing building located
in the Residential and Limited
Commercial (RC) Zoning District.
5. DS 13-53/UP 13-16
Edward & Josie Ybarro
E/s Casanova 5 N Ocean
Block EE, Lot(s) 10
Consideration of Final Design
Study (DS 13-53), Use Permit (UP 1316) and Coastal Development Permit
applications for the substantial alteration of an existing residence located in
the
Residential
and
Limited
Commercial (RC) Zoning District.
6. DS 13-17
Jag Real Estate Holdings
(Faxon)
E/s Guadalupe 4 N 6th
Block 63, Lot(s) 14
Consideration of a landscape plan
for an approved Design Study (DS 1317) at a site located in the Single Family
Residential (R-1) Zoning District.
7. SI 13-26
Jan Taylor
SE San Carlos & 8th
Block 97/100, Lot(s) All
Consideration of a Sign Application
(SI 13-26) for the establishment of
signs for the farmers market located at
Sunset Center.
8. DS 13-95
Gorge Blair
W/s Casanova 4 S 13th
Block BB, Lot(s) 9
Consideration of a Design Study
application for the replacement of an
existing wood shake roof with composition shingles on a residence located in
the Single Family Residential (R-1)
Zoning District.
9. DS 13-69
Peter & Susan Loewy
SW Mission & 1st
Block 11, Lot(s) 1,3,5,7
Consideration of Design Study (DS
13-69) and Use Permit (UP 13-14)
applications for the construction of a
guesthouse on a property containing a
historic resource located in the SingleFamily Residential (R-1) and Park
Overlay (P) Zoning Districts.
*Project is appealable to the
California Coastal Commission
PLANNING COMMISION
Date of Publication: September 27,
2013
City of Carmel-by-the-Sea
Leslie Fenton, Administrative
Coordinator
Publication dates: Sept. 27, 2013.
(PC 925)
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Former senator to discuss relief effort in Ethiopia
By CHRIS COUNTS

C

REDITED WITH leading a massive relief effort in
1991 that included airlifting 14,325 Ethiopian Jews to Israel
in less than two days, former United States Sen. Rudy
Boschwitz will talk about the event Sunday, Sept. 29, at
Congregation Beth Israel in Carmel Valley.
Rudy Boschwitz, who represented Minnesota in the U.S.
Senate from 1978 to 1991, was sent to Ethiopia as an emissary of President George H. W. Bush. At the time, Ethiopia’s
government was dangerously unstable and battling rebels on
two fronts. The country’s Jewish population felt threatened as
a result.
“He learned of the situation and took a trip to Ethiopia,”
explained Rabbi Bruce Greenbaum of Congregation Beth
Israel. “He decided to take action.’
Boschwitz — whose family escaped Nazi Germany when
he was just 3 — helped strike a bargain with soon-to-be-ousted Ethiopian dictator Mengistu Haile Miriam to let the Jews
immigrate. Using 34 planes, “Operation Solomon” took

about 36 hours to complete. Over 1,100 — many carrying
nothing but the clothes on their backs — traveled on a single
flight. During the relief effort, five babies were born en
route.
After his tenure in the U.S. Senate, Boschwitz served as
Ambassador to the United Nations Commission on Human
Rights.
In addition to Boschwitz’s talk, live footage of the rescue
will be screened. Greenbaum said the film captures a
remarkable spectacle where cultures collide during a daring
operation. “Many of these people had never seen a car
before, much less a plane,” he observed. “Some of them tried
to build fires inside the plane to stay warm.”
The event starts at 7:30 p.m. Admission is free, although
donations are encouraged. All proceeds benefit the nonprofit Jewish Federation of North America, which Greenbaum
said “tries to help Jewish communities around the world that
are suffering.”
Congregation Beth Israel is located at 5716 Carmel Valley
Road. Call (831) 521-3259.

CRA holds meeting on
Fort Ord ballot measures
PINE CONE STAFF REPORT

‘A

RE YOU confused?” a flier posted by the Carmel
Residents Association asks. “Wondering how to vote?”
If so, the CRA is holding a town hall meeting Thursday,
Oct. 3, from 5 to 7 p.m. in Carpenter Hall at Sunset Center
that will aim to answer voters’ questions about Measure M
and Measure K, the contentious and competing ballot measures focused on Fort Ord that will be put to voters Nov. 5.
Speaking in favor of Measure M — “the Protect Fort Ord
open Space Access Initiative to save 540 acres at Fort Ord for
recreational use and wildlife habitat” — will be Seaside resident and principal Fort Ord officer Jason Campbell and
Michael Salerno, a Marina businessman representing the
Access Alliance.
Speaking for Measure K — “the California Central Coast
Veterans Cemetery, Open Space Preservation and Economic
Revitalization Initiative” —
will be Sid Williams, secretary of the United Veterans
Council
of
Monterey
County, and Monterey
County Business Council
representative Mary Ann
Leffel.
The CRA also wanted to
remind voters that absentee
ballots are set to be mailed
Oct. 7, and the deadline for
registering to vote is Oct. 21.
Voter registration cards can
be found at city all and the
post office.
Carpenter Hall is located
on the east side of Sunset
Center on Mission Street
south of Eighth Avenue. For
more information, call (831)
626-1610 or email carmelresidents@gmail.com.

Stevenson’s
Run in the
Forest

Caring for
Our Environment
Caring for the Monterey Peninsula

We’re Here to Help

S T E V E N S O N
SCHOOL’S annual fundraising 10K run and 5K walk,
the Run in the Forest, will
take place Saturday, Oct. 5,
when participants trip their
way through the forested
and coastal roads of scenic
Del Monte Forest, after
which they will sit down to a
bountiful buffet breakfast
and take home a T-shirt
designed by a Stevenson student, along with other goodies.
Registration will open at
7 a.m. on Wilson Field at the
school, and the race will
begin at 8. The cost is $35
per person; $20 for children
under 12. (Those who sign
up before Sept. 28 will save
$5.) No dogs or bikes are
allowed on the race
course. Registration can be
done online or by downloading a form. For links to both,
visit http://www.stevensonschool.org. For questions,
contact race director Mary
Skipwith at mskipwith@stevensonschool.org or
call
(831)
625-8311.
Stevenson is located at 3152
Forest Lake Road.

PUBLIC NOTICES

WE CARE ABOUT WATER. IT’S WHAT WE DO.
(831) 646-3205 • www.californiaamwater.com

FICTITIOUS
BUSINESS
NAME
STATEMENT File No. 20131818. The
following person(s) is(are) doing business as: SALINAS REHAB CENTER,
836 S. Main St., Salinas, CA 93901.
Monterey County. SHEILAJA MITTAL,
MD, PROF. CORP., 831 S. Main St.,
Salinas, CA 93901. This business is
conducted by a corporation. Registrant
commenced to transact business under
the ﬁctitious business name listed
above on Sept. 25, 2013 (s) Sheilaja
Mittal MD, President & CEO. This statement was ﬁled with the County Clerk of
Monterey County on Sept. 25, 2013.
Publication dates: Sept. 27, Oct. 4, 11,
18, 2013. (PC 926)
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Hotel employee accuses
coworker of rape
PINE CONE STAFF REPORT

A WOMAN working at a Carmel hotel told police Sept.
11 that a former coworker forced himself on her and gave her
a sexually transmitted disease, masturbated in front of her
against her will, and tried multiple times, without success, to
rape her. “She reported this as an incident that happened at
the end of April or beginning of May,” Carmel Police detective Greg Johnson said of the woman’s accusation that a man

she worked with at the Carmel Resort Inn on Carpenter
Street forced her to receive oral sex while the two were at
work together, and infected her in the process. The detective
said the suspect is “strongly denying” the allegations and
said, “there is no physical evidence in this case.” Carmel P.D.
sent the file to the Monterey County District Attorney’s
Office for review and possible prosecution.

This is not a sofa bed,
it’s an eye-catching, sleep-inducing,
marvel of modern engineering.
The New Comfort Sleeper
from American Leather

Soprano

Sunday, Sept. 29th
2 p.m.

Take advantage of the lowest price of the year,
$300 off the new Comfort Sleeper™.
This is a limited-time, factory authorized
sale – you don’t want to miss these savings.

To announce the new season
of the Ensemble Monterey
Chamber Orchestra

ensemblemonterey.com

CARING FOR YOU
HOME SINCE 1951

AT

Annual Drive Through

Flu Clinic

Saturday, September 28, 2013
10:00am – 2:00pm

No bars
No springs
No sagging

Church of the Wayfarer

COMPLIMENTARY DESSERTS.
ADMISSION FREE
DONATIONS WELCOME.
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5 Lower Ragsdale, Monterey
(Ryan Ranch)

Lori Schulman
Pianist Elizabeth Neff

The Carmel Pine Cone

Now through September 30

LAST 4 DAYS

OF SALE

246 Forest Ave., Pacific Grove • 831-372-6250
www.mumsfurniture.com

Flu Shot, FluMist & High Dose (over age 65)
$30
• Ages 2 and above
• We accept Medicare Plan B, Blue Cross &
Blue Shield Insurances
*Must present insurance card at clinic*

Other vaccines available:
• Tetanus-diphtheria-pertussis (Tdap/whooping cough) $70

EVERY FRIDAY, OCT. & NOV. 12pm–4pm
VNA Walk-in Clinics (no clinic 11/29)
5 Lower Ragsdale, Monterey (Ryan Ranch)
Walk-in or reserve a time by calling or visiting:

(831) 648-3777 • www.ccvna.com
Dental implants will change your life.

Announcing the only LASER cleared by the FDA and patented
for periodontal treatment, operated by a board certified Periodontist.
Little to no “down time” so you can get on with your life.

LASER No blades, No sutures, Usually done in 2 hours! Why wait?
Read more about it,

Dr. Pechak anytime

Jochen P. Pechak DDS MSD

Pine Cone

Classifieds

Call 831.274.8652

Diplomate, American Board of Periodontology

Perio & Implant Center
www.DrPechak.com

21 Upper Ragsdale Drive
Monterey in Ryan Ranch across from The Herald

Sedation “SLEEP” Dentistry

NobelSmile™

We are a Delta Dental provider.
Courtesy billing for all insurances.
Interest Free Financing available!

BOOKS WANTED

831 . 920 . 0009

Collections/ Estates
Carpe Diem Fine Books
- NOW BUYING 245 Pearl St, Monterey
831-643-2754 Tu-Sa 12-6
COMPANION/ CAREGIVER
I AM LOOKING FOR A LIVE- IN
POSITION IN CARMEL OR
PEBBLE BEACH. I have 15+ yrs.
experience, and references.
Call: (559) 696-0577
10/18

FOR SALE
THE SANTA LUCIA PRESERVE RANCH CLUB MEMBERSHIP
FOR SALE. Private member
ready to offer deep discount. Join
this fabulous club for thousands
less. Please call 206-778-4666.
10/18

Advertise in the
Carmel Pine Cone Classifieds!
Call (831) 274-8652
vanessa@carmelpinecone.com

INVESTMENT
OPPORTUNITY
Investment Club?
Why not?
In the morning on the
beach with coffee in hand?
or what ever we figure out.
I have started a few over
the years and they have
been a lot of fun.
If you’re interested
email me at
gregrickerbm@yahoo.com

PUBLIC ACCESS TV
BE ON COMCAST CHANNEL
24. Say hello to Monterey. Let
your children experience being
amongst the cast of Victoria’s
Magical
Workshop.
Watch
Saturday mornings 8 a.m. Call
Victoria (831) 233-4128
9/6-10/25
W W W. C A R M E L P I N E C O N E . C O M

DRIVEWAY SALE!!!
Saturday 9-28

from 9am-12noon
1231 Pacific St., Monterey

Furniture - TV stands,
Lingerie chest, Shelves

ALSO… Lots of books and other
items that need to move
out of the garage!!!

W

This

Entertainment • Art
Restaurants • Events

eek
Food Wine

&

September 27 - October 3, 2013

Carmel • Pebble Beach • Carmel Valley & The Monterey Peninsula
AUTHOR UNVEILS BOOK ON NUKES
By CHRIS COUNTS

T

HE BESTSELLING author of “Fast
Food Nation,” Carmel resident Eric
Schlosser signs copies of his new book, an
exposé on America’s nuclear arsenal,
Sunday, Sept. 29, at the Henry Miller
Library in Big Sur.
Available in bookstores this month,
“Command and Control” examines the
“accidents, near-misses, extraordinary heroism, and technological breakthroughs” of
our country’s nuclear program — and ponders the question: Can nuclear weapons be
deployed without the risk of them destroying
us? “We are very pleased and lucky to bring

Eric here,” said Magnus Toren, the library’s
executive director.
A scathing critique of the fast food industry, “Fast Food Nation” was on the New York
Times’ nonfiction bestseller list for more
than two years.
Schlosser will not only answer questions
about his new book, but he will talk about
one of his favorite films, “Dr. Strangelove,”
which the library will screen following the
author’s presentation. Directed by Stanley
Kubrick, and starring Peter Sellers and
George C. Scott, the classic 1964 movie uses
dark humor to satirize the prospect of
nuclear war.
“It’s a film that never goes out of style,”
Toren offered. “I laugh more and more
each time I see it.”
The event starts at 8 p.m. Admission is
free. The Big Sur Bakery will serve appetizers.
The library is located on Highway 1
about 28 miles south of Carmel. Call
(831) 667-2574.

n Film kicks off festival
Three days later — Wednesday, Oct. 2
— the film, “Powaqqatsi,” will be featured at the library. The event marks the
start of the second annual Days and Night
Festival.
Written and directed by Godfrey
Reggio, the experimental documentary is
the sequel to his landmark 1982 film,
“Koyaanisqatsi.” Composer Philip Glass
wrote the music for both movies. Both
will attend the screening and talk about
their collaboration, and Glass will perThe author of the bestseller, “Fast Food Nation,” Eric
Schlosser of Carmel signs copies of his new book
Sunday in Big Sur.

See BIG SUR page 20A

Surf shop launches Big Sur music fest
By CHRIS COUNTS

P

OPULAR FOR its surfboards and
casual clothing line, San Francisco’s
Mollusk Surf Shop is getting into the music
festival business.
Fernwood Resort in Big Sur will be the
site of the first-ever Mollusk Jamboree
Friday and Saturday, Sept. 27-28. Kicking
off at 4 p.m. Friday, the two-day event showcases more than a dozen acts spanning the
range of musical sub-genres from “cosmic
country” (Beachwood Sparks) and “busted
beach-pop” (Sonny and the Sunsets), to
“indie folk” (Vetiver) and “weird 1960s poppsychedelic” (The Allah-Las). While most
of the performers are far from household
names, many have earned devoted regional
followings, mostly along the California
coast.
Visiting Big Sur from Chicago is The
Autumn Defense, which features John
Stirratt and Pat Sansone of the alt-country
band, Wilco. Representing the local music
scene, homegrown singer-songwriter and
Mundaka restaurant regular Nico Georis
teams up with guitarist Matt Baldwin, while
Big Sur’s The Range of Light Wilderness
performs as well.
Aside from the festival, singer-songwriter
Robert Earl Keen plays Fernwood Sunday
at 4 p.m. Serving up a tasty mix of folk,
country, bluegrass and acoustic rock, Keen is
an institution in his native Texas. His songs
have been covered by many of the biggest
names in country music, and the genre,
“Americana,” was created, at least in part,
with his music in mind.
The resort is located on Highway 1 25
miles south of Carmel. For tickets, camping
or lodging information, call (831) 667-2700
or visit www.eventbrite.com.

n Band offers 20th
birthday bash
One of Monterey County’s most enduring
live acts, Red Beans and Rice celebrates its
20th anniversary and the release of a new
“best of ” collection Saturday, Sept. 28, at the
Chamisal Tennis and Fitness Club’s
Chamisal Bistro.
Music promoter and Monterey County
Assessor Steve Vagnini described the hardworking group’s sound as an “up tempo

danceable gumbo of New Orleans-influenced, blues-inspired party music.” “It’s
more than just a tasty dish,” Vagnini said of
the band and its delectable name.
Led by co-founder and guitarist Gil
Rubio, the group’s features Jon Gorman on
vocals, John Tindel on keyboards, Thomas
McNamara on bass, Karl Stearns on drums
and Tamas Marius on saxophone. Special
guests include original guitarist Sherman
Lee, one time singer Terrence Kelly and an
all-star cast of local musicians.
The music begins at 7:30 p.m. and there’s
a $10 cover. The Chamisal Tennis and
Fitness Club is located at 185 Robley Road
off Laureles Grade just north of Carmel
Valley. Call (831) 484-1135.

n Trio pays tribute
to Celtic harp
Three world class harpists come together
Saturday, Sept. 28, to play Celtic music at the
Unitarian Universalist Church of the
Monterey Peninsula.
The trio — Patrick Ball, Lisa Lynne and
Aryeh Frankfurter — pays tribute to the
captivating stringed instrument they love and
the timeless music of the British Isles.
“It’s a blend of storytelling, music and
theater,” said Lynne of the event. “There will
be humor, history and lots of beautiful harp
music.”
Lynne’s 2003 recording, “Hopes and
Dreams,” reached No. 6 on the Billboard
New Age Albums charts.
The concert starts at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are
$15 for general admission and $12 for
seniors, students and children. The church is
located at 490 Aguajito Road. Call (831)
642-1466.

n Guitarist and writer
share stage
San Francisco Bay Area guitarist Tom
Ayres and Pebble Beach author J.W.
Winslow perform together Friday, Sept. 27
at the Museum of Monterey. Winslow will
read from her Big Sur Trilogy, while Ayres
will provide the music.
A member of the Oakland-based

See MUSIC page 20A

From the left are harpists Patrick Ball, Lisa Lynne and Aryeh Frankfurter. The trio plays Celtic music Saturday
at the Unitarian Universalist Church.
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Masks and dazzle, Japanese fried chicken and a pie-making contest
A

FTER YEARS of changing themes,
the Taste of Carmel — the annual food-andwine celebration hosted by the chamber of
commerce — has settled on an atmosphere
that is certain to never lose its appeal. Now
the Masquerade Ball, the party allows guests
to enjoy dressing up without too much effort
while permitting organizers to better plan for
an elegant event in one of the Peninsula’s
most picturesque settings: the Mission courtyard. This year’s fundraiser is set for
Thursday, Oct. 3, from 6 to 9 p.m.

received that from now on, it will be
Carmel’s Masquerade Ball.”
The permanent theme also allows the
nonprofit chamber to purchase decorations
that can be used every year.
“Everything matches and takes the event
to a whole new, elegant level,” she said.
The lineup of participating restaurants
features many favorites, including the Rio
Grill, Andre’s Bouchée, Cantinetta Luca,
Bernardus and Aubergine, and more than a
dozen wineries, such as Caraccioli Cellars,
Figge Cellars, Joullian, De
Tierra and Manzoni.
“We have a really great
array of restaurants and wine,
and we’re still adding more,”
she said.
By MARY SCHLEY
While many attendees use
the occasion as a reason to get
“The reason we chose to do the masquer- fancy, others see it as a kickoff to Halloween.
ade theme again is because it was so suc- Giedt, for instance, has an elegant dress
cessful last year,” explained Krystlyn Giedt, she’ll wear to the ball and then rip to shreds
who works for the Carmel Chamber of to become a zombie bridesmaid later in the
Commerce.
month.
Participation had tapered off over the
And for those who might not have the
years, “but last year, with the masquerade time or resources to get a mask, she said,
theme, they came full force,” Giedt said. “Come as you are — we have little freebie
“We got a great response — it was so well masks that we’re giving away, so if people

soup to nuts

aren’t able to get one or they come right after
work, they will have a mask.”
The Hat Shop on San Carlos Street will
also set up a booth to sell fancier options at
the event, and the silent auction, which has
already launched online bidding and raised
$1,200, includes a wide range of items, from
restaurant gift certificates and bottles of
wine, to fun excursions and dog therapy sessions.
“There’s a little bit of everything for
everyone,” she said. “And this will be the
first time in a while we’ve had live music,
with The Money Band.”
Also new is a professionally run photo
booth, where guests and their friends can get
commemorative photos of the night for $10
apiece. A special 25th anniversary wine
glass will be given to all attendees, and free
valet parking will be offered.
Tickets are $95 and can be found at
www.tasteofcarmel.com. To talk to a human,
call the chamber office at (831) 624-2522.

n Harvest moon — and pie
The Independent in Sand City continues
hosting its First Thursday dinners with a
Harvest Moon Dinner planned for Thursday,
Oct. 3, from 5 to 9 p.m. Selling out for each
of the past seven months, the Indy Dinners
feature a family-style feast presented at long
tables in the spacious building at 600 Ortiz
Ave. Those providing the eats for the
October gathering include La Balena, The
Wild Plum Cafe, Companion Bakeshop,
Ashby Confections, Local Catch Monterey
Bay and Happy Girl Kitchen.
Also this month, organizers are hosting a
pie contest to be overseen by a panel of
judges that includes restaurateurs, bakers
and members of the media. To participate,
would-by pie queens and kings need to enter
at facebook.com/TheIndependentMarketplace or email manager Todd Champagne at

See FOOD page 21A

BREAKFAST & LUNCH HOUSE

55 Camino Aguajito, Monterey

(831) 717-4054

Open 7am to 2pm

2.00 OFF

Serving breakfast all day

$

Carne Asada Benedict, Huevos Gringos, Waffles,
Build your own skillet, Pecan French Toast, Omelets,

Plus Sandwiches and more!
Special for Pasta & Fish of the Day

Breakfast

OR Free cup of soup or side salad
with purchase of an entree
With this coupon • Expires 10-31-13

C O M E E N J O Y T H E N E W BAY CAFE • G O O D F O O D , G O O D V I E W

Since 1958

PHOTO/COURTESY CARMEL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Donning masks and carrying plates and glasses, attendees of the Taste of Carmel’s Masquerade Ball
enjoy small bites in an incomparable setting — the Carmel Mission courtyard.

//D3LFFROD&DVD
D3LFFROD&DVD
HAS IT ALL!
MORNINGS
FEA
ATURING
T
LOCAL ACME COFFEE
BAKED GOODS
FRITTTATA
BREAKFAST PIZZA

vv
AFTERNOON thru EVENING
212 17th Avenue
Paciﬁc Grove, CA 93950
www.JoeRombi.com

7R*R2UGHUV&DOO



831

373-0129

SOUP ~ SALAD
A
~ PASTTA
AS
PIZZA ~ PANNINI
CALAMARI BURGER
SAND DABS & SALAD

vv
ATT HOME
FOODS TO
O COOK A
LASAGNA
EGGPLANT PARMESAN
AISE, TOMA
ATO
T AND
BOLOGNAISE,
SPPAGHETTI
AG
A
SAUCE
SOUPP, SALAD,
S
DESSERTS

Coffee & Goodies Ever
Everyday
yday at 6:30 am ~ Lunch & Dinner W
Weds
eds thru Sun. 11 am - 9 pm

THREE COURSE
PRICE FIXED MENU

Choose one plate from each selection...$33.95

1st Course

Soup du Jour
Carmelized onion and goat cheese tart
Parisian Butter Lettuce Salad

Entrees

Herb Roasted Organic Chicken
Lamb T-Bone Chops with Pistachio Mint Pesto
Fresh Fish of the Day

Desserts

Vanilla Ice Cream with Raspberry Coulis
Chocolate Brownie with Ice Cream

WINO WEDNESDAY

Every Wednesday night, all bottled wine is 50% off
SPECIALTIES
Moroccan Tagine of Goat,
Rabbit with Wild Mushrooms & Pancetta Penne,
Sweetbreads Madeira, Holland Dover Sole
served table-side
Dinner Nightly from 5:30 pm

831.620.1942 – www.escargotcarmel.com
on Mission at 4th, Carmel-by-the-Sea
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S ERVICE D IRECTORY
Reach the people who need your service for as little as $20.00 per week. Put The Carmel Pine Cone to work for you! DEADLINE: TUESDAY 4:00 PM • VANESSA@CARMELPINECONE.COM

w ACUPUNCTURE

w CONSTRUCTION/REMODEL

Acupuncture and Healing

for Pain Relief, Arthritis & Stress

w ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR

CONTRACTOR, CARPENTER WITH TRUCK,
TOOLS AND MINI EXCAVATOR. Available for
Remodels and Repairs. (831) 521-6316
Lic. #457597
10/11

• Full Tree Service
• Garden Maintenance
& Planting
• Poison Oak Removal

Jacquelyn Van Deusen-Byrd, L.Ac., Dipl.O.M.

(831) 393-4876

www.pacificgroveacupuncture.com

w BOOKKEEPING/ACCOUNTING

Liz Avery

OFFICE MANAGEMENT/
BOOKKEEPING

* QUICKBOOKS * BILL PAYING
* HOUSEHOLD/OFFICE MANAGEMENT
Making Your Life Easier!

831.917.3962

(408) 210-0470, (831) 623-4543

Hugh Rutt Construction

New const, remodels, decks, etc.
Quality work from planning to finish
with your budget in mind.
Phone (831) 375-4059
Lic. #462515
Fax (831) 375-0865

TN H A M E S C O- RN S T R U-CA T I O N

w CABINETRY

EW CONSTRUCTION

AMBROSE POLLOCK
CABINETRY, FURNITURE & MILLWORK
Reasonably priced, exceptional quality full service woodworking since 1979, any desire made in
wood, traditional to unique, rustic to refined. No
commission too large or too small, workmanship
guaranteed and complimentary estimates.
Repairs and restorations welcomed. Offering
Weekend Woodshop courses and Build-It-WithHelp open to the public, 2013 schedule available
now. CA contractors license #409836.
Contact Ambrose @ 831.625.6554 or e-mail
woodart@sbcglobal.net. All credit cards acceped.

EMODELING

DDITIONS

QUALITY WORK AT A REASONABLE COST
KITCHENS & BATHROOMS A SPECIALTY

Matias Gardening (831) 601-5734

FALLON ELECTRIC

lic.#912607

Jim Yates Construction

~ Instant Joy ~

*Mention Ad

w FENCES AND DECKS
ALL TYPES & STYLES
NEW & REPAIRS
GATES, POWER WASHING, SEALING
Call Jimmy (831) 915-3557

(831) 394-6751

www.carmelstonesales.com

Fences, Decks, Gates & Trellis, Patios, Stone
Work, Concrete, Retaining Walls, Driveways,
Pathways, Lighting. Free Estimates
Local Carmel Business 20 years

(831) 917-7536

Get your complete Pine Cone
by email —free subscriptions at
www.carmelpinecone.com

w FITNESS / MASSAGE

Highly skilled caregivers with over 20 years in
the Monterey Peninsula. Verifiable references.
Trustworthy, loyal, reliable.
All licenses in good standing. Hourly rates only.

Call Cynthia 831-210-1238

831-626-9500
831-444-9500
www.abundantpersonalcare.com

DESIGN - BUILD - REMODEL
Serving Carmel & the Entire Central Coast Since 1979
Finest Quality - Unparalleled Customer Service - Uncommon Professional Results

Custom Homes
Remodeling
Additions
Facelifts/Repairs

Kitchens
Fireplaces
Cabinetry
Granite/Marble

Bathrooms
Doors
Windows
Hardwood Floors

Interiors
Porches/Decks
Garages
Fences/Gates

Trustworthy - Punctual - Clean - Affordable
FREE ESTIMATE
California State License # 658021

www.caribouconstruction.com

sanjose.bbb.org

CARPENTER

- 34 YEARS

Kitchen & Baths, Cabinets, Doors, Stairs,
Windows, Decks, ALL Flooring, Tile, Concrete,
Plumbing, All Home Repairs

w DISASTER CLEANUPS

w CONTRACTOR
DUKE CONTRACTING & PAINTING
Pride in Customer Satisfaction
All Phases / 31 years exp.

GOT MOLD?
“Indoor Pasteurization”
Certified Disaster Cleaning

Call

(831) 970-7089

Handyman Services • Drywall • Carpentry

(831) 320-1279 cell
Dukerus@att.net

Free Estimates / Bonded & Insured • Lic #561848

w ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR

w FIREWOOD

w CONSTRUCTION/REMODEL
Edmonds Design & Construction

831-402-1347
Reasonably priced – Qualified and Experienced
Historic Renovations
Kitchens–Windows–Doors–Decks–Remodeling
www.edmondsconstruction.com

3-D CAD drawings – Lic 349605

Serving the Peninsula since 1960

Residential/Commercial,
Service Repairs
Remodels, Custom Homes
LED Lighting, Yard Lighting & Solar
CA Certified Electricians • Lic. # 464846

(831) 659-2105
Credit Cards Accepted

COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL

CA LIC # 943784

TF

FIREWOOD

Dry Oak Wood, Dry Eucalyptus.
Cords and
half cords of each.
Free delivery.

w FLOORS
HARDWOOD FLOORS
New, refinish, repair. 27 years of experience.
Modern dust collection equipment.
Scott, 831-277-4945. Lic. #552884.
10/18/13

Rick Broome & Son

HARDWOOD FLOOR
SPECIALISTS
SERVING THE MONTEREY
PENINSULA SINCE 1947

PH/FAX

(831) 375-7778
LIC. #573904

Carmel Valley Electric Inc.

COMPLETE LANDSCAPE INSTALLATION
• Stone Work
• Cobblestone Pavers
• Concrete Brick
• Irrigation Systems
• Low Voltage Lighting
• Drainages

www.danielsqlandscaping.com

(831) 385-5371

831.298.7194

CA Lic. # 784110

DANIEL’S
LANDSCAPING SERVICE

8th & Mission, Carmel • 831-236-3549

624-1311

w CARPENTER

Commercial & Residential
Installation & Maintenance
Stone Work • Low Voltage Lighting
Cobble Stone & Pavers • Tractor Work Cleanups &
Hauling • Fences & Decks Stucco • Water Ponds

Cell: 831-970-4089

Free 30 minute intro on
Corealign Ski Training

OAK FIRE WOOD
Quality, well split dry oak, delivered.
(831) 601-9728

Fully Bonded & Insured

Free Estimates

PILATES
MASSAGE

Lifestyle

Lic. #784986

F. Munoz Landscaping

BODY

We are private duty, and have had lifescan background checks

Call Caleb (831) 254-4939

www.mbgardening.com

A

24 HOUR LICENSED CARE PROVIDERS AVAILABLE

Hauling

Weekly ~ Bi-weekly ~ Monthly
Free Estimates ~ Efficient Friendly Service

Vince Cricchio (831) 601-0258

LIGHTHOUSE PILATES

w CAREGIVER

Yard Maintenance, General Landscaping,
Field Mowing & Weed Whacking

Always personally on-site
25 yrs. Experience - Excellent References
Call today for a free estimate

(831) 917-7372

Abundant Personal
Care Services

Ramiro Hernandez Cell (831) 601-7676

Not just the usual Mow, Blow and Go

703 Lighthouse Ave. PG, 93950
www.LighthousePilates.com

Caribou Construction
Co.
It’s time for a change!

Fences, Decks
Pavers, Repair,
Tile, Painting,
Plastering
Stucco

MONTEREY BAY
GARDENING & LANDSCAPE

Beautiful Space - Fair Prices
Excellent Teachers

w CARETAKER SERVICE

Gardening
Plant
Pruning
Lawn
Maintenance
Sprinklers
Clean-up &
Hauling

Brick, Stone
Concrete
Rock-Block
Plumbing
Sheetrock
Insulation
Roofing
*Firewood

Creative Landscape

Mullen Construction

Residential/Commercial
Phn/831-601-1224
New/Remodel/Repair
Fax/831-384-4524
www.JimYatesConstruction.com

Local availability and selection, $495 ton.
Best selection, Best price
Pallets or pick your selection

(831) 236-6163 • www.artzink.net/gardens

Lic. #830762

License # 751744

Carmel Stone Sales

Garden Design & Installation
We create beauty for your new & existing garden.
Joan Artz, Landscape ca # 874558
Carmel / Carmel Valley / Hillsborough

MASONRY • LANDSCAPING • CARPENTRY

ON-LINE FENCE

thamesalbion@gmail.com
Over 20 years of trusted service
License# 947618

INSTANT GARDEN

Residential & Commercial
Service / Repairs
For all of your electrical needs.
Great Rates!
10%
(831) 620-0759
Discount

(831) 224-2605
LIC. # 816559

• Pebble & Stone Work
• Fence Construction/Repair
• Hauling
• Garage Cleanouts

15 Yrs Experience • Excellent references

J&B B u i ldi n g C o. I n c.
New construction and remodeling.
Personal touch and reasonable rates.
Jerry Boileau Lic. # 774767

w GARDEN, LANDSCAPE & IRRIGATION

w FURNITURE REPAIR

ANDY CHRISTIANSEN
CHAIR DOCTOR
(831) 375-6206

(831) 915-6567

INSURED & BONDED

Free Estimates

All Around
Gardening
& Maintenance

Complete Gardening & Yard Service
Over 16 Years Experience

Trimming - Cleanup - Hauling
Sprinklers - Fences - Lawn - Plant

Cell 831-229-7376

Tel 831-582-9482

You deserve the best…

Robert Dayton
Landscaping
HANDS ON OWNER/OPERATOR
Specializing in: Full Service Maintenance,
Landscape Renovations, Low Voltage Lighting,
Landscape Hard/Soft Installation
Get Ready for Summer with Drip Irrigation
Licensed, Bonded & Insured
FREE ESTIMATES!
Serving Monterey
Peninsula
Since 1981

(831) 233-2871

License #
916352
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Monterey County studio tour offers peek into the secret lives of artists
By CHRIS COUNTS

F

IFTY-SIX artists from Carmel to Moss
Landing open the doors to their work spaces
this weekend during the 24th annual
Monterey County Artists Studio Tour.
Kicking off the three-day event is a gala
Friday, Sept. 27, from 7 to 9 p.m., at the
Pacific Grove Art Center. Over the next two
days — Saturday and Sunday, Sept. 28-29 —
a diverse collection of painters, sculptors,
photographers, jewelers, glass artists and
other creative individuals will open their
homes and studios to the public from 11 a.m.
to 5 p.m.
The event offers the public a rare behindthe-scenes glimpse into the lives of some of
Monterey County’s most gifted artists.
“It’s that time of year again,” declared
Carmel photographer Mary Hill, who
encourages people to first visit the art center,
where a sneak preview of the tour — as well
as a sample of each artist’s work — is on display. “It is so fun to go check out all the
artists in one location and decide where you
might like to go.”
Participating in this year’s tour are
Rachael Short, Paola Berthoin, Alan
Masaoka, Karuna Licht, Peggy Olson,
Emy Ledbetter, Jody Royee, Mark Farina,
Deborah Russell, Robert Lewis, Cheryl
Kampe and many more.
The art center is located at 568
Lighthouse Ave. Call (831) 375-2208. Tour

maps are available at www.montereystudiotour.com.

n Glass pumpkin patch returns
Coinciding with the studio tour is the
opening of the 8th annual Glass Pumpkin
Patch exhibit Saturday, Sept. 28, at Masaoka
Design Gallery in Carmel Valley Village.
In addition to displaying an impressive
selection of hand-blown glass pumpkins by
Alan Masaoka, Nick Leonoff and other
local artists, glass-blowing demonstrations
will be offered from noon to 4 p.m.
This year’s “crop” of pumpkins go on sale
Saturday at 11 a.m. The show continues
through Dec. 1. The gallery is located at
13766 Center St. Call (831) 659-4953.

n Gallery offers
free photography talk

Weston. Often these images are beautifully
abstracted, intriguing and technically
resounding. Photographers and art lovers
will enjoy his work and talk.”
The event begins at 1 p.m. An exhibit of
images by Garrod, “Visual Metaphors,” will
be on display at the art center until Oct. 17.

n Trio of new artists welcomed
Just steps away from Masaoka Design
Gallery, the Carmel Valley Art Association
hosts its annual Fall Reception Saturday,
Sept. 28.
The gallery represents about 30 local
artists, and many will be at the reception to
greet people and talk about their work. Three
artists new to the gallery, painters Shelley A.
Cost, Sandra Pratt and Richard Petty, will

be introduced as well.
The reception starts at 4 p.m. The gallery
is located at 2 Chambers Lane, next to
Carmel Valley Market. Call (831) 659-2441.

n Student-artists sought
The Carmel Art Association is seeking
entries for a juried exhibit of paintings,
sculptures and graphic works by Monterey
County junior and senior high school students.
The show, “For the Love of Art,” will go
on display at the gallery in April 2014.
Winners will receive cash awards of up to
$500.
A month-long exhibit of artwork by the
students opens in April 2014. Call (831) 6246176.

Photographer Richard Garrod presents a
free talk on the subject of “old-school” photography Saturday, Sept. 28, at the Pacific
Grove Art Center.
“He believes that photography can be a
mirror into finding oneself,” art center executive director Alana Puryear explained. “In
his work, we see rich silver-gelatin prints,
with depth of scale, texture and theme, as
influenced by some of his early teachers —
Minor White, Ansel Adams, and
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Masaoka Design
Gallery in Carmel
Valley Village hosts its
8th annual Glass
Pumpkin Patch show
Saturday, Sept. 28.

TH

Blessing of the Animals!
For the Festival of St. Francis

Sunday, September 29, 11:00 a.m.
In the Wayfarer Gardens

Seventh and Lincoln, Carmel-by-the-Sea

Dog friendly worship at 10:00 a.m.
Get your complete Pine Cone by email —
free subscriptions at
www.carmelpinecone.com

831-624-3550 • www.churchofthewayfarer.com

S E RV I C E D I R E C T O RY
Reach the people who need your service for as little as $20.00 per week. Put The Carmel Pine Cone to
work for you! DEADLINE: TUESDAY 4:00 PM • VANESSA@CARMELPINECONE.COM

w GATE SERVICES

w HANDYMAN SERVICES

LIGHTHOUSE DOOR COMPANY SERVICES,
INSTALLS, & REPAIRS DRIVEWAY GATES &
MOTORS. Emergency service also available.
Locally owned & operated (831) 655-1419
www.lighthousedoorandgate.com
Lic#900218
10/4/13

JOHN NORMAN HANDYMAN SERVICE, LLC
Adept Tradesman - Electrical, Plumbing,
Carpentry, Tile, Painting, and Hauling. Very
Reasonable Rates. Lic. # 889019
(831) 595-9799.
TF

w HANDYMAN SERVICES

w HARDWOOD FLOORS

ALL AMERICAN HANDYMAN
Bus. Lic 23953, Com Gen Liab Insurance,
Honest, Reliable, No Job Too Small:
Repair Slow drains, Lights, Painting,
Dripping Faucets, Fences & Decks,
No Contractor License (Ch12§7027.2)

HELLMUTH HARDWOOD FLOORS
Design-Build-Install Custom Hardwood Flooring
Dust-Free Refinishing
Over 20 yrs Experience on the Monterey Peninsula
License No. 767720

(831) 250-8112

(831) 320-3371

Handyman & Gardener
The Economical Answer!

w HAULING

20 years experience
"Happy Rates"
You will enjoy a perfect job every-time.

(831) 297-2511

Licensed

bill@hellmuthconstruction.com

TRASH IT BY THE SEA
Hauling is my calling. Yardwaste & Household
debris. No Job too Small!
Call Michael (831) 624-2052.
TF

www.carmelpinecone.com

w HOUSE CLEANING
Isabel’s Management Services

15 YRS. EXPERIENCE • PROFESSIONAL & EXCELLENT REFERENCES

Serving Pebble Beach, Carmel, PG & All of Monterey Bay
Residential • Commercial • House Management
Ideal for Realtors • Vacation Homes • Move In & Move Out
Window Cleaning • Power Wash
Available Anytime ~ ANA or LURIA CRUZ ~

831-262-0671 • 831-262-0436

Mari’s Dream House Cleaning
10 years experience
Move Outs. Free Estimates

(831) 210-0986

w HOUSE CLEANING
HOUSES - APARTMENTS - OFFICES
DAILY - WEEKLY - BI-WEEKLY - MONTHLY
• COMPLETE DETAILED CLEANING
• MOVE INS & MOVE OUTS
• AFTER CONSTRUCTION CLEAN UP
CALL TODAY
FOR A
QUOTE!

NANCY (831) 375-4952

Lily’s House Cleaning
Excellent References Available.
15 Years Experience.
Reliable and Thorough Cleaning
(831) 917-3937

w HYPNOSIS

process GRIEF
Birdsong Hypnosis
Transforming Lives
www.Birdsonghypnosis.com
or call 831-521-4498

HOUSECLEANING

Fast & Reliable. 12 yrs exp.
English Speaking.
Reasonable Prices. Local references
Pets welcome
Call Angelica & Maria

(831) 917-2023 (831) 657-0253

SERVICE DIRECTORY
continued page 38A
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MUSIC
From page 16A
Persephone’s Bees and Mike Beck’s
Bohemian Saints, Ayres graduated from
Monterey High School and was once a
familiar face on the local music scene.
The event begins at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are
$20. The museum is located at Custom
House Plaza. Call (831) 372-2608.

n Live Music Sept. 27-Oct. 3
Terry’s Lounge at Cypress Inn — pianist
Gennady Loktionov and singer Breanna
Eddy (Friday and Saturday, 7 p.m.), singer
Andrea Carter (Sunday at 11 a.m.) and
classical guitarist Richard Devinck (Sun., 5
p.m.). Lincoln and Seventh, (831) 624-3871.
Mission Ranch — singer and pianist
Madeline Edstrom (Friday, Saturday and
Sunday at 7 p.m.); and pianist Gennady
Loktionov (Monday through Thursday at 7
p.m.). 26270 Dolores St., (831) 625-9040.
Mundaka — singer-songwriter Nico
Georis (Sunday at 7:30 p.m.); classical guitarist Peter Evans (Monday at 7 p.m.); and
guitarist Rick Chelew and accordionist Elise
Levy (Tuesday at 7:30 p.m.). San Carlos and
Seventh, (831) 624-7400.
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Jack London’s Bar and Grill — singersongwriter Casey Frazier (Friday at 7 p.m.).
On the west side of Dolores between Fifth
and Sixth, (831) 624-2336.
Carmel Plaza — The Dennis Murphy
Band (jazz, Friday at 5 p.m.). Ocean
between Junipero and Mission.
The Fuse Lounge at the Carmel Mission
Inn — The Next Blues Band, (Friday at 9
p.m.) and singer Dino Vera (Saturday at 9
p.m.). 3665 Rio Road, (831) 624-6630.
Julia’s — guitarist Rick Chelew and
accordionist Elise Levy (Thursday at 7:30
p.m.). 1180 Forest Ave. in Pacific Grove.
(831) 656-9355.
Plaza Linda — Infinitee and the Jazz
Cats (Friday at 7 p.m.) and singer K. Mello
and guitarist Mike Mahoney (classic rock,
Saturday at 7 p.m.). 27 E. Carmel Valley
Road, (831) 659-4229.
Magic Circle Theatre — singer-songwriter Kiki Ebsen (Saturday at 7 p.m.). 8 El
Caminito, (831) 659-7500.
Rosie’s Country Store — Songs Harry
Hotbox Taught Us (country and rockabilly,
Sunday at 4 p.m.). 1 Esquiline Road in
Carmel Valley, (831) 659-2629.
The Big Sur River Inn — singer-songwriter Jill Knight (Sunday at 1 p.m.).
Highway 1, 24 miles south of Carmel, (831)
667-2700.

START WITH THE HEART
Now is the perfect time to remodel and
satisfaction starts with the heart of the home
• Design, consultation, product specifications
• All types of cabinetry styles, finishes, brands & price points
• 5,000 square foot showroom built to inspire you!

A kitchen that reflects your life!

Henricus (Henk ) W. Disseldorp
Jan. 2 1929 to Sept. 15 2013
Carmel Valley - Henk Disseldorp was born in Voorburg, Holland, the 3rd child of
six. As a young man he became a Master Baker and Chef at the famous Gouden
Leeuw (Golden Lion) Hotel in Voorschoten, Holland.
After emigrating with his family to California in 1962,
he became the Executive Chef of the original Hyatt
House in Burlingame. Traveling, to train and educate
other chefs throughout the states, Henk finally
arrived at the Hyatt Regency in Monterey.
Assuming executive duties, he and his family fell in
love with the peninsula and moved to Carmel Valley. He became a founding member of the Monterey Chef s Association. Henk was best known to locals as the
owner of The Little Swiss Cafe in Carmel, which he and his wife Adri owned and
operated for 35 years. His quick wit, grand sense of humor and huge heart, made
everyone who met him feel like family. With a creative
soul, and sharp mind, he was a talented craftsman and
gardener. He always had a project, whether building a
treehouse at age 79, growing prized tomatoes or hunting
gophers. His abundance of skills and passions, are to
numerous to mention. During his 5 year battle with cancer, he always showed his strength of character, perseverance, love of life and family. He was a beautiful man.
Loved and respected.
His loving wife of 58 years, Adri; daughter, Renee and husband Joe Murillo,
grandsons Adrian and Andre; son Steven and girlfriend Marie; Family and
Friends, will always miss him. His spirit lives on in all of us.

BIG SUR
From page 16A
form with his ensemble as well.
Just like he did in his first film, Reggio
uses slow motion, time-lapse footage and an
absence of dialogue to explore the relationship between the natural and human worlds.
“Cinematographers view him as a godfather for his creative camera techniques,”
Toren said.
In “Powaqqatsi,” which was released in

1988, the filmmaker focuses on the conflict
in the Third World between tradition and
industrialization. “It will be an emotional
roller coaster between extraordinary beauty
and the great challenges we face,” Toren
added.
Showtime is 8 p.m. Tickets are $35.
The Days and Night Festival, founded last
year by Glass and featuring an eclectic lineup of music, film, theater and poetry events
in Carmel and Big Sur, continues through
Oct. 6. For a complete schedule and ticket
information, visit www.daysandnightsfestival.com.
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F O O D
FOOD
From page 17A
tc@sandcityca.com. After judging, the pies
will be served to the crowds for dessert.
The Harvest Moon Dinner will also feature art in the form of pumpkin carving, with
“local carving rock star Tami ‘The Pumpkin
Gutter’ Williams” sharing tips and techniques, and the pumpkins will be lit.
And, available that night for another $25
cash, the Taste of Indy Box will be filled
with products of the market’s vendors, like
mixed local organic vegetables and tomatoes
from Lonely Mountain Farm in Corralitos, a
fresh loaf of bread from Companion
Bakeshop in Santa Cruz, local Mount Toro
Tomme cheese from Schoch Dairy in Salinas

n Fried chicken at the Belle
Sierra Mar pastry chef Yulanda Santos
and coworker Elizabeth Murray, who hosted
a popup noodle night at Carmel Belle in the
Doud Arcade several weeks ago, are teaming
up again for another Dinner Belle Friday,
Sept. 27, from 7 p.m. to midnight.
“This time, Hashi Hotto presents Karaage
— Japanese fried chicken,” Santos said.
Dinner, available for $15 cash only, will consist of the chicken and three sides. Peter B’s
Blonde Ale will be on offer, too.
Carmel Belle is located in the little mall
on San Carlos Street south of Ocean Avenue.

n A walk with sardines
The Old Monterey Fisherman’s Wharf
Association is offering another Wharf Walk

Sardines flooded
fishing boats when the
runs were abundant in
Monterey Bay. The
diminutive fish, which
supported an entire
industry, will be the
subject of a
walking tour.

Saturday, Oct. 5, this time focusing on the
bay’s most famous fish — the sardine — and
the other marine animals that have been the
backbone of the Peninsula’s economy over
the decades.
Historian Tim Thomas will lead a walking
tour at the wharf from 10 a.m. to noon, when
he’ll share stories of the Peninsula’s fisher-
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men and the industry, from the
Rumsien/Ohlone people who harvested
abalone, to the families that have relied on
sardines and squid for their livelihoods.
A fourth-generation Peninsula native,
Thomas is a popular speaker and lively tour
guide who was historian and curator for the
former Monterey Maritime & History
Museum (now the Museum of Monterey).
Thomas has worked with the Monterey
Bay Aquarium, California State Parks and
the Monterey Bay National Marine
Sanctuary, and is author of “The Japanese on
the Monterey Peninsula” and co-author of
“Monterey’s Waterfront.”
The tours cost $20 for adults and $15 for
kids age 10 to 15, and reservations can be
made by calling Thomas at (831) 521-3304
or emailing timsardine@yahoo.com. For
more about the wharf, visit www.montereywharf.com.
Participants meet at the pink Harbor
House store on Old Fisherman’s Wharf at the
start of the tour.

n Sweet and savory

PHOTO/WENDY BRICKMAN

and smoked salmon collar from Local Catch
Monterey Bay.
The Indy event begins with a Happy Hour
and marketplace at 5 p.m., followed by dinner at 6, and tickets are $25 for adults and
$10 for kids. They can be purchased at indydinner.brownpapertickets.com.

&
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Award-winning executive chef Justin
Cogley and executive pastry chef Ron
Mendoza continue holding their Sweet &
Savory Classes at Aubergine restaurant on
Monte Verde Street at Seventh Avenue Oct. 9
and 16.
On Oct. 9, Cogley presents Farm to Table,
when he’ll focus on local and sustainable
agriculture and guide participants as they
work with fall ingredients, cooking and
cleaning local duck, and pan roasting.
A week later, Halloween Treats will be
the theme, when Mendoza will teach students how to create meringue bones, wolfman fingers and truffle spiders.
The intimate classes take place in the
shiny kitchen of Aubergine and begin with a
glass of Champagne before the hands-on
learning begins.
Each runs from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
and costs $100 per person, plus tax and service. For reservations, call (831) 624- 8578.

n Rancho Cielo gets $15K
The Monterey Wine Educational
Foundation and the National Restaurant
Association Educational Foundation have
donated $15,000 to Rancho Cielo, which
runs the Drummond Culinary Academy and
other vocational programs to help at-risk
youth learn viable job skills.
The donation comes from proceeds of a
recent annual wine auction held in conjunction with the NRAEF Ted Balestreri
Leadership Conference.
During the past two decades, the wine
auction has generated more than $2 million
for scholarships and charities in Monterey
County and beyond.
Established in 2000 by retired Monterey
County Superior Court Judge John Phillips,
Rancho Cielo is a nonprofit that “aims to
transform the lives of at-risk youth and
empower them to become accountable, competent, productive and responsible citizens.”
The Drummond Culinary Academy is
located at the campus and offers dinner to
the public during certain times of the year. Its
students also cater events throughout the
Peninsula.

n Blair debuts Chardonnay
Blair Estate, which will be pouring at the
Taste of Carmel, debuted its inaugural
Chardonnay a few weeks ago.
The 2012 Blair Estate Roger Rose
Vineyard Chardonnay joins Blair’s estate
Pinot Noir and Pinot Gris as the winery’s
first releases.
The Chardonnay grapes were grown on
the Roger Rose Vineyard in the Arroyo Seco
appellation and fermented in 25 percent new
oak, 50 percent neutral oak and 25 percent
stainless steel, yielding 220 cases.
The wine sells for $28 per bottle and can
be found at www.blairwines.com or in the
tasting room on San Carlos Street between
Ocean and Seventh in downtown Carmel.
Blair shares that space with another winery
called Shale Canyon.
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Calendar
To advertise, call (831) 274-8652 or email
vanessa@carmelpinecone.com
Sept. 27 – 5 to 7 p.m.: The Carmel Plaza
Summer Live Music Series features The Dennis
Murphy Band concluding the summer series with
his energetic and exciting performances bringing
audiences to their feet. Wine tasting is provided
by Manzoni Cellars and delectable gourmet bites

from Anton & Michel Restaurant. Package $15 for
food & drink. Ocean Ave. & Mission St.
www.carmelplaza.com/events, (831) 624-1385.
Sept. 27 & 28 – Enjoy Plaza Linda
Restaurant's outstanding cuisine, great outdoor
deck, indoor atmosphere and exceptional live

Musical excellence since 1927

Sunday / 3pm / October 6

Vadym Kholodenko, piano
2013 Cliburn Gold Medal Winner

Works by Rachmaninov, Bach, Schubert,
Mendelssohn,Tchaikovsky and Kreisler

All Concerts at Sunset

Center

entertainment. This Friday, September 27, is
Infinitee & The Jazz Cats at 7:30 p.m. and on
Saturday, September 28, is dynamic duo
InBtween featuring K & Mike at 7:30 p.m. 27 E.
Carmel Valley Road.
Sept. 28 & 29 - Historic Rosie's Country Store
located at 1 Esquiline Road, Carmel Valley, now
has unplugged acoustic concerts under the oak
trees on the weekends. This Saturday, September
28, from 4 to 6 p.m. is Bryan Diamond and on
Sunday, September 29, Songs That Hotbox Harry
Taught Us (from Big Sur!) You won't want to miss
from 4 to 6 p.m. Donations welcome. Awesome
BBQ Tri-tip, Chicken Dinners with potato salad,
spinach salad and garlic bread and dessert available for $12.
Sept. 28 - "Legends of the Celtic Harp" with
Patrick Ball, Lisa Lynne & Aryeh Frankfurter. A
heartwarming musical theatrical journey into the
heart of a legendary instrument. Showtime is 7:30
p.m. at "The Unitarian Universalist Church" at 490
Aquajito Road, Carmel. Tickets are $15/$12 Info:
(831) 624-7404. www.LegendsOfTheCelticHarp.com
Sept. 28 - “Meet the Artist” Toby’s Gallery
Open House at Heller Estate Wine Tasting Room,
Saturday, September 28, from 4 to 6 p.m. View
the extraordinary sculptures and jewelry of internationally acclaimed artist, Toby Heller. 69 W.
Carmel Valley Road. RSVP (831) 659-6220.
Sept. 28 & 29 - Mardelle Milton Mercurio's
Recycled, Up-cycled, Found and Transformed
Sculpture has been continued through the weekend of September 28 and 29. Don't miss your second chance to see these creative and interesting
sculptures EVERYday at The Lemon Tree, 8 Pilot
Rd. Carmel Valley Village through months end.
More Information (831) 238-3928.
Sept. 29 - "Book Publishing 1-2-3." Writers
workshop with editor Laurie Gibson includes writing prompts, creativity exercises, ideas to help writers improve their craft, discussion of today's publishing options, tips for finding literary agents,
book-promotion suggestions, handout, Q&A, presentation by David Rasch, Ph.D., expert on overcoming writer's block and author of "The Blocked
Writers' Book of the Dead." Jacks (Portola Hotel &
Spa, Monterey). Sunday, September 29, 2 to

3:30 p.m. $20; reservations requested. (831)
646-4507.
Oct. 2 - The Carmel Valley Women's Club presents a luncheon at The Pavilion at Earthbound
Farm, 7250 Carmel Valley Rd., October 2, 2013,
11:30 a.m. Featured guest is Social Events
Manager, Janna Jo Williams, who will speak on
Sharing the Love of Organic Food and Farming.
$35 per guest. Reserve by calling (831) 6590934.
Oct. 2-6 – Days and Nights Festival. Music
and film. Carmel & Big Sur. Tickets: www.daysandnightsfestival.com.
Oct. 3 - Carmel Residents Association holds a
Town Hall Meeting to educate voters on two
important Fort Ord initiatives that will appear on
November 5th's ballot. The meeting will be held
Thursday, October 3, from 5 to 7 p.m. at Sunset
Center's Carpenter Hall, Mission Street, Southwest
of 8th, Carmel-by-the-Sea. Free and open to the
public.
Oct. 6 – 5th Annual Party for the Paws,
Sunday, October 6, 4 to 6:30 p.m. Tickets: $40 in
advance. Appetizers, wine, live music, silent auction, raffles, rescued dogs onsite available for
adoption. Embassy Suites, 1441 Canyon Del Rey
Blvd., Seaside. www.partyforthepaws. Sponsors still
needed. Tickets available at door.
Oct. 6 - Ukranian pianist and 2013 Cliburn
winner Vadym Kholodenko will open Carmel
Music Society's 87th season on Sunday, October
6 at 3 p.m. with a Sunset Center recital and gala
dinner following at The Pine Inn. Tickets and information at www.carmelmusic.org and (831) 6259938.
Oct. 12 – Become a Volunteer at the Monarch
Butterfly Sanctuary,” 11 a.m., Do you Love
Monarch Butterflies? Volunteer as a Monarch
Docent! Help guests from around the world
explore the wonder of monarchs. Training is provided; all that’s required is a passion to share
nature with visitors of all ages. To become a
monarch docent, attend an information meeting
on Oct. 12 at 11 a.m., held at the PG Museum of
Natural History. For more information, please contact the Museum at: (831) 648-5716 Ext. 20 or
outreach@pgmuseum.org.

Tickets: $55/$50/$40

Show is Free!
Wine provided by “Carmel Wine Walk
By-the-Sea”. Proceeds will benefit the Voices
for Children, CASA Monterey County

$10 wine package.
Must be 21.

Ocean Ave. & Mission Street • Carmel-by-the-Sea
831-624-1385 • carmelplaza.com • facebook.com/shopCarmelPlaza
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AUTHORS
From page 1A
Not only are the venues new, but so are
the production crews and staffs. In past
years, logistics were easier as presenters
were able to walk short distances from hotels
to Sunset Center in Carmel. This year, limo
service will be provided to get them to the
two venues and back to their hotels.
McGillen reminisced about wondering if
the festival would continue after the first
year. That one almost sent Cynthia and him
to the poor house.
“We paid top dollar for marquee presenters,” he said. “And we provided them with
first class air fare, hotels, meals – everything
was the best. We wanted to do it right the
first time, rather than have the festival build
slowly.” After that, the McGillens decided
that the festival was going to stand on its

own. They were no longer going to pay for
marquee names. And it worked.
“No one returned my phone calls that first
year. Then for the second festival I was suddenly everyone’s best friend. Agents and
publishers were calling us wanting their
authors to be invited to speak,” McGillen
said.
Jim and Cynthia McGillen have had one
criterion for selecting presenters from which
they have never deviated.
“I don’t care if you’ve sold a million
copies of your book,” McGillen said, “If
you’re not a great presenter you won’t speak
at our festival. On the other hand, if you sold
only two copies, but can wow the audience
with your presentation we want you here.”
The McGillens spend 95 percent of the
time they devote to the festival screening
potential authors. They watch TED lectures,
follow the Aspen Ideas Festival, and check
out recommendations they receive. Their

high standards mean that only one of every
twenty potential speakers makes the final
cut.
This year’s list of authors is no less stellar
than in previous years. It includes Pulitzer
and Nobel Prize winners, as well as winners
of virtually every prestigious literary award,
and two former United States ambassadors.
Among the presenters are New York Times
op-ed columnist David Brooks, Jane Smiley,
Joe Scarborough, renowned interviewer
David Krasny, and even Paul Goodwin,
Artistic Director of the Carmel Bach
Festival.
A major perk of attending the festival is
the opportunity to purchase books and have
them signed by the authors. Book Shop
Santa Cruz will be at the festival with multiple copies of books by all of the authors.
Jim McGillen says he has been impressed
by the quality of the authors who have presented at the festival.
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“Beyond their talent, which is obvious,
they are people of character. We’ve had
almost two hundred authors speak at our festivals and there was not one single Prima
Donna among them. We don’t have them
sign contracts. Everything is sealed with a
handshake. And yet we’ve had only one cancellation — and that was due to illness. The
authors all tell us how much they appreciate
the weekend. It’s truly amazing.”
Information about tickets, venues, speakers, and the festival schedule is available at
www.carmelauthors.com.

Big Sur reads The Pine Cone

Kathy Sharpe Studio & Gallery

FALL SALE EVENT
ROWE & ROBIN BRUCE FURNITURE
Hundreds of fabrics to create any style to fit your decor

Monterey County
Open Studio Tour
Saturday and Sunday

September 28 and 29
11:00am-5:00pm

(831) 915-5052


Mum’s Place


Dolores between 5th & 6th, Carmel-by-the-Sea, CA
Courtyard behind Em Le’s restaurant

www.kathysharpestudio.com • kathy@kathysharpe.com

246 Forest Ave., Pacific Grove • 831-372-6250 • www.mumsfurniture.com

14 DAY
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LETTERS
From next page
Locating the Canine Center at Valley Greens Drive and
Carmel Valley Road is a recipe for a traffic nightmare, if not
a clear and present danger. Turning left off of Valley Greens

Drive, even on a Sunday morning with relatively light traffic,
is not easily done. There is no stop light. Even with a light,
the gridlock that would ensue from cars and RVs would be
difficult and dangerous. Is it not the responsibility of local
officials to put citizen safety above all other considerations?

Gabrielle Walters, Carmel Valley

Measure M full of double talk!

BROCCHINI

RYAN

P R O P E R T I E S

OPEN HOUSE SAT & SUN 12-2
1096 Laurel Lane, Pebble Beach

Five bedroom, 3 bath, 3,700 sf home on large corner
lot in secluded Country Club area. Private, large back
yard with huge Trex deck and fire pits. Great for outdoor living or entertaining. Call us for details.
www.1096LaurelLane.cbrb.com | $1,250,000
Paul Brocchini
831.601.1620
BRE# 00904451

Mark Ryan
831.238.1498
BRE# 01458945

www.carmelabodes.com

Dear Editor,
If you like trees, vote for Measure M. If you love veterans,
vote for Measure K. The main issue is that Measure M wants
to stop development (specifically Monterey Downs) and save
the beautiful trees. They also say they are not against the veterans cemetery, which is correct. What they don’t tell you is
that if Measure M is approved, there will be no development
of any kind for the forseeable future. They also tell you that
you can submit a new initiative if someone else wants to
develop that same land later. What they don’t tell you is that
they will fight against any new development again.
This will be a never-ending battle. If voters approve
Measure K, that will end all this fighting. Development will
provide jobs, housing and needed economic recovery for the
Monterey Peninsula, not to mention the roads for access to
the Veterans Cemetery. The Measure M proponents offered
to purchase the endowment parcel to help fund the Veterans
Cemetery but reneged when Seaside told them an agreement
was in place between Seaside and Monterey Downs for that
purchase. Keep Fort Ord Wild and the Alliance group were
given the options to either donate the funds or loan the
money to the Veterans Cemetery Foundation to build the
cemetery, but they ran away. Without development there will
be no access to the Veterans Cemetery. Dozens of families
are waiting for a final resting place for their loved ones. Talk
is cheap — action speaks louder than words. Support our veterans!
Mike O’Brien, Marina

Yes on K, No on M

Dear Editor,
Lost in the Measure K/Measure M discussion is the proposed, non profit Monterey Horse Park that has been planned
for almost 15 years. Monterey Horse Park and Monterey

Paid Advertorial

Chapter Seven
In Pacific Grove (PG), the employee unions rule.
They have the full support of the city manager (CM), the
city attorney (CA), and the council majority. True “collective bargaining” is a myth.
The PG Charter established a strong city manager
form of city government. The council is precluded from
delving into day-to-day management of the city. The CM
and CA are supposed to be talented experts who advise
the council about necessary policies and reforms; they
control the flow of information provided to the council.
In my view, it is that control of information which has
been used to trick council after council into approving
pension and salary increases that have created unimaginable deficits.
A good example of how misinformation works is provided by the current council pension subcommittee. It is
chaired by the mayor, and has two other pro-union, antipension, anti-salary reform members. The mayor has
voted against every single progressive pension reform
opportunity since he has been on the council.
The subcommittee just issued a report that concluded:
“The funded ratio (of the PG pension plan) compares the
market value of our portion of the asset pool to the
accrued liabilities for the PG plan.” It then went on to say
that PG was one of the four top-funded plans. Oops!
They omitted that PG has a $38 million pension bond liability, which, when included, gave PG the most poorly
funded status by a wide, wide margin. Neither the CM
nor the CA corrected the misrepresentation.
The pension subcommittee excuses the CM and the
CA from their responsibility to mend the pension/salary
problem. The CM and CA are the only two city employees selected by the council. If the two are unable to
resolve the pension/salary bubble, then the council
should replace them. Currently, the CM the CA, and the
council have expended hundreds of thousands of dollars
to defeat the 2010 pension initiative that was approved
by 76% of the voters—and now to keep the latest initiative off the ballot.
At the Sept. 4 meeting, one of the subcommittee
members stated that PG needed to find a way to stop the
annual deficit accruals. Hello. That was precisely the
purpose of the 2010 pension reform initiative and of the
current initiative.
The current dirty trick is a move by the police unions
to get on the payroll of another city, or the county, to
avoid the effect of the voters approving the repeal of the
2002 50% pension increase in the 2014 election. Like the
fire merger, that would leave PG with the deficits created previously. In addition, PERS writes off losses over
15 years; so only three years of the 36% 2008-9 PERS
loss have been written off, which means huge losses have
not yet been added to the PG pension deficit.
In two weeks, why outsourcing services may create
large pension deficits . . .
John M. Moore, Esq. (JD, Stanford School of Law)
Questions? jmoore052@gmail.com

CLOSED MONDAY

Downs are two completely different proposed projects. MHP
is intended as a venue for all equestrian endeavors and more;
4-H and Pony Club, therapeutic riding programs for disabled
children/adults/veterans, competitions, staging areas for trail
riding into the National Monument, dog shows and trials,
education/clinics etc. It consists of 11 rings (two covered),
staging areas/access to National Monument trails with parking, bathrooms, water for horses/hikers/dogs, RV parking,
horse camping facilities and a visitor/conference center.
Under Measure M, the MHP will be reduced to one ring,
a parking lot and equestrian activities that support trail riding
in the National Monument. Meaning all the aforementioned
will be lost, and it will never be built. Measure K keeps the
land where the MHP is planned available for development
and keeps the dream of the horse park alive — but it still
requires project approval, as Measure K doesn’t approve any
projects.
The Monterey Horse Park has no downside and benefits
everyone. Don’t let it be lost! Vote Yes on K and No on M.

Samantha Scanlan, Carmel Valley

It’s not about Monterey Downs

Dear Editor,
Measure K does not approve any proposed project, not
Monterey Downs or the Monterey Horse Park. Measure K
simply keeps the land developable, land that has been set
aside for business and job creation since the base closed.
Measure K keeps the land for that use and simply reaffirms
the plan for the base. Measure M changes land intended for
business and job creation to open space, even though
20,000+ acres have already been set aside for open space.
Opponents of Measure K would like us to believe this is
about Monterey Downs. It isn’t. It’s about the possibility of
economic revitalization for areas devastated by the base closure vs. adding 544 acres to an existing 20,000 acres of open
space.
Measure K does not approve any proposed project. Vote
Yes on K, No on M.
Hazel Rodriguez,
Seaside

Goats and Obamacare

Dear Editor,
Joe Livernois’ recent disclosure that he can’t tell the difference between private goat raising and public healthcare
seemed a bit creepy. Obviously, he must have read the whole
Obamacare law cover to cover to be so well qualified to insult
anyone who disagrees with it, but personally knowing more
about goats than Obamacare (having had a goat but never
Obamacare), I thought I’d give him a goat story of my own
and leave Obamacare to great medical and insurance experts
like Joe:
“So, Joe, a man has two goats. The government takes one
goat without his permission and kills it to feed politicians
and pay for their vacations and golf. Wanting even more
goats, the government passes a law allowing it to take future
goats from the man’s children, and all his neighbors, may
have for the next hundred years. It then takes half the milk
from the man’s remaining goat to give to people whose goats
have died through neglect, but spills most of it on the way
and pours the rest down the drain. It then has lawyers send
the man a nasty letter saying he can’t water his remaining
goat anymore because it might be environmentally insensitive to some fish that could theoretically exist if he wouldn’t
water his goat, so his last goat dies. He then files for public
assistance and hopes for free milk from the few remaining
goats in private ownership. Sadly, the last surviving goats
have been moved to China by their owners, as over there they
have fewer goat lawyers, more water, and lower government
milk and goat seizure rates, so the man gets nothing.”
The moral?
“Somebody has to actually raise the goats if there’s to be
milk.”
Frank Louis Blair Koucky III,
Carmel Valley
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BEST of BATES

Editorial
A disaster on purpose?
W

ITH A major component of Obamacare set for implementation Oct. 1,
public opinion polls show that most Americans still don’t like the president’s
health care law.
And what would really be interesting would be to split the country into two
groups and survey them separately.
If you did that, of course you’d find that the millions of people who will start
getting free health care thanks to Obama love his health plan very much.
But that also means that, for the majority to be generally against Obamacare,
people who don’t expect to get anything free from it, and who will be paying for
the first group’s freebies, must really despise the thing.
Try it yourself: Ask anyone with a steady job, who pays taxes, and who has
decent health care now how they feel about Obamacare, and the best thing most
of them will probably be able to say is that it makes them nervous.
Of course, the big city media have an answer to Obamacare’s shockingly low
poll numbers: The public is “confused” about the health care law, they invariably
say.
But maybe the public actually understands the law very well, and knows from
bitter experience that a government giveaway program that starts out big doesn’t take long to become huge, and that this one is so big, it threatens to swallow
the country. On its way to doing that, it’s going to cost taxpayers and future wage
earners hundreds of billions, if not trillions, of dollars.
Even liberal politicians and commentators — and apparently, the president
himself, judging from all the waivers his administration has granted — acknowledge that the law is a mess.
Ironically, it’s the law’s very messiness that some commentators see as a
virtue, because they think Obamacare will be so bad, it will lead a desperate
nation to demand a government takeover of the entire health care system, fulfilling one of the far-left’s favorite goals: Single-payer (government) health care.
Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid, a staunch Obama ally, has said as much.
In an interview with a Nevada TV station last month, he said Obamacare is a
“step in the right direction,” but that Americans will have to “work our way past”
private insurance-based health care.
“We’re far from having something that’s going to work forever,” Reid said,
referring to Obamacare.
The Los Angeles Times’ uber-left-wing columnist Michael Hiltzik saw Reid’s
comments as something to celebrate, writing two weeks ago that the “Affordable
Care Act is a logical precursor to single-payer.”
To support his argument, Hiltzik quoted a number of single-payer advocates
as foreseeing, thanks to Obamacare, a bright new future for Americans, with all
hospitals and doctors working, in effect if not in fact, for Uncle Sam, and everybody getting health care at very low cost, if not totally free.
He cited Medicare as an example of a single-payer system that works, and
contrasted it with the hugely wasteful, colossally inefficient and very frustrating
system we have now — all of it, of course, the fault of private insurance companies.
We certainly agree that the system we have now is crazy. But the biggest
problems are caused by government intervention, not the lack of it. Medicare,
which pays below-market prices, is a good example, because all it does is shift
costs to other people, while pretending to provide care for the elderly at reasonable prices. But if everybody belonged to Medicare, there’d be nobody to shift
the costs to.
Single-payer advocates say that this problem will be avoided by lowering the
cost of health care for everybody. And how will this miracle be accomplished?
By somehow requiring doctors and nurses to work for less? By making drug
companies charge lower prices for pharmaceuticals? No: According to Hiltzik,
the savings will come simply by eliminating the administrative overhead and
profit the insurance companies impose on the health care system today. We
don’t believe it. But even if he’s right, why did Obamacare have to be enacted by
subterfuge and against the public will? And why does a single-payer system also
have to be shoved down everyone’s throat by purposely using Obamacare to
make them miserable?
We don’t think the American people are stupid, or that they’re confused in the
slightest. They understand that freedom, not government control, is what leads
to prosperity, and that the only way to make everybody equal is to make everybody poor.
Obamacare is just another big step in that direction, and that’s why they don’t
like it.
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“Why are big houses built so close together in this town?”
“To keep undesirables from moving in between.”

Letters
to the Editor
The Pine Cone encourages submission of letters
which address issues of public importance. Letters
cannot exceed 350 words, and must include the
author’s name, telephone number and street address.
Please do not send us letters which have been submitted to other newspapers. We reserve the right to
determine which letters are suitable for publication
and to edit for length and clarity.
The Pine Cone only accepts letters to the editor
by email. Please submit your letters to
mail@carmelpinecone.com

A novel idea

Dear Editor,
Hey Carmel, you got $1.3 million more
than you thought you had. While the city
council is thinking of what to do with the
money, I have an idea ... how about nothing?
Bob Nunes, Carmel Highlands

‘Keep the standards high’

Dear Editor,
The atmosphere at city hall is simple
appalling. There are a number of issues we
have with the City Council and mayor’s
office as it pertains to the “look of Carmel,”
including the dated inns and hotels. Much of
downtown could use a “makeover.” From the
“not welcome to Carmel” sign on Highway

The Carmel Pine Cone
www.carmelpinecone.com

1, to “pothole alley,” on Ocean Avenue.
Same at Carpenter, including the “landscaped” medium divide.
We are thankful they are constructing a
restroom facility near 13th Avenue. That’s a
great improvement. We sent email to a city
council person with a request for one upper
and lower showerhead for locals, visitors and
surfers. Also, the stairs at 10th Avenue are
very dangerous, narrow, steep and eroding.
Spend the city surplus on capital improvements, including the greatest asset, Carmel
Beach.
Please find a private company to build
public paid parking or use Carmel High’s
parking lot in summer and shuttle people to
downtown, etc.
That’s enough. We love Carmel and the
people. Many of our guests at the gallery
love to visit the area. We need to keep the
standards high.

Ryan Kelly Rathbun, Carmel

Citizen safety above all else

Dear Editor:
Several letters have been written concerning the proposed Carmel Canine Sports
Center. Although there are many valid objections to the center, especially its proposed
location, one over-riding concern takes
precedence over all others. The problem is
public safety. For all of us who use Carmel
Valley Road, for work or pleasure, we know
how busy the road has become.
See LETTERS previous page
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When television imitates life, there can be real lessons to be learned
S

mas make an investment of time and emotion
with a willingness to confront primal truth
about the human condition. The consuming
circle of darkness in “Breaking Bad,” for
instance, summons no less than Conrad and
Alighieri.
The premise is improbable enough.
Walter White is a milquetoast with a family
living in a generic Albuquerque suburb. He
learns he has cancer. Hoping to leave a little
something for his family after he’s gone, he
parlays his knowledge of chemistry to cook
up a bit of dangerous drugs.
The scenario might not
seem so inconceivable after
all, at least not when considering the case of the substitute
teacher in Pacific Grove — an
By JOE LIVERNOIS
educated chemist — who
launched his own meth lab
“Breaking Bad” is perhaps the darkest and operation about a decade ago.
The fictional and the real-life teachers
the most cringe-worthy story on television. It
were somehow willing and able to justify
is also the best TV in broadcast history.
Television still suffers from its well their bad choices. And, in each case, their
earned residual reputation as a cultural choices ultimately unleashed a slippery
wasteland, a receptacle for moronic enter- slope of consequences they never could have
tainment delivered to a mass audience imagined possible. Their destinies spiraled
unwilling to be challenged by thoughtful out of control.
Walter White was aware of his villainy, at
writing and the nuance of true moral conleast at first, but he self-righteously rationalflict.
“Breaking Bad” and a handful of other ized his actions as a well intentioned evil to
magnificent shows on outlier networks — provide for his family.
Things went horribly wrong, of course,
“The Wire” and “Downton Abbey” come to
mind — provide viewers the rich sense of and Walter plunged slowly into a terrifying
place, the moral conflicts and the command- moral decay. His original justification moring characters that were once only the phed into a twisted satisfaction of ego, which
slid into a malignant lust for power.
purview of classic literature.
“Breaking Bad” is a study of the conseLike a good novel, viewers willing to
engage the best of television’s modern dra- quences that naturally follow the conscious
O A frustrated high-school teacher
with a degree in chemistry embarks on an
unfortunate sideline business and cooks up a
batch of methamphetamine.
He breaks bad.
The implications of Walter White’s
mounting depravity and his spiritual decline
will reach a climax on Sunday when AMC
broadcasts the concluding episode of
“Breaking Bad.”
The show has hooked millions of viewers
as deeply as a crushing meth habit, and

beyond the realm

betrayal of conscience.
Walter broke bad and, ironically, he lost
the family he originally expected to support
with his ill-gotten gains. He is now irredeemable, and we won’t know until Sunday
whether the show’s creator, Vince Gilligan,
will allow Walter to finally suffer the
deserved consequences of his wretchedness.
The teacher in Pacific Grove went
through his own circle of hell. When the
cops surprised him in his Prescott Lane
rental late one autumn afternoon in 2004,
they found the pitiful shell of a human being
taking a hit from a meth pipe, according to
news reports at the time.
Investigators said the teacher had been
running the biggest meth lab in Pacific
Grove history. They found enough material
in the home to make up to $500,000 worth of
methamphetamine.
But the teacher was careless; unlike
Walter White, he apparently got hooked on
his own product instead of his own vanity.

A century of
Pine Cones
n 98 years ago ––
Sept. 15, 1915
Local Fire Department Does
Good Work
That the property owners and residents of
Carmel were not called upon to fight what
might have been a large and destructive forest fire last Wednesday night may be attributed to the prompt response of our recently
organized fire department. About 9:30 an
alarm was turned in by George Creaser Jr.
The chemical fire engine was immediately
attached to one of Goold’s fast autos and in
less than five minutes was at the scene of the
conflagration, which occurred near what is
known as Old Carmel.
While nearing Carmel, on his way from
Monterey, in his recently repaired auto, the
gasoline feed-pipe broke and the car was set
afire, and in a short time the entire front of
the machine was in ruins. And here is where
the fire department, forty of whom responded, did good work. The burning gasoline had
begun to spread over the narrow road and
already the dry brush and pine needles were
burning and nearby trees were smoking.
Handicapped as the firemen were by lack of
shovels, buckets, lanterns and water, the
menace of a serious forest fire was quickly
conquered.
It will be money in the pockets of our taxpayers to supply the fire laddies with the
equipment they require.

The Quality of Trash

Give Your Windows
the Perfect Accent

Someone clipped a recent Pine Cone editorial and sent it back with the remark that it
was “trash.” But the criticism didn’t hurt
anyone’s feelings.
Pine Cone editorials are not written to
make everyone agree. It would be a sadly
monotonous world if all of us concurred in
all the views of one newspaper, and it would
be a colorless sort of newspaper which never
made any of its readers grind their teeth and
tear their hair and throw it down on the floor
and stamp on it and cancel their subscriptions.

n 75 years ago ––
Sept. 23, 1938
26362 Carmel Rancho Lane, Carmel, CA 93923
Tel: 831.626.9054 • www.AccentsWindows.com

His lab stunk up the neighborhood, and his
neighbors were alarmed by the scurvy element of foot traffic they witnessed coming in
and out of the house. Former Pacific Grove
Police Chief Carl Miller said that the neighborhood had experienced a significant spike
in property crimes while the teacher’s meth
lab was in operation.
After his arrest, haz-mat crews thoroughly cleaned the contamination, but the home
is still unoccupied.
The Sunday finale of “Breaking Bad” is a
closely guarded secret, but it’s impossible to
imagine a happy outcome for any of the
characters that suffered the misfortune of
orbiting outside Walter White’s sphere.
The teacher in Pacific Grove, on the other
hand, was fortunate to be caught when he
was, before his trail of destruction reached
Walter White proportions.
And after following Walter White’s grim
decline over the years, I cling to the hope that
our local teacher has broken good.

Carmel Goes to Polls Next Week
On Two High School Bond Issues
Carmel voters are pledged by their overwhelming signature of the Sunset high
school petition to vote “yes” for the
$165,000 Sunset district bond issue on
Tuesday and “no” for the $525,000
Monterey Union high school district bond
issue on Thursday of next week — if they
sincerely wish in the final instance to see
established a high school in Carmel. Defeat
of the Monterey bonds was seen as necessary

to keep the Sunset district from being tied up
with the Monterey Union high school district
for another 20 years.
The Sunset electorate is already pledged
to such action by the two-thirds signature of
the Sunset district high school petition during the past six weeks. Local organizations,
including the American Legion, Manzanita
Club, Parent-Teacher’s Association, are
working in full accord with the Sunset citizens’ committee in urging a strong turnout at
the polls on Tuesday and Thursday.

n 50 years ago ––
Sept. 19, 1963
Carmel Losing Valuable
Collections; Sunset Proposal
Would Stop This
Construction of a permanent art gallery
and museum on the Sunset School site would
make available to Carmel priceless art works
now held in private collections. This was the
statement today of two prominent local collectors, both of whom have hesitated to
exhibit their collections here because of lack
of safe facilities. Arthur L. Dahl of Pebble
Beach, who has one of the world’s most complete collections of Mark Tobey, many of
which were sent to Paris last year for a Tobey
show at the Louvre, said: “We have been
asked several times to show our paintings in
Carmel, but we are concerned with safety
factors.” Dahl, an investment counselor and
director of the Bach Festival, endorsed the
plan to tear down Sunset School and erect a
concert hall-theater, art gallery, and museum
on the site. He characterized the plan as “one
of the most valuable and necessary projects
proposed here in years.”
Meanwhile, Dr. William Fitzhugh, local
physician, stated that he would have donated
his collection of etchings by Goya, Durer,
Hogarth, and others to the local American
Federation of the Arts. “But there is no fireproof, safe place here,” Dr. Fitzhugh said. He
gave the collection to the Museum of the
Legion of Honor in San Francisco.
A group of local citizens has presented a
plan under which the city, if it acquired the
Sunset School site, would acquire at no cost
a 1,500-seat concert hall-theater, and
15,000-square-foot museum and art gallery.
It is proposed that a non-profit corporation
lease the site from the city and erect
improvements, title to which would go to
Carmel. Financing would be by donations,
grants, and tax-exempt bond sale. The site
would accommodate parking for 500 cars as
well as the buildings.

Ground Broken for
C.V. Country Club
Construction began this week on the
Carmel Valley Golf and Country Club’s new

See CENTURY next page
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An internship that leads to a big life in a small town
E

RIN CLARK is one of the most familiar faces in Monterey County. She is the
evening news anchor and a reporter for
KSBW television. She grew up outside of

How did that manifest? “Accounting. The
first semester of accounting is fine, because
it’s all, ‘the numbers have to line up and the
columns have to line up,’ and so you can figure that out. But when we got
to the concepts, that was not
so good.”
It was at this fork in the
professional road that she
realized, “I was really a liberal
By TONY SETON
arts girl. I loved writing. I
loved reading. I loved all that
Chicago and then headed off to the stuff. So I switched back into liberal arts and
University of Vermont. Her mother was from happily went along my way. You go through
Montreal, so the family had a ski condo in your college career and you have to start
the Green Mountain State.
thinking about what is it that you want to be.”
“I went to the University of Vermont as a
So Erin decided to try different occupabusiness major because I didn’t really know tions. She was a teaching assistant for a
what I wanted to do, and my father thought semester and then interned in public relathat was a good idea. A couple of semesters tions at the college. Both were OK, but neiinto my college career, it was obvious that ther was “magical.”
the business world would be better off with“Then there was an advertisement in the
out me, and I would be better off without the school newspaper. The ABC station in
business world.”
Burlington was a dog. It was just awful, and

Great Lives

Woman arrested for slapping husband
PINE CONE STAFF REPORT

ment.”
Seaman also took “personal items” from
A 36-YEAR-OLD Gilroy resident was the man’s house, including boots, a license
jailed the night of Sept. 13 after she hit her plate frame and some coins, according to
husband (from whom she is
Mukai.
separated), stole items from his
“I don’t know if those
house and was caught driving
were sentimental to her, or
drunk, according to Carmel
what,” he said.
Police Sgt. Mel Mukai. Kelley
After she left, the man
Seaman was in town “to discalled police, described
cuss some personal issues”
what happened and prowith the resident, he said, when
vided Seaman’s vehicle
their interactions became heatinformation.
ed.
“And as it turns out,”
“There were two separate
Mukai said, officers on
incidents where there was
their way to the call spied
physical violence against John
the car at Ocean Avenue
Doe,” Mukai said. (The identiand Junipero Street,
ties of victims in domestic
“where a traffic stop verialtercations and sexual assaults
fied who she was. She
are protected by state law.) The
was suspected of driving
Kelley Seaman
pair first began fighting outside
under the influence of
a restaurant at Dolores and
alcohol.”
Seventh, and then separated.
Seaman was booked in
Later, Seaman returned and they got into it at to Monterey County Jail on charges of
Monte Verde and Seventh, where the man spousal battery, burglary and DUI. Mukai
lives.
said the burglary charge stems from the fact
“Doe suffered some injuries to his head she went into the victim’s house and com— a scratch,” he said. “He refused treat- mitted spousal battery, a felony.

CENTURY
From previous page
18-hole championship course and land
development project, located three miles
from the mouth of Carmel Valley on the former Dwight Morrow Ranch with entrance
just west of the Valley Hills Shopping
Center.
The Granite Construction Company,
which has contracts for the rough grading of
the golf course and the construction of the
$100,000 bridge, began the preliminary
work on the latter this week. The Sunshine
Company of Fresno was awarded the contract for construction of the golf course, the
installation of the sprinkling system and the
tree planting. Palco, Inc. of Indio, California,
was given the contract for the construction of
nine lakes on the golf course.
Edgar Haber, President of Green
Meadows, Inc. which is developing the
Carmel Valley Golf and Country Club project, states that he is hopeful that the course
will be seeded by the first of the year before
the rains, so that the course will be playable
by June.

n 25 years ago ––
Sept. 22, 1988
Carmel’s character is
losing out to economics
Few descriptions of Carmel’s much-touted village atmosphere and charm fail to

mention the “Carmel cottages” that dot the
landscape and set the residential district
apart from every other affluent California
coastline community. What Carmel’s early
chroniclers Bostick and Castelhun would say
about the present tendency to tear down
those cottages and erect larger, more generic
homes (many of them built for financial
speculation), can only be left to the imagination. What the city council will say will be a
topic of discussion at a study session scheduled for 4 p.m., Tuesday, Sept. 27 in Carmel
City Council Chambers. “I’m perceiving that
a lot of neighborhoods are beginning to
change drastically in their look,” said
Councilmember Ken White, who along with
Councilmember James Wright, had requested the council’s R-1 study session.
White said he was concerned not only
about lot splits [“lots that are being split to
put two houses where there was one”], but
the tendency for new homes to build to the
maximum size allowed by the code.
The median price of a Carmel home is
$305,000, according to Monty Dias of Old
California Title Co. in Monterey. Those figures are undergoing a revision, Dias added,
and should go even higher. Another growing
problem with building out the lots to the
maximum the code allows, is the lack of
space for trees. With such rising prices, buyers and home builders try to maximize the
use of their property. It no longer pays to
build “little redwood cottages” that “snuggle” into the terrain and trees. “I think (the
present trend) is unfortunate and if that continues, Carmel may well lose its special identity,” Wright said.
–– Compiled by Lily Patterson

they were looking for interns, pretty much and have some stability, and we made that
slave labor. They wanted free bodies, warm decision. I was going to stay there forever
bodies,” she said. “This was
and be one of those people in
a station that didn’t have any
the small town markets — a
resources, this was a station
big fish in a small pond.”
that didn’t have any bells
Erin’s husband started a
and whistles, this was a stabusiness with a partner who
tion that was barely on the
lived in Carmel, so he comair, and I still loved it. I
muted, and in 1996, Erin
knew just the minute I
came out here with him for
walked in.”
the first time. “He brought
Erin found herself with
me in October, which I
opportunities she would
thought was very smart of
never have had at bigger stahim. He didn’t bring me in
tions. She was writing
July. The weather was perimmediately and what she
fect. Just an idyllic little
wrote was going on the air.
place.”
“So it mattered. And in little
New England is kinda
or no time, I was on the air.
idyllic with the fall leaves
Erin Clark
I did the little morning cutthough?
ins for ‘Good Morning
“Vermont was still pretty
America.’ I was awful.”
nice, but that’s the myth of
But it was a marvelous place to learn, and fall in the northeast. It’s a beautiful two
she got a lot of experience even before she weeks, but the rest of the fall is miserable.”
finished college.
But that didn’t mean she was ready to
They didn’t have a journalism school at move. She told her husband, “Dina Eastwood
the University of Vermont, so she added has the job that I would want, so I don’t
communications to her English major and know that that’s going to work. I thought, ‘I
graduated with a double major.
will go talk to the station.’ I went and talked
After she graduated, she was hired by to the news director. She was very nice.”
WPTZ, the NBC station in Burlington,
When Dina announced that she was going
which was bigger and more successful.
to leave KSBW, Erin’s husband persuaded
“Looking back, I was lucky because of her to send the station a tape. “So I sent a
that advertisement that I answered,” Clark tape and heard nothing for a while. It was
said. “I was a general assignment reporter about two weeks before Christmas of 1997, I
there for three years.”
got a call from the news director, and she
And when the station’s anchorwoman left said, ‘We really like your tape. We would like
for a larger market Erin was moved into her you to talk to Dan Green and Jim
chair. “I was there for a probably 12 years. I Vanderzwaan and Dennis Lehnen.’”
got married, had two kids, had the house and
That night she spoke with them by phone,
I was pretty happy there. In this business, at and two days later the station offered Erin
some point along the way, I think you have to the job. And the team has been together ever
make the choice of whether you’re really since.
going to go for network big-time TV, or
Erin and her family live in Carmel.
whether you are going to settle into a nice
To suggest someone for this column,
situation where you can raise your family email greatlives@tonyseton.com

Announcing ...

The 2013 Golden Pine Cones
Your chance once again to recognize
the greatest restaurants,
stores and service
providers
in the
Monterey
Peninsula!
“For the winners, it will be time to
party — so don’t let your favorite
restaurants and shops go without
the glory!”

n Ballots available online to email subscribers only!
n Voting continues from Sept. 27 to Oct. 4 n Results announced October 25

To vote, you must be a subscriber to our
email edition! Sign up now at…

2013

www.carmelpinecone.com
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of Luxury Real Estate

THERE IS NO PROPERTY QUITE LIKE YOURS, AND THERE IS NO COMPANY QUITE LIKE OURS !


Our Exclusive

Global
Network

&



Pebble Beach | Incomparable Ocean & Golf Views | $15,500,000

We Market
to the World!
43 Languages
30 Countries
4,600 Offices
140,000 Associates

Carmel | Live within steps to Carmel Beach & the Ocean | $5,500,000

Through our invitation-only
membership into

Leading Real Estate
Companies of the World

Carmel Valley | Mediterranean Estate with Panoramic Views | $3,200,000

Alain Pinel Realtors is part of an exclusive
global network of the most respected
experts in luxury real estate.
Members since 1991 we were the first to
promote homes in multiple languages and
currency. By presenting a gallery of the
finest luxury properties worldwide, our
brand is recognized throughout the world as
the luxury standard of excellence.

Voted “Best Real Estate Company in Monterey County” 2012 and 2013
Awarded Top Luxury Brokerage ~ Luxury Portfolio International


apr-carmel.com
CARMEL-BY-THE-SEA | 831.622.1040

Senior Life
Living now in the most beautiful place on earth
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Popping the question(s)
BY LISA CRAWFORD WATSON

HEN JUANITA Cooney lost her
battle with COPD three-and-a-half
years ago, Jim Cooney lost his wife
of 54 years, and Etta Bostick lost her very best
friend. Even now, when Jim speaks of Juanita’s
10-year battle and ultimate surrender to the disease, his eyes fill with tears. Then Etta steps in
close, dabs his eyes with her napkin, cradles his
head, and kisses his pate. It’s a natural gesture
toward the man she loves and who is her husband
of three years.
Jim met Juanita when his best friend offered
to arrange a date with his fiancée’s roommate.
When the roommate proved unavailable, Juanita
was “pressed into service as a substitute” and,
says Jim, the rest is history. The couple married
on September 10, 1955, and made their home in
Carmel, where they raised one daughter and
enjoyed a long marriage in sickness and in

W

health.
Etta met Juanita in elementary school in
Wynne, Ak., where the best friends went all the
way through school together. Although Juanita
moved 2,000 miles away from her childhood
friend, the two kept in close contact and visited
one another often throughout the years.
“After my husband died from lung cancer at
57, and my children had left the nest,” says Etta,
“I traveled to California from Arkansas many
times to visit Juanita. Jim was always in the background, very friendly and courteous. I never
thought of him one way or another, just as my
friend’s husband, but I knew how good he was to
Juanita, and I admired him. He was what I always
called a ‘good man’.”
Etta had never remarried, or even considered
remarrying, after the loss of her husband. Instead,
she focused on family — two children, five

See QUESTIONS page 37A

Etta Bostick and Jim Cooney on their wedding day. She was his late wife’s best friend.
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Key ingredient in the recipe for a long life: Living here
By LISA CRAWFORD WATSON

BETTY WHITE and her husband, Alan

Ludden, built their dream house in Carmel in
1981. Sadly, Ludden died that same year, but
earlier this month, White, now 91, celebrated
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her 32nd year living in Carmel and earned
the Guinness Book World Record for
“Longest TV Career for an Entertainer
(Female)” — a career that has spanned 74
years. Could her move to the Monterey
Peninsula have had anything to do with it?
Longtime Carmel resident Viola Mills
thought so. “If you want to live a long time,
find your way to Carmel, develop a sense of
humor and, if you can swing it, be female,”
she loved to say. Mills was months shy of
101 when she died five years ago.
Apparently White is not the only local
nonagenarian who is still hitting her stride.
Nearly every morning, Lois Roberts, 93, drives herself to Carmel Valley Athletic Club to
take a swim, participate in a circuit-training
fitness class and get in on a game of tennis.
Then she returns to her Carmel home on a
hill that overlooks everything, where she has
lived for 28 years.
Situated in her home office, in front of a
series of floor-to-ceiling windows that, on a

clear day, offer coastal views from Stillwater
Cove in Pebble Beach to Point Lobos and on
toward Big Sur, Lois writes daily. The
author, who has an M.A. in history and a
Ph.D. in Latin history, is currently publishing
a book on fruit globalization. Scheduled for
release next year, this is her seventh book on
history or commerce, many of which were
researched and written in Spanish, as well as
English.
“I am writing this book because this is a
topic business students are interested in,”
Lois said. “The context is relevant to
transnational corporations as well as entrepreneurs across the United States, as well as
in Latin countries, such as Ecuador.”
Born and raised in Los Angeles, Lois
imagined she would grow up to become a
nurse. Her father, who had opened a grocery
store in 1915, attended night school to
become a chiropractor after his wife had

See LONGEVITY page 35A
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Lois Roberts, whose
remarkable life
includes three husbands, with her third,
Bill Roberts.
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Best Skin
Care 2012

“We’re here…so you don’t have to worry!”

We Take Care of Second Homes
...from cleaning to buying groceries for your
arrival to checking for leaks and other problems
that just take up your valuable time. Let us give
you more time to relax and enjoy your home.

Is your skin feeling
tired and wrinkled?

Peninsula Home Watch, LLC
has been selected for the 2013 Best of
Carmel Award in the Concierge Services,
Home Watch category by the
Carmel Award Program.

(Not an actual patient)

Call today for a
FREE Cosmetic Consultation
Beth Robinson

831-596-1777
www.mphomewatch.com
Beth@mphomewatch.com

Locally owned and operated
Licensed, Bonded and Insured
National Home Watch Association Member

200 Clocktower Place, Suite 203-D • Carmel, CA 93923

including a customized skin analysis
using advanced 3D imaging.
New medical patients accepted
and most insurances welcome.
Roya Javid, MD, MHS

(831) 293-8458
26366 Carmel Rancho Lane, Suite H, Carmel
www.CoastalValleyDermatology.com
office@carmelskin.com
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You’re
about to see
Medicare
in a
whole
new
light.
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Come and compare your current coverage with our new plan. You might
be surprised. There is a new, community-based Medicare Advantage option —
brought to you by Aspire Health Plan.
We’ll coordinate your care with many local doctors and all Monterey County
hospitals.

   
The care you need from people you know.

Aspire Health Plan invites you to a special event about all we have to offer as a Medicare-approved plan in your area.

Seminars start
October 1 and
run through
December 7. To
save your spot
at one of our
events, please
call (831) 5744938 or toll-free
(855) 346-2904.

TUESDAY, OCT. 1

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 2

THURSDAY, OCT. 3

FRIDAY, OCT. 4

SATURDAY, OCT. 5

11a.m.–12:30 p.m.
Rocky Han
Community Center
211 Hillcrest Avenue
Marina

9–10:30 a.m.
Oldemeyer Center
986 Hilby Avenue
Seaside

11a.m.–12:30 p.m.
Crazy Horse
Restaurant
1425 Munras Ave
Monterey

9–10:30 a.m.
Oldemeyer Center
986 Hilby Avenue
Seaside

9–10:30 a.m.
Elli’s
1250 S. Main Street
Salinas

10–11:30 a.m.
Giant Artichoke
11221 Merritt Street
Castroville

9–10:30 a.m.
Rocky Han
Community Center
211 Hillcrest Avenue
Marina

11a.m.–12:30 p.m.
Crazy Horse
Restaurant
1425 Munras Ave
Monterey

11a.m.–12:30 p.m.
Black Bear Diner
2450 N. Fremont Street
Monterey
11a.m.–12:30 p.m.
Windmill Restaurant
1167 Front Street
Soledad
2–3:30 p.m.
Mee Memorial
Hospital
300 Canal Street
King City

11a.m.–12:30 p.m.
Laurel Inn
801 W. Laurel Drive
Salinas
3:30–5 p.m.
The Grill at
PG Golf Course
79 Asilomar Blvd.
Pacific Grove

11a.m.–12:30 p.m.
Black Bear Diner
2450 N. Fremont Street
Monterey

10–11:30 a.m.
Vista Lobos Room
Torres between
3rd & 4th
Carmel
11a.m.–12:30 p.m.
Windmill Restaurant
1167 Front Street
Soledad

Aspire Health Plan is an HMO plan with a Medicare contract. Enrollment in Aspire Health Plan depends on contract renewal. This information is available for free
in other languages. Please call our customer service number at (831) 574-4938, TTY (831) 574-4940, or toll free (855) 346-2904, TTY (855) 332-7195, 8 a.m.
to 8 p.m., 7 days a week. Esta información está disponible gratis en otros idiomas. Por favor, póngase en contacto con nuestro número de servicio al cliente a
continuación (831) 574-4938, TTY (831) 574-4940, or toll free (855) 346-2904, TTY (855) 332-7195, 8 a.m. to 8 p.m., 7 days a week. A sales person will be
present with information and applications. For accommodation of persons with special needs at sales meetings call (831) 574-4938, TTY (831) 574-4940, or toll
free (855) 346-2904, TTY (855) 332-7195.
H8764_MKT_44_AEP Ads_Accepted09222013
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New rehab unit at CHOMP keeps patients and families closer
By ELAINE HESSER

“one more thing” that’s simply exhausting. And that’s why
Friday, Sept. 13, was a lucky day for both Community
Hospital and local residents as CHOMP showed off its new
Inpatient Rehabilitation Unit during an invitation-only grand
opening.
Hospital Vice President Cynthia Peck said one of
CHOMP’s goals in opening the IRU was to “remove barriers
for families who had to drive long distances to see patients.”
Mario Ruiz, an occupational therapist and newly appointed
IRU Director, agrees: “It’s a service the community needs.
Instead of going far away, (patients) can stay close to home.”
Perhaps more importantly, their families can be part of the
rehabilitation process. Indeed, a brochure about the IRU
implies that the family is just as important as the medical
team, calling them the patient’s “major support system” and

OU DON’T think about your routine much: You
jump out of bed, shower, get dressed, grab a cup of
coffee and head out to face the day. But imagine
for a moment you had to relearn each of those ordinary, simple tasks, right down to figuring out how to swallow the java
in your favorite mug. People who’ve been hit with serious
physical problems like strokes or brain injuries are often
faced with that very challenge. Until now, locals who needed
intensive therapy were usually sent to the county’s only inpatient facility: the Sam Karas Acute Rehabilitation Center at
Natividad Medical Center in Salinas. It doesn’t seem that far
away, but for friends and family already traumatized by a
loved one’s illness, the drive can be yet another burden — the

Y

recommending that they be included in “treatment, education
and planning” throughout rehabilitation.
The IRU’s designed to help patients regain their independence. Ruiz and Dr. Jihad Jaffer, the unit’s medical director,
lead an interdisciplinary team of 22 physical therapists, occupational therapists, nurses and other medical staff. An average patient will stay about two weeks, and have three hours
of physical therapy on most days. Ruiz describes the challenging regimen as “running a marathon without ever training.” Peck agrees: “It’s grueling but it gets great results.”

See REHAB page 36A

THE COTTAGES OF CARMEL
Assisted Living and Memory Care

The care your loved one deserves from the community you’ve imagined.

Located at the mouth of Carmel Valley,
The Cottages of Carmel offers the classic
Carmel experience for those seeking independent,
assisted living, or memory care. Our comprehensive
month-to-month lease does not require a buy-in
fee and includes many amenities typically
charged separately in other communities.

26245 Carmel Rancho Blvd.
Carmel, CA 93923

(831) 620-1800
Cynthia@thecottagesofcarmel.com
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Don’t Risk Your Life.
Get Tested!
• Digital Mammograms
• Bone Density Testing

PHOTOS/COURTESY CHOMP

(Top) Kathryn Canfield, occupational therapist, in a kitchen added to
Community Hospital’s rehabilitation gym, so patients can practice
skills they’ll use in their own homes, including operating a stove or
dishwasher, using a sink and accessing cabinets and drawers.
(Middle) Mario Ruiz, director of the new Inpatient Rehabilitation Unit
at Community Hospital, in a patient room overlooking a garden area.
(Above) Patients at the rehabilitation unit can just relax in the living
area, or use it to work on skills they’ll need at home: Moving from a
wheelchair to upholstered furniture, working on a computer and navigating changing surfaces, such as from tile to carpet.

Memory  Dementia
Capacity Evaluations
Elder Care Planning
Caregiver Counseling

We Value Your Time
• No Waiting
• Convenient Parking
• 30 Minutes or less
Most Insurances Accepted
Affordable Payment Plans

Mary Lou Catania, RN
Program Director

24 years serving the Monterey Peninsula

Dr. Trish McKeon, MEd., Ph.D.
Neuropsychological Services

700 Cass Street, Monterey, CA
First Accredited on
the Monterey Peninsula

(831) 373-8932

Accredited by American College of Radiology

In-Home Appts Available
831-373-6115
667 Lighthouse Ave., Ste 303
Pacific Grove, CA
License PSY10152
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A dirty affair and a blind eye
By JOHANNA SHERRILL, DVM

ARMEL BEACH is such a glorious place to throw a frisbee, take a
walk, or enjoy a sun-drenched nap,
and is deservedly famous as a not-to-bemissed dog-friendly beach, crowned as one
of the best anywhere.
I went there the other day. A dog and its
owner were walking. The dog squatted.
Runny stuff came out of its south end. This
perplexed the owner, who already held a
small black bag full of the earlier fruits of the
walk. The owner looked down the beach. I
was walking in the opposite direction but
looked back at him and the dog several
times. Nearby, there was a large piece of
kelp, cylinder-shaped and rough-topped. He
picked it up and put it on the soiled sand.
Exceptional move, except that the runny
stuff remained where it was, although now
less likely to meet up with bare toes or running shoes. At least, one hoped.
The City of Carmel’s waste management
company spends upwards of $15,000 on
doggie waste bags every year. The business
of encouraging dog owners to keep their
pets’ solid wastes off the beach is something
substantial. Various civic groups perform
periodic local beach clean-ups. When I asked
how much of that trash was attributable to
abandoned or washed up dog poop bags, I
was told that, even though the overall percentage was low, the bags were ever-present.
But there is also a fair amount of canine
fecal matter that does not end up in bags at
all and remains on our beach. Like my
physics professor proclaimed in high school,
“garbage in, garbage out!” It’s a dirty affair.
We all know about it, but we sort of turn a
blind eye, don’t we?
Perhaps we all hope for the best. Dilution
is the solution to pollution, right? We learn
this in veterinary school (at least, I did at
Georgia’s vet school), as a euphemism for

C

the copious flushing of dirty wounds. After
all, the wave action and tides at Carmel
Beach can be quite energetic, and reaches
fairly high up the sand — and sometimes all
the way to the seawall. We know it can rinse
off the beach, taking things left there away
and out to sea. We are lulled into thinking it
is a cleansing routine. Maybe in part. Still,
that ash-colored sand resulting from bonfires
remains. What about the stool samples? Are
they gone completely? I doubt it.
Crowned kelp
My daughter and I were recently playing
in the warm, bleached Carmel sand. I looked
past her to a clump of kelp, three feet away. I
looked closer. The kelp was crowned with a
very, very large deposit of dog dung. We
immediately moved our towel and ourselves,
in the opposite direction. I admit, I did not
pick it up. But, I was mad about it!
Can the situation get better? Is there a
health hazard? As a vet, I must answer,
“Yes!” Fecal matter in any form is by definition full of bacteria, possibly parasites, and
essentially constitutes a biohazard. Excess
amounts of it can shut down beaches, create
swimming hazards, and end up on shoes,
feet, clothes, beach gear, and other dog’s
noses. TMI!
It’s easy to see why we turn a blind eye:
who wants to think about this? And worse,
who wants to pick up a strange dog’s poop?
Even me, a fecal matter expert, cannot fathom having to don a biodegradable poop bag
and hand scoop a large pile off the beach if it
did not come from my own dog. (My dog,
who is 4 pounds, yields a small pile that is
quite enough for me to deal with, thank you).
In truth, we are spoiled here, with bags
provided, trash cans close at hand, no leashes required, and no city workers hovering to
make sure owners do their part after their

See POOP next page

Try New Yon-Ka Deep Hydration Anti-Aging Products

Back in Carmel

In-Home Care
for Seniors
by Seniors

There’s a huge difference in the kind of
home care you can receive from
someone who really understands what
your life is like as a senior. They share
the same concerns you have, the
need for independence.
Our team of vibrant, compassionate
seniors are committed to providing
all the types of services you may
need.
Including:
• Companion Care
• Housekeeping Services
• Transportation
• Meal Preparation
• Handyman Services
• Personal Care
• Overnight and 24-hour Care
• Competitive Rates

Receive Hydra No. 1 Facial and get a free gift
(New clients only - limited supplies)

Make-up by

SENIORS
Helping SENIORS®

…a way to give and to receive®
NEW Formula
NEW Shades
24 modern &
versatile lipstick
entirely NEW!
Call Hidemi Dressler to
schedule your appointment
or to purchase products.

Facials, Waxing, Eyelash Extensions

831-402-9766

26335 Carmel Rancho Blvd., Ste 10, Carmel • miskincare.net
(Located inside Monterey Bay Wellness)

www.seniorshelpingseniors.com/monterey
BONDED & INSURED, BACKGROUND CHECKS

831-402-2854
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dogs do. So who is responsible for the dirty
affair that consists of abandoned dog stools
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on beautiful Carmel beach? Do we let it go,
even though it is truly a public health hazard?
In my business, animal technicians, kennel workers, and even hapless veterinarians
pick up poop in every form as part of our
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daily routine. Owners can elect to hire a service of workers from cleverly named companies to come to their homes and scoop away
poop in their yard (and maybe water their
plants, too).
These are all paid positions. (None pay

enough, if you ask me.) So, is it time to hire
a scooping brigade for Carmel beach so that
it can be a healthier place? Could be better
than a blind eye ....
Johanna Sherrill is a local veterinarian
with an eye on Carmel beach.

Give your community a stimulus plan — shop locally!

8000 VALLEY GREENS DRIVE | CARMEL, CA 93923 | T. 831.624.2888 | WWW.QUAILLODGE.COM
LODGING. GOLF. DINING. MEETINGS & WEDDINGS. RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES. CLUB MEMBERSHIP. SIGNATURE EVENTS.
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LONGEVITY
From page 30A
benefitted from chiropractic care. After being arrested several times for practicing medicine without a license, he initiated a grassroots campaign to establish the California State
Board of Examining Chiropractors, and obtained License
No. 5.
Despite hard times during The Depression, her father
questioned Lois’ decision to “wait on doctors and empty bedpans all her life” and instead suggested she follow his path to
become a chiropractor. In 1939, she earned her degree from
Ratledge College of Chiropractic in Los Angeles and
obtained her license to practice.
In becoming a chiropractor during The Depression, Lois’
father had unwittingly taken a kind of vow of poverty, and the
family often went without. But Lois believed in the “chiropractic philosophy and principles,” which she still applies in
her own well-being today.
One year later, after evaluating the effects of WWII and
The Depression on the economy and her potential success as
a chiropractor, she took a job at Lockheed Aircraft instead.
Lois met the first of three husbands, the handsome Harry
Crawford, while at Lockheed, and married him in 1942, barely a year later.
“Having grown up in Los Angeles,” says Lois, “I had
movie actor boyfriends who allowed that I was not beautiful
like their sisters, but I was cute. Cute got me through. Harry
told me later that he didn’t really want to marry me, but he
fell in love and couldn’t do anything about it. He had meant
to marry wealth.”
The couple had two children, Russell, in 1946, and Anne,
in 1948. They divorced in 1951, a year-and-a-half after Lois
followed her husband’s career to Ecuador, an experience that
changed her perspective and her life’s path.
Having left Harry to a culture that suited him, and returning to Los Angeles with her two children, Lois left her
Spanish-style villa with its swarm of servants and its highwalled gardens where her children played, removed from the
poverty playing out on the other side. As she faced her own
uncertainty back in California, Lois became keenly aware of
and fascinated by social strata and consciousness.
“I was so appalled at the poverty in Ecuador, which was
far greater than anything I had experienced,” she said. “I
came home determined to teach people about the terrible
contrasts in a layered society from rich to poor.”
In 1968, Lois returned to Ecuador long enough to research
her doctoral dissertation on the uneven distribution of wealth.
And so her connection to Ecuador continued.
It wasn’t easy for a woman to leave a marriage in the early
1950s, if it ever is, but Lois did, and went on to make her way
in the world, earning advanced degrees, and eventually teaching social studies at the junior high school level. Ultimately,
her Ph.D. secured her an adjunct position on various campuses — Cal State Los Angeles, Long Beach and Northridge,
as well as Loyola Marymount and Occidental — where she
taught a range of history courses, including women’s history,
as well as U.S. and Latin American history.
“People told me that history was too serious a field for
women,” said Lois. “They said if I wanted a job, I should
teach English. I always had a job, and it was always temporary. But that suited me just fine.”
Ten years after her divorce, Lois married Fred Weinman,
a kind and caring man who had suffered through Nazi
Germany and had come out of it with warmth and reserved
wisdom, a gentility and complete devotion to Lois. She was
41 and he was 58.
After 11 years of marriage, at Lois’ urging, the couple
adopted a 6-month-old baby girl from Ecuador they named
Susan. At 69, Fred felt he was too old to “deserve such a
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blessing,” but he was committed to the plan. As soon as he
met Susan, he became captivated, and devoted every waking
moment to his child.
Nine months later, a month shy of his 70th birthday, Fred
suffered a massive heart attack and died. Lois became a 53year-old widow with a 15-month-old baby, who had enjoyed
a father for just nine months. Her only option was to forge
ahead.
Six years later, almost to the day she lost Fred, in January
1979, Lois married widower Bill Roberts, a test pilot for
Hughes Aircraft, who had lost his wife and one of Lois’ closest friends, one year before. Bill taught Lois to fly a plane,
but she insists it was just for safety precautions.
During this time Lois began writing in earnest, shifting
her sensibilities from restless L.A. to reflective Carmel
where, in 1986, the couple moved into a three-story redwood
house with 140-degree coastal views. After four years of
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what felt like a leisure lifestyle, Lois returned to teaching,
two years at the Monterey Institute of International Studies,
followed by 17 years teaching Latin American history and
culture at the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey. And
she continued to write, while Bill enjoyed his retirement, his
photography and his exercise.
In 2000, Bill suffered an accident during a morning run
and died a week later, after 21 years of marriage.
Today, Lois remains devoted to her writing, her children
and grandchildren, and a wide circle of friends. She often
takes breaks from her work to play at her grand piano overlooking that grand Pacific view.
“My only wish,” she says, “is that I were young again,
maybe in my 70s. I’d be playing more tennis and researching
another book. The only thing I’d actually do all over again is
be a mother. Out of everything, I have loved being a mother
most.”
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Healthy Eyes for a
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in the Monterey Peninsula?
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in The Carmel Pine Cone.
They care about the community ...
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The unit’s staff completed an intensive
three-week training to prepare for the arrival
of the first patients the week of Sept. 16.
Those patients settled into some of the 13
private rooms with pleasant garden views
and patios. Twelve of the rooms are clustered
just off the main hallway, while the remaining room is specially equipped and designed
to provide additional privacy for patients
who need dialysis during their stays. Peck
says that, on arrival, most patients will have
been flat on their backs, sometimes for
weeks. “They’re exhausted at first,” she
says, “But as (they) progress, we want
(them) to be more social, and be with
friends.”
The smallest tasks seem daunting in the
beginning. “Some of the patients just want
to be able to say ‘Hi,’” says Ruiz. Peck adds
that others, “just want to hug their grandchildren.” The ultimate goal, however, is
independence. The goal for about 80 percent
of the patients will be to go home and
resume a relatively normal life. A social
worker is assigned to each case to make that
transition as smooth as possible. Meanwhile,
patients forgo the usual hospital gowns for
their own clothing, and eat in a community
dining room where friends and family can
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join them. Besides the daily physical therapy
regimen, patients will be able to participate
in other activities, like games, puzzles, and
outdoor walks.
There’s also a lounge with a flat-screen
television and furniture that’s less institutional and more like what you’d have in your
home. Peck and Ruiz say that’s necessary to
help people learn to navigate again — something as minor as the transition from a tile
floor to carpeting can trip up someone who’s
relearning how to walk.
The IRU occupies the former Garden
South nursing unit. It was remodeled at a
cost of about $1.2 million; Brenda Moore of
CHOMP’s Communication and Marketing
Department says that, “A generous gift from
Bertie and David Elliott is being used to help
support construction and program costs.”
Everything about the unit’s environment was
carefully planned to help patients succeed,
including the inspirational art on the walls.
Ruiz smiles as he points out a photograph
near the entry, “Leap of Faith,” which features several people leaping into the air.
“This is the first thing you see. That’s what
you’re doing.” Ruiz explains: “Most people
have never been in a situation like this,
where their independence has been taken
away.” His hope is that his patients will have
enough faith in the IRU’s staff to be able to
“leap” into the recovery process and regain
as much of that independence as possible.

JOIN VNA AND HOSPICE
AS A VOLUNTEER
Make a Difference in Someone’s Life
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Pacific Grove: Subject was driving on 17
Mile Drive when a deer ran across the street.
Subject tried to avoid hitting the dear and hit a
parked vehicle.
Pacific Grove: Officer was dispatched to a
phone detail in regards to fraudulent credit card
charges on Forest Avenue. Man stated he last
used his credit card at a gas station. He discovered his credit card number had been used to
purchase $750 worth of gas in the Los Angeles
area the same day he used his credit card to
purchase gas. He believes his credit card was
possibly skimmed at the gas station.
Pacific Grove: Victim placed three checks
in her mailbox ready for pick up the following
day. Victim discovered checks were taken out
of her mailbox.
Carmel Valley: Idaho resident reported losing her jewelry while she was at her vacation
home in Carmel Valley.
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 10
Carmel-by-the-Sea: Medical emergency
on Guadalupe Street. Assistance was provided
to resident. Fire department and ambulance
responded. The patient was transported to
CHOMP for further medical review. Adult protective services referral was also completed.
Carmel-by-the-Sea: Report of a fall on
Mission Street.
Pacific Grove: Officer was dispatched to
a possible violation of a restraining order on
Arkwright Court. Resident stated the subject in the restraining order had violated
court order and wanted the subject arrested.
Upon investigation, it was determined the
subject had not violated any court orders.
Because both parties resides in the same
complex, both the resident and subject were
advised that whoever arrives at the bus stop
first is allowed to stay and the other party is
to stay away.

Pacific Grove: Person on Austin Avenue
has seen and heard a mountain lion for the past
three nights. Resident stated she saw blood in
her backyard which she believes the mountain
lion has attacked and possibly eaten raccoons.
Fish and game was notified. Request report be
forwarded to animal control.
Pacific Grove: Officer was dispatched to a
resident who believed to have found controlled
drugs in his son’s backpack. The pills were
found in a ziplock bag located inside the backpack. Resident’s son stated the pills were overthe-counter pills and old antibiotics that were
prescribed to him several months ago. The bag
of pills were taken into the station for investigation. It was discovered the pills were prescribed to the resident’s son. The pills consisted of antibiotics and over-the-counter pain
pills. The backpack and pills were returned at
the residence.
Pacific Grove: Ninth Avenue resident
received a phone call from collection agency.
Resident stated she did not open a Visa account
in which she now owes $1,400. No suspect.
Pebble Beach: Pebble Beach resident
reported seeing an unknown male looking
through his trash can on his property.
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11
Carmel-by-the-Sea: Subject reported misplacing his Hertz rental car keys somewhere in
the City of Carmel.
Carmel-by-the-Sea: Vehicle towed per section 22651 CVC, blocked driveway, on San
Carlos Street.
Carmel-by-the-Sea: Over the period of
approximately one year, a woman has been sexually assaulted by her coworker at their workplace on Carpenter Street. On one incident, the
suspect orally copulated the victim. On the second incident, the suspect masturbated in front
of the victim. Multiple other attempts of rape
without success against victim. Victim reported
the incident after confronting the suspect and
notifying her boss.
Carmel-by-the-Sea: Man came into the
station to report he was being harassed by a
neighbor on Santa Fe. At about 1230 hours, the

See REPORTS page 39A
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Together We Discover and Celebrate
the Meaning of Each Moment!
Upcoming training on July 27 & 28th
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Your chance to vote for your favorite
restaurants, retail stores and
service providers on the
Monterey Peninsula!

Sept. 27 – Oct. 4
To vote, you must be a subscriber
to our email edition!

Sign up NOW at:

www.carmelpinecone.com
■ Ballots will be distributed via email
beginning Sept. 27.
■ Voting will be ONLINE ONLY and will
continue until Oct. 4.
Winners to be announced
October 25

For more information:
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QUESTIONS
From page 29A
grandchildren, and 11 great-grandchildren.
It had been awhile since Etta had visited her friends when,
on a cold night in March, Jim called to let her know that
Juanita had died. Except for the sympathy card Etta sent right
away, the two mourned their losses separately. Yet, two
months later, as Etta was putting the finishing touches on a
craft project, she received a call from Jim, letting her know
he was flying in on business and that he would like to take
her to lunch.
A proper woman in a proper Southern town, Etta said, “If
I were to be seen with a strange man in a public place, this
whole town would be set to talking.” Instead, she invited Jim
to a proper luncheon in the privacy of her home.
On Friday, May 7, 2010, Jim boarded a plane bound for
Arkansas, with a pair of dress pants in his bag and five questions on his mind.
“At the exact time he said he’d be there,” says Etta, “the
doorbell rang. There stood Jim. We hugged briefly; after all,
this was a longtime friend, and I was happy to see him. I felt
a flash of sadness in me too because always before it was he
and Juanita standing there with open arms.”
The pair dined on a Southern menu of fried chicken,
seven-bean salad and chocolate pie. Jim was smitten by the
food, but Etta watched as he picked at his meal. She couldn’t
imagine why. After they cleared the table, Jim called up his
courage and proposed his first question.
“Etta, have you ever considered remarrying?”
“No!” After losing her husband of 37 years, she had spent
the next 25 without so much as a date. She had retired from
a good job and had a close circle of friends, her grown children lived nearby, and she was very involved in her church.
It had been enough. Or so she thought.
“Would you consider remarrying?” Jim had come too far
to give up easily.
“I don’t reckon I would.”
“Would you consider remarrying me?”
“I might could.”
“Would you consider marrying me and moving to
California?”
“Can I bring my dawg?”
“Etta, will you marry me?”
“Yes I will.”
Jim gave Etta a quick kiss before easing down to one
knee, to ask her once more, just to be sure. “Etta, will you
marry me?”
“Yes I will.”
The pair went directly from the dining room to the only
jewelry store in town to pick out a diamond ring for Etta. The
next day, the new couple met with the priest whose only
question for the octogenarians was, “Are you committed to raising the kids
Catholic?”
The couple secured a
marriage
license
on
Monday, whereupon Jim left
for the next 10 days to fulfill
the business he had
arranged as his excuse for
coming to court Etta. He
called her every night, just
to be sure of her. Upon his
return, he gathered something old — his belt, something new — a painful pair
of dress shoes from WalMart, something borrowed
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— a sport coat and tie, and something blue – his navy dress
pants from home.
The couple planned a simple ceremony but ultimately
moved from the chapel into the larger sanctuary as more
friends and family got word of the impending nuptials. They
stuck to their plan to skip the pomp and circumstance of a
reception. Yet, after changing into something more comfortable in the sweltering heat of mid May, they went out for a
piece of pizza, where they ran into the priest and his staff.
Jim paid for pizza all around.
The morning after, the couple flew to Carmel to make
their home together in the coastal house Etta had visited so
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many times over the years. A month later, her dog joined
them.
Three years hence, Jim and Etta are comfortable in their
home and in their community. Both volunteer at the Yellow
Brick Road benefit shop in Carmel, and Jim spends every
morning at the gym among a cadre of fitness fanatics. Etta
continues her craft projects and pampers her pup.
“This was a real leap of faith for each of us,” Etta said.
“What if we didn’t get along? What if we were unhappy with
each other? We both had young love — I was 20 and he was
22 when we married the first time. This is ‘love in our old
age,’ and it’s very special.”

Monterey Bay Eye Center
is proud to welcome
Thu Nguyen, OD

Diplomates of the American Board of Ophthalmology
Roger C. Husted, MD • Leland H. Rosenblum, MD • Philip J. Penrose, MD
Ryan Ranch Optical - The Latest in Eyewear Trends and Custom Contact Lens Fittings
Get your complete Pine Cone by email —
free subscriptions at
www.carmelpinecone.com
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Reach the people who need your service for as little as $20.00 per week. Put The Carmel Pine Cone to work for you!
DEADLINE: TUESDAY 4:00 PM • VANESSA@CARMELPINECONE.COM

w HYPNOSIS

w PAINTING - COMMERCIAL/RESIDENTIAL
JIMMY DOMINGO PAINTING
Interior/Exterior, quality, efficiency, dependability,
competitive rates, free estimates, excellent references. Lic. #609568 insured. (831) 394-0632.TF

SERVICE DIRECTORY
continued from
page 19A

INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
FAUX FINISHES

License # 710688
POWER WASHING

NAT-42043-1

HYPNOTHERAPY / PAST LIFE RECALL
www.DrMancuso.com 831-626-6565
5 Claire's - www.CarmelPsychic.com
In Person - Phone - SKYPE - Email
Facebook.com/DrGabrielleMancuso

J & M MOVING AND STORAGE, INC.
We can handle all your moving and storage
needs, local or nationwide. Located in new
20,000 sf Castroville warehouse. We specialize
in high-value household goods. Excellent references available. MTR 0190259, MC 486132.
Call Jim Stracuzzi at (831) 633-5903 or (831)
901-5867.
TF

MILLER MOVING & STORAGE
Local, Nationwide, Overseas, or Storage.
We offer full service packing. Agents for
Atlas Van Lines. CAL PUC# 35355

373-4454

w PAINTING & RESTORATION
NIELSEN CUSTOM FINISHES, INC.
Serving the Peninsula since 1987

Painting Effects & Restoration
Old World Craftsmanship • New World Technology
Decorative Arts • Color Consultation

BRETT NIELSEN
ARTISAN

(831) 899-3436
License #676493

w PAINTING - COMMERCIAL/RESIDENTIAL

Stephen G. Ford Painting Inc.
A Complete Painting Co.
Serving the Peninsula Since 1969

Professional, Clean, Courteous
100% English Speaking
Employees.
Call today for a Free Estimate.

(831) 373-6026

1157 Suite A, Forest Avenue,
Pacific Grove
Fully Insured

Lic. #266816
Lic# 905076

Free Estimates
Interiors • Exteriors • Fine Finishes
Power Washing • Local References

www.PaintingonQ.com
Owner

No job is too small! We can paint your bathroom, touch up your
window or paint your entire house. Senior citizen discount.

Fast Response • Many local references • In business on Peninsula since 1991

Visa/Mastercard accepted

CARDINALE MOVING & STORAGE, INC.
Local, nationwide or overseas. Complete moving, packing storage or shipping. Agents for
United Van Lines. CAL PUC #102 808.
Call 632-4100 or 800-995-1602.
TF

CUSTOM PAINTING
GLAZING & ANTIQUING
FAUX & MARBLE FINISHES
FURNITURE RESTORATION
VENETIAN PLASTER

PAINTING CONTRACTOR/GENERAL CONTRACTOR
Quality workmanship at reasonable prices.

Joe Quaglia 831-915-0631

DM PAINTING
Lic # 948239
831-236-2628

INT/EXT RESIDENTIAL &
COMMERCIAL PAINTING
Cabinet Refinishing
Brush, Roller or Spray
Drywall Repair
Pressure Wash & Deck Restoration
Insured & Bonded - Free Estimate
References Available Upon Request

(831) 901-8894
Lic. #686233

831-262-2580
Interior / Exterior

Someone you can trust and depend on

-FREE ESTIMATES-

Lic. #935177

LOCALLY OWNED AND OPERATED

We check your home when you are away,
whether vacationing for a week, traveling for months or a second home-owner who visits occasionally. We offer wide ranges
of services; weekly, bi-monthly or monthly Home Watch visits.
We also provide one time services ...such as cleaning, catering,
Welcome Home and Sorry to Leave services

(831) 596-1777

Monterey Bay Music
M.A. Music
Two Carmel Locations:
Carmel-by-the-Sea & Carmel Valley

(831) 277-7638

Lic.# 248041

w TREE SERVICE
IVERSON’S TREE SERVICE
& STUMP REMOVAL
Complete Tree Service
Fully Insured
Lic. # 677370

Call (831)

625-5743

TREE TRIMMING
REMOVAL • PLANTING
30 Years on the Monterey Peninsula

w ROOFING

831.277.6332

JOHN LEY

TREE SERVICE

FULLY INSURED • FREE ESTIMATES CA LIC. 660892

w WINDOW CLEANING

WILL BULLOCK PAINTING & RESTORING

NOTICE TO READERS: California law requires
that contractors taking jobs that total $500 or
more (labor or materials) be licensed by the
Contractors State License Board. State law also
requires that contractors include their license
number on all advertising. You can check the
status of your licensed contractor at
1-800-321-CSLB.
or
www.cslb.ca.gov
Unlicensed contractors taking jobs that total
less than $500 must state in their advertisements that they are not licensed by the
Contractors State License Board. The PUBLIC
UTILITIES COMMISSION requires household
movers to include their PUC license number in
their ads. Contact the PUC at (800) 877-8867.

ASK 4 CHARLEY

(831) 392-1925

Pamela Lawrence

NAT-103462

Call 831-625-3307 for a free estimate, or cell 277-8952

“3 GENERATIONS OF EXPERIENCE”
REROOF / RESTORATION / REPAIRS

www.homewatchmontereypeninsula.com

Reputation Built on achieving the highest quality

Interior and exterior. Top quality yet economical.
Residential specialist - 35 yrs local references.
Full range of services. Fully insured, member BBB,
EPA certified firm. Lic. #436767.
willbullockpainting.com

w ROOFING
ALL TYPES OF ROOFING

w PIANO LESSONS

Kofman Enterprises Inc.

Please call us at

w MOVING

CALL (831)

C-(831) 238-1095
(831) 622-7339

P.O. Box 4691
Carmel, CA 93921

w PENINSULA HOME WATCH

60 Years of re-roof/repair expertise.
“Maximum Roofing Peace of Mind.”
20% Discount

(831) 394-8581
ROSSROOFING1950.COM

SERVICE DIRECTORY DEADLINE:
TUESDAY 4PM

Call (831) 274-8652
“Se Habla Español”

w/this ad

w WINDOW & FLOOR COVERINGS
Rod Woodard – Interiors
Window & Floor Coverings
Since 1986
ROD WOODARD, OWNER

Free In Home Shopping
25270 Allen Place, Carmel CA 93923

(831) 625-5339
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From page 36A
resident was walking by the neighbor’s house.
The neighbor called him an “idiot” and yelled
he “had a dust pan.” He also told the resident,
“Look out for my car.” The reference to the car
was from a previous case where the neighbor
told the resident he may accidentally hit him
when he is driving. The dust pan reference was
from the initial report of illegal dumping the
resident witnessed in 2012. Officer spoke with
the neighbor at the station. He admitted to making the comments and said he was wrong to do
so. Officer advised the neighbor his comments
were not warranted or welcome to the resident.
The neighbor agreed and said he would not
speak to the resident in the future.
Pacific Grove: Arkwright Court resident
complained about the restrained party violating
restraining order. Case forwarded to DA’s
office for review.
Pacific Grove: Married couple involved in
verbal dispute at Arkwright Court. Info only.
Pacific Grove: Person observed a male
exposing himself while walking eastbound
along the rec trail on Ocean View. Attempts to
locate the male were met with negative results.
Pacific Grove: Woman on 18th Street
reported she opened a checking account and
was waiting for checks to come. Checks taken
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from mailbox, and two of the checks were
cashed.
Pacific Grove: A 16-year-old female
walked to the station to get away from her
mother, with whom she said she had been arguing. No one had been assaulted. Officers transported her back home and spoke with the mother, who confirmed the teenager’s description of
the incident.
Carmel area: Man reported unknown suspects covered his cars with trash and dirt, causing no permanent damage.
Carmel Valley: Citizen reported an
attempted phone scam.
Carmel Valley: Person on Los Laureles
Grade reported info and wanted firearms
stored for safekeeping.
Carmel Valley: Resident on Berta Canyon
Road reported being assaulted.
Carmel Valley: Resident at Princess Camp
reported unknown subjects entered his tool
shed and stole property.
Carmel Valley: A female Carmel Valley
resident was stopped at Berwick Drive and
Carmel Valley Road due to a vehicle code violation. The driver was arrested for driving
under the influence of alcohol.
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DUI.
Carmel-by-the-Sea: San Carlos Street resident wished to report a theft of services at his
residence. He said he noticed a golf cart was
parked on his property on Monday. He forgot to
report this to the police until Thursday. On
Sept. 11, workers at his house reported that the
golf cart was plugged in to the home’s electricity and it was blocking their work area. The
golf cart was towed. The owner came into the
station to claim the golf cart and claimed that
he was given permission to park and plug in by
a worker on the site. The resident confirmed
that the worker did work for him but maintained that the permission to use electricity did
not come from him.
Carmel-by-the-Sea: Community services
officer responded to a barking dog complaint
on Santa Rita and placed a courtesy notice on

the front door. Animal control officer completed a followup and made contact with the dog
owner. The dog owner recently purchased a
bark collar, and the officer observed it working
on the dog. Information obtained and a warning
given.
Carmel-by-the-Sea: Traffic collision on
Carmelo Street. Property damage only.
Carmel-by-the-Sea: Person located a subject staying in a Junipero Street hotel room he
had not paid for. Person did not desire prosecution but wanted documentation. Subject has
had previous history with the police department and mental health issues. Support services were arranged through the “I-HELP program.” Subject will be provided lodging and

See POLICE LOG page 8RE

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12
Carmel Valley: A Carmel man was stopped
at Carmel Valley Road and Valley Greens Drive
for vehicle code violations. He was found to be

Smith
Medical
Pedicures
Sterilized Instruments
Soothing Foot Massage
Stunning Foot Care

Licensed Nail Technicians
Men & Women Welcome • Individual treatment rooms
Alan H. Smith, D.P.M. - Proprietor

COME VISIT US AT OUR NEW OFFICE
176 Sargent Court (off Cass Street), Monterey
831-649-1353
www.carmelpinecone.com

Coastal Valley Imaging of Carmel

Advanced MRI & Ultrasound
(Convenient Carmel Location — Next to the Barnyard)

• Radiologist Directed Exams
• Most Affordable Local Option
• All Major Insurance Plans Accepted
• Reserved Patient Parking
www.CoastalValleyImaging.com

26542 Carmel Rancho Boulevard, Carmel

T: (831) 625-7255

T: (866) NOW-4MRI

www.CoastalValleyImaging.com
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Dr. David Flemming

Dr. Anthony Shaheen

(831) 373-4304

(831) 373-3600
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